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EDITOR'S 'PREFACE ,. 

A Trip to Pike's Peak with Notes by the .Way. is generally regarded 
as perhaps the Lest contemporary account of the Colorado gold rush 
of 1859-1860. Dr. Charles M. Clark_· was an intelligent observer and 
competent writer, and his book must he · regarded as an important con
tributiun Lo that body of literature which we refer to as Western 
Americana. The original edition of 1861 has been out of print and 
quite scarce for many years. This is the first new edition since publica
tion of the original edition, and it is hoped that this new edition will 
enjoy the general use which it deserves, both as a valuable source hook 
on the Colorado gold rush, and also as an interesting and highly read
able chapter of Western American history. 

I have prepared an index to the journal itself, including, for the 
most part, place names, personal names, events, and items of especial 
interest. In the original edition an Errata sheet appears on page 135. 
I have incorporated these corrections into the text of this edition, 
and have corrected the spelling elsewhere consistent with the spelling 
indicated in the Errata sheet. Otherwise the arrangement of the text, 
punctuation, spelling and capitalization have not been changed. 

The illustratious which appear in this volume have bee11 reproduced 
from a copy of the original edition, there being eighteen sketches in all. 
In the original edition, the illustrations appear on separate pages 
opposite or approximately near the appropriate text pages. In this 
edition, I have placed the illustrations at the beginning of the appro
priate chapters, or else I have inserted them within the text in their 
appropriate positions. In the original edition the illustration titled 
"A Pilgrim" was employed as a frontispiece. In this edition I have 
taken the liberty of using it on the title page. 

Charles M. Clark was born October 8, 1834, at Manlius Square, 
Ouon<lagc County, New York. He received a liberal education at the 
AILion Academy, and after graduating commenced to study medicine 
with Dr. William Noble at the same institution for two additional 
years. In 1855 he entered the medical department of The University 
of the City of New York, and graduated on March 4, 1857. In the 
winter of 1858 he went to Chicago. 

In the spring of 1860, Dr. Clark left for Denver to prospect for gold 
in the mining regions of the Rocky Mountains. He returned to Chicago 
in early 1861. In April of that year he enlisted in the "Yates Phalanx," 
or the Thirty-Ninth Ilegiment, Illinois Volunteer Veteran Infantry, 
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occupying the position of Brigade and Division Surgeon. During the 
Civil War, he further served in the following capacities: Post Surgeon 
at F oily Island, South Carolina; Chief Medical Officer of the First 
Division, Tenth Army Corps; Chief Operating Surgeon of the Twenty• 
Fourth Army Corps. After the surrender of General Lee, he was 
appointed 01ief Operating Surgeon of the Twenty-Fourth Army Corps 
Hospital, ahd later as Chief Medical Officer of the Norfolk, Virginia, 
District. 

In February, 1866, Dr. Clark married and settled in Chicago. In 
1868 he wa:s appointed Surgeon to the Soldiers' Home in Chicago. 
After the death of his wife in 1872, he accepted an appointment in the 
n:gular Army and served in various capacities at Fort Larned, Kansas; 
Fort Riley, Kausas; Fort Union, New Mexico; Santa Fe, New Mexico; 
Furt Bascom, New Mexico; thence back to Fort Union. 

In 1875 he left the military service and located at Salina, Kansas, 
where he engaged in medical practice until 1880, at which time he 
rc::tumed to live in 01icago and practice medicine. He is listed in 
Chicago medical directories through the year 1903. 

Dr. Clark published two books: A Trip to Pike's Peak with Notes 
Ly the Way, and History oj the Thirty-Ninth Regiment, Illinois Volun
lt:er Veteran lnjantry, Yates Phalanx, 1801-1865. 

I should like to acknowledge the valuable assistance of the Bancroft 
Library, University of California, Berkeley, California; The Western 
Americana Collection at Yale University Library; The Newberry 
Library, Chicago, Illinois; The Colorado Historical Society, Denver, 
Colorado; and The Chicago Historical Society, Chicago, Illinois, for 
the biographical information which appears in this preface. 

ROBERT GREENWOOD 

July, 1958 
San lose, Calijornw 
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PREFACE .. , .. •. 

~ 

IN presenting this book to the public, I am not actuated by any 
desire to either persuade or restrain· _an_y fro~ go~n_g to the gold fields 
of Kansas and Nebraska, or to represent matters pertaining to that 
region, in any other than their true lig~t. 

I have endeavored to give a truthfuf- record of the journey over the 
plains of the far West-of the troubles and trials that the emigrant 
encounters, and of what is seen in passing through Kansas, Nebraska 
and the mountains. 

In speaking of the mining regions and operations, I have 
"Nothing exaggerated, 

Nor ought set down in malice," 
as the thousands can testify who have labored there. 

The i;ketches illui;trating the work, are true to nature, and are as 
perfect as a limited experience in the art could make them. 

lf there be any who think that the treatment has not been equal to 
the subject, the author would merely remark, that no treatment ever 
was; for had it been, the subject must necessarily have been exhausted, 
and then -- why, no future scribbler would have had any margin 
whereby to exercise his mind for the benefit of the public. Hoping, 
however, that the treatment given it may, in some measure, please the 
wise, divert the merry, and instruct the ignorant, I resign it into the 
hands of my friends, indulging in the hope that they will treat it 
kindly. 

CHARLES M. CLARK, M.D. 
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LETTER I 
THE CITY OF ST. JOSEPH, AND SOMETHING CONCERNING IT-VARIOUS 

ROUTES TO THE GOLD FIELDS-THE EMIGRANTS, THEIR OUTFITS AND 

APPEARANCE-APPLICATIONS FOR PASSAGE-AN ENTHUSIAST-THE FER· 

IUES--THE STAHTING OUT-A COLORED PILGRIM ARRESTEO--BELLEMONT 

- .FlllST NIGHT IN KANSAS. 

MANY of thost: who startt:d for the gold fields of Kansas and Nebraska, 
w1:11t via St. Joseph, Missouri. Perhaps the larger number made this 
point their rendezvous for the purposes of outfitting, it possessing 
better facilities for trade, and the purchase of stock than even Leaven
worth, Omaha or Nebraska City. But there were a large number who 
found it more advantageous to proceed by way of the other river 
towns, and especially those who started from home with their own 
conveyance. 

Much has been said, and much has been written with regard to 
the relative merits of the several routes leading to this new Eldorado, 
Lut it is generally cuncedt:d by all, I think, that the road up the 
South Platte, it the best and most direct. At all events, it has taken 
prccc<lt:nce over the Southern or Sante Fe, and that leading up the 
North side o{ the river. 

The city of St. Joseph is finely located on a majestic bluff, that 
rises many feet above the turbid waters of the Missouri river, and 
from the flat presents a very pleasing as well as imposing appearance. 
It is regularly laid out, and has many fine buildings, some of which 
would compare favorably, in all respects, with those of larger and 
more opulent cities. It is reputed to have a population of fifteen 
thousand, but I was credibly informed that eight thousand was a 
more truthful estimate. Its history dates back many years-the first 
Luil<liug erected tlu.:re being constructed by a Frenchman in 1805, for 
the purpose of trade with the lndia111:1. 

l 



2 
TRIP TO PIKE'S PEAK 

The emigration to '•Pike's Peak" last spring differed, in many re
specl.s, from that of the preceding year. It was much larger in point 
of numbers, better equipped, and composed principally of a better and 
mure determined clas;; of men, who were better fitted to endure the 
fatigues and brave the dangers of the way, as well as better prepared 
to work after reaching the mountains. Many of them had started on 
the expedition with brave hearts and willing hands, and with a de
termination to go through, no matter what obstacles interposed, no 
mattt:r what news the returning apostate might bring. 

There were many, however, ·of a different stripe, men not fitted for 
the undertaking. Some had come from the enclosures of a shop or 
an office, with physical powers far below the ordinary standard, who 
"ere unsuited for the occupation of miners, and totally unprepared 
iur the initiatory hardships of crossing the plains. Some, again, had 
~tarted with no means for providing a comfortable outfit, expending 
their all for a passage, which would leave them destitute at the moun• 
taius. Then~ were some even in the decadence of life-men decrepid 
v,ith the burden of years, with shrinking muscles and shaking nerves, 
~-ho were tottering on to the gold fields with spirits, seemingly as 
buoyant and hopes as bright as those of their more youthful com• 
petitors. I chanced to meet several of these remnants of by-gone 
generations; one of whom informed me that he was eighty•three years 
uld. His establishment for the jo_urney consisted of a cart destitute o{ 
cuver and a pair of ancient looking bullocks. 

··My friend," said I, "what can induce a man of your years to un-
dertake such a journey? Do you think you can stand it?" 

•·Stand it! My old timbers have tuk me thar once, and I reckon 

they'll do it ag'in." 
"What do you intend doing out there? going into the mines?" 
"Yes, I reckon, ef the rheumatiz don't hinder. I made a claim thar 

last year up in Greg'ry's, and should a made right smart ef it hadn't 
been that I was taken sick for more than three months; but as 'twas, 
I hammered out of my quartz enough to gel home ag'in, besides having 

something to roll out with this spring." 
Our party subsequently overtook this old veteran near the "Cut 

Off;" he had three pas:,eugers aboard his cart, and was making slow 
progress, owing to his rheumatiz and the tender feet of his team. 

There were others en route, who were literally traveling on their 
muscle, dragging hand-earls, rolling barrows, or packing themselves; 
and there wt:re undoubtt:dly mauy who were traveling on their nerve 
and muscle in another sense, but it is vain for me to attempt a descrip
tion of ·'whu went and how they went," for I could nut do the subject 
justice, and perhaps the reader has known und seen as well as myself. 
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After reaching St. Joseph, the bone and sinew of our party were 
called into action; there was the. car to. unload, the wagons to set up, 
and their load to be regulated. Besid~7 • there were many secondary 
matters to attend to, and several days passed before we were ready 
for the start, during which time we were visited by many curious and 
inquisitive brother pilgrims-the fi,rst salutation invariably being, 
"Going to the Peak, eh!" which was generally fqllowed by a run up 
and down the gamut of impertinence such as-"Where you from, 
stranger?" "How many in your company?" "Got horses or cattle?" 
"Many going from your section?"" Expect to make a pile don't you?" 
etc.,-and perhaps before leaving they would charitably remark 
that-"That 'ere wagon's too light, it'll never stand the journey with 
that are load on, will it, John?" (referring to some contemporary for 
a corroboration.) John, perhaps, didn't know-"timber was pretty 
good, but wouldn't like to warrant it" Sometimes, pour passer le temps, 
we would saunter out among the migrating fraternity-look through 
their camps-into their wagons-and we would often see and hear a 
vast deal behind the curtains, and to one keenly alive to a sense of the 
ridiculous, it was a treat. There, in a kneeling attitude, surrounded 
by divers articles of camp furniture, with shirt sleeves rolled up, was 
a brawny fellow engaged in mixing bread. Now and then a huge vol
ume of tobacco juice came trailing out of his mouth, the spray, of 
course, falling short of the mark and entering the pan; now reaching 
for more flour, then more water, failing every time in getting the 
requisite quantity-but soon the proper consistency was gained, and 
then came the kneading-and such a kneading, it reminded one of 
wax work. It was rolled, and thumped, and fingered, and fisted; then 
pulled and spatted until it fitted the bake kettle, when the muss was 
over. In his near vicinity stood another specimen of the genus homo, 
cleansing a set of greasy tin plates with cold water. The operation 
consisted in, first, the application of hard soap well rubbed in; then 
submersion in water and friction with the hand, with now and then a 
little scraping with the finger nails; after which they were subjected 
to a rub with .the towel and pronounced clean. 

On the sides of a wall tent near by was inscribed an advertisement 
<lone with red chalk: 

"HO for Pikeij PEEK 
PAsSINc.ams Wanted 

BOAIII> Through TO DENVf.ll 
for 25 DOLLARS 

INQUIHE INSIDE" 
NB WHISKEY for SAIL 

We thought that before the whiskey sailed we would apply. 
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During our stay in St. Joseph we had several applications from men 
who wished to work their passage. Among them was a middle-aged 
man, who stated that he had just come in from the plains; had been 
in the employ of government from Fort Laramie, in the capacity of 
driver. Of coun,e we bad many questions to ask concerning the feed, 
the Indians, and about the gold fields, all of which were answered 
much tu our satisfaction. He spoke of Denver City with a good deal 
oi enthusiasm. Said he-

"Gentlemen, Denver is to Le the greatest city on this continent. 
Why, you'd be surpri:;ed to see how it has grown within the last six 
month:;; it hasn't a parallel anywhere. Large brick blocks are being 
erected, and it has now some of the best hotels this side of New York 
city; and you'll see as tine carriages rolling about the streets, and some 
a:; finely dressed women as you would meet with anywhere; and it is 
de~tined to be (now mark my word for it) the greatest commercial 
center as it is now the geographical center of this western hemisphere. 
Railroads are going to center there, the Platte river will be made 
navigable, and in less than ten years the capitol will he removed from 
Washington there. Mark it. You may think that I'm foolish, but I've 
traveled, and I know about how things will turn out." 

lkfore he had finished, the odor of bad whiskey became apparent, 
and the nose of a bottle protruding from a side pocket, accounted for 

his brilliant ideas. 
There are two steam ferry boats in operation 011 the river at this 

poinL One runs directly across to Ellwood; the other to Bellemont, 
a distance of five miles up the river. The fare by either is the same, 
viz: six shilling,;, or bits, as they term them, for a yoke of cattle and 
wagon, or a span of horses and wagon-no additional charge being 
made for the persons accompanying. Both ferries were equally well 
patronized, some preferring to cross at Ellwood, where the road leads 
up a low bottom some six miles before it traverses the bluffs; while 
others went by Bellemont, thus saving five miles land travel, but 
having a very high and precipitous bluff to climb immediately after 

lea,ing the boat. 
It i,, quite amusing to witness the proceedings of a company who 

are about "starting out." All is hustle and excitement; many things 
are to be done which the novice little knows how to perform, but in 
the doing comruits a dozeu faux pas. There is the cump furniture to 
be taken care of; the stove to be cleaned out, and which is geuerall y 
dtected by turning it upside down and getting burnt in the operation; 
the pots and kt:ttles have to be packed away, and it is generally done 
so effectually that it will take time to find them, w1less some one should 
happen to remember where they were put; the bedding is rolled up; 
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the tent is struck, and finally the cattle are brought, when "all hands" 
and generally a few outsiders are called into action, and the scene that 
transpires is ludicrous in the extp;me. Many of the cattle have been 
lately purchased, and nothing is kno,vn of them except the recommend
ation of the seller that they wilt work in the yoke, and arc perfectly 
kind so far as they know; but now that they are brought for trial their 
little individual peculiarities ·become •provDkingly manifest. Many 
of them are wild· "harum scarum'' animals, that evince but little 
disposition to submit to the yoke, -and requiring a strong guard to 
keep them within bounds. The process of yoking commences, but is 
conducted under difficulties, which are in part attributable to the in
experience of the operators, and in part to the intractability of the 
subjects. Some of the old veterans yielded kindly, but the majority 
needed a great deal of coaxing, and even then could not be brought 
to terms, running here and there, stepping in between those that were 
yoked, or taking a stampede over the commons, accompanied by vocif
erous shouts to "head him off!" "stop him!" together with a little 
genteel swearing, by way of emphasis. Much trouble often resulted 
in not knowing the right places of the cattle, and many were the 
labored attempts to drive the "off ox" on the "nigh side," whereby 
much thumping and pounding resulted. 

"Get in there, you old villian ! You'll come to Limerick before 
I'm done with ye, I'll bet," says one. "D-n y'r eyes, you never ought 
to have been an ox, you should have been a jackass," says another. 
"Wring his tail," interposes a third, until finally the idea that "pi:rhaps 
he don't belong on that side," rescues the much abused animal, who 
kindly submits to tht: yoke on the other side. 

As soon as the operation is completed, they are driven to the wagons 
and hitched on. This is accomplished after a manner, the noviciate, 
of course, experiencing more or less trouble in bringing his team to 
the pole; for, if the cattle are not well broke, they will invariably go 
wrong. At last, all being in readiness, the word passes to "roll out," 
the most experienced driver taking the lead. 

Our pan-Ly were in readiness to takt: the four o'clock boat, via the 
llellemont Ferry. Approaching the landing, it was apparent that 
something unusual was transpiring. On inquiry, we li:arned that a 
ucgro, en route for the "Peak," had been arrested, and not having 
his papers, had bceu taken to the calaboose. Considerable sympathy 
was manifested in his behalf, but no measures were taken for his 
rescue, and he was conducted to prison-all his golden dreams and 
speculations nip'd i' the bud by the remorseless hand of the law. I 
furthermore learned that the probable sequel would be his sale back 
to slavery, the proceeds going into the treasury for educational 
purposes. 
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Bellemont is a small town on the frontier of Kansas, the few scat
tered buildings comprising it being located on the slope and ridge of 
a lofty bluff that rises almost perpendicularly from the river. The 
road leading up this small mountain, at the time we first traveled it, 
had been but little worked, and was exceedingly dillicult to climb. 
We christened it "l\Iow1tain of Misery," it being the scene of an 
accident to our rolling stock that delayed us several hours. Since 
then it has ht:t:n cut down to a more moderate grade, making a much 
Letter road of it. The town has grown rapidly since the advent of 
the Pil:e's Peak emigration, and speculation in city lots runs high, it 
king the principal business transacted there. Frequent importunities 
and opportunities are bt:Stowed on the visitor to get eligible lot~-
corner loG-in what is destined to he the heart of the city, but which 
are uow the silent retreats for vagrant swim: and poultry, in search of 
hud nuhi. 

We were in Kan:;as-bloody, bleeding Kansas-the late scene of 
political strife and civil war-the "harp of a thousand strings," each 
:,lrung to a dolorous pitch, and which every political demagogue knows 
h0w tu finger, and which has shed throughout the length and breadth 
of the land, not the "soul of music," but the sound of discord. The 
whole territory presents a vast, uneven surface of prairie, poorly 
\\Catered and sparsely timbered, over which high winds continually 
swc:ep-where hurricanes flourish and frolic and fierce storms rage. 
The soil, however, is good, possessing all the elements of a rich soil, 
and agriculture might flourish if the climate were suitable, but it is 
now subject to frequent drouths, which devastate the country, and in 
some portions of the territory the possibility of living is entirely 
prc:cluded. That portion bordering on the lVlissouri river is generally 
exempt from the many evils that brood over the remainder, the bottom 
land:; being very productive. The timber is all confined to the borders 
of the stn:ams, and consists principally of cottonwood, some oak, elm 
and black walnut. 

We prepared to spend the night on tht: ridge of the Belle-n~ount, 
and located our camp opposite an institution which was designated as 
a '"Bakery, Grocery and Provision Store," which supplied us with 
eggs, mill.. and bread, for a reasonable compensation. This was the 
initial :;tep of our camp life, and where we were first initiated into its 
mysteries as well as miseries. Our sheet iron stove was set up, the 
cuoking utensils and dishes brought forth, and the cuisine department 
~ as e:;tablished; then one scoured the commons for fuel, while tht: 
ulher proceeded half a mile down hill for water; after which tht: 
coffee was ::.et boiling, the potatoes baking, tht: meat and eggs frying, 
and while one superintended the::.e operations, another set the taLli:, 
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laying the covers on a small portion of a city lot. At last the repast 
wali pronounced ready, but night had fully asserted supremacy, and a 
tallow dip was brought forward to illuminate .the several matters for 
discussion before the squatters-and we were all squatters for once 
from necessity-the dignity of a chair would have been ridiculous. 

To tell you how food relishes under these circumstances, would set 
a dyspeptic crazy, a glance at the vaciu_1t dish.es would convey an idea. 
After supper, the pipe,. that symbol of peace, was produced to miti
gate the fullness of a burdened stomach, and to solace our nerves 
after the fatigue and excitement of the day, and as the smoke rolled 
in wreathy columns around and above us, it carried on its bosom the 
gilded fabric of a truant mind, whose proportions grew with each 
succeeding puff; but alas! the foundation thereof was smoke, and our 
towering castle fell; and, tired of life's mysteries and miseries, we 
looked amid the ruins for a comfortable place to sleep, hut there was not 
much choice i11 the pallet Dame Nature had spread, nor did we delib
erate long on "foreside" or "backside," but wrapping a blanket 
'round us, and looking aloft to see if there was any prospect of rain 
before morning, we lay down with the song of the whip-poor-will for 
a lullaby, to dream of home and feather beds. 
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SENECA 

LETTER II 
GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE ROADS-WHO LIVE IN KANSAS, AND HOW 

THEY LIVE-THE DROUTH OF LAST SEASON-THOY AND THE TROJANS-

TOO MUCH LOAD ON-HAVE TO RAZEE THE WAGON BOX-STAMPEDE OF 

STOCK-WOLl' ltlVER-THE GRASSHOPPEH-KICKAPOO INDIANS--THE BIG 

.r-.EMAH.-\-VISITEO BY AN OLD GOSSIP-HOW SUNDAY PASSES IN CAMP. 

THE roads through Kansas are a vast series of ups and downs, and 
in looking out over the vast unbroken surface of the prairie, one is 
reminded of the huge swells of ocean, and the wagons, (justly termed 
,.chooners,) perform about the same motions in traversing it that a 
ship does in riding over the waves of a high sea-now toiling up 
one, then dipping down to ascend another, in tedious succession. 
l\ow and then an unbridged slough presents, with its mud and mire, 
Lut which has to be crossed, and in the endeavor it proves a "slough 
of despondency" to many, being often the scene of trouble as well as 
accident. One, I distinctly remember, proved disastrous to us-so 
much so that we were obliged to keep it company for thirty-six hours. 

The road itself, is, from the nature of the soil, hard and smooth 
in dry weather, the soil being a mixture of clay aud sand; but a 
little rain changes it materially, it becomiug soft and slippery and 
dillicull lo travel. For some distance back from the Missouri river, 
the country is well settled, and bears the impress of enterprise am! 
industry. The farms are generally under good cultivation, well 
stocked and enclosed by good fences; the buildings are well con
structed, a11d look neat and comfortable; Lut, as we proceed farther 
back, the scene changes, and one begins to realize that he has passed 
the boundaries of civilizatiou, and has entered the realm of the Indian 
and tht: buffalo. Occasionally, to make desolation more apparent, 
some :oqualler's shantee rears its lonely shelter, surrounded by a few 
tilled acre~, lvokiug as loucly as a hen coop al sea, and about as 
in:oiguificaut. 

u 
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Many of the "st:ttlerll'' in Kansas emigrated there during the po
litical furore, following in the wake of Jim Lane, and many have been 
lately introduced there through misrepresentations of the country, and 
they now would give their land, improvements, and all; to get hack to 
the States again-and many are g<>ing back. In conversation with one 
who was returning, I learned that he had been in the territory nearly 
two years; had been located nea.r Centralia; had tried to cultivate a 
farm, but could raise no crops; said he had l:i~en induced to go there 
through false representation; had been told that there was plenty of 
water and a good climate-all of wltich was a d-d lie in every par
ticular, and was going back to Iowa. 

The drouth of last season impoverished the whole country; nothing 
grew or matured, except on the bottom lands, and that was principally 
corn. A prominent citizen of Seneca, a lawyer, informed us that the 
crops in their immediate section of country had failed, and the same 
was true elsewhere so far as he knew. He also stated that the heat 
during the summer months had been excessive, the thermometer often 
marking 119° in the shade. 

"Why, gentlemen," said he, "to live and to move required no mean 
exertion; the air came .to our nostrils as from a seven times heated 
furnace; the water in the streams evaporated, and all vegetation was 
burnt up. We have had no vegetables to eat this summer, and not much 
of anything else; and it might stagger belief if I were to tell you that 
there were men here, educated men from the classic halls of Yale and 
Harvard, who have been and are now living on dried buffalo meat and 
crackers. Now I don't pretend to live here, nor do I intend to stay 
long; I came here about a year since, like many other young men who 
could not get a living in the States, and commenced pettifogging, hut 
it don't pay. If I do business for a man, he tells me that he has no 
money, but that he has got a cow or a calf that he will give me, or 
something else. There is no society here; the majority of the people 
are illiterate. One-half the men that I do business for, when called 
upon lo sign an instrument, have to make their mark, being unable to 
write. We are cut off from all communication with the world, except 
once a week, when the mail arrives, bringing the New York Tribune, 
which is the paper." 

"Do all the rt:sidents here feel as you do?" we asked. 
''The majority do, and all who can close up their business, and get 

away, are going to look for another boarding house." 
"What do you think are the prospects for this country?" 
"Not very brilliant for the present, hut in time I have no doubt but 

what it wil.l improve, and will be settled up. But I have noticed one 
thing: all the good and desirable men now go and will continue to go 
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north of the fortieth parallel of latitude-the country is better and the 
climate ia better; the country south of this parallel is less desirable, and 
kl populated by a scurvey set of Missourians and Hoosiers, who are as 
ignorant of what is decent in nature as a hog." 

Troy is a small town, located some nine miles west of Bcllernont, 
comprising a blacksmith shop, several whiskey shops, denominated 
groceries, etc. It is prettily located on the summit of a hill, is the 
county seat, and is surrounded by a well settled country. The Trojans 
n:cdve their principal trade and support from the emigrants, as well 
as the other towns along the line of travel. On reaching this point it 
became evident that we were carrying too much load; the axles had 
sprung, and the surmise was that our running gear would be sadly 
crippled, unless we took immediate measures to lighten up. But how? 
was the query. We had no stock that we wished to dispose of, having 
aln:ady lt:f t a quantity in store at St. Joseph, which we could not carry, 
unJ we could nut sell to advantage. So it was decided to keep our stores 
and cut down our wagon box, it having a broad upper projection and 
a false bottom, which could be dispensed with; and to work we went. 
The wagon sheet was removed, the hoops taken off, and the load un
shipped. While we were thus engaged, we were joined by a party con
sisting of Mr. R-, his daughter and aged mother. They wished lo 
travel in company with us, as they had lately been insulted by a set of 
drunken loafers whom they had just passed. We expressed our perfect 
w·iliingne~, if they could await our readiness, and ru; our arrangements 
would not be complete before night, they encamped, and it was directed 
to w·ait until morning and take an early start. The morning brought a 
cold drizzly rain, with all the attendant discomforts; our breakfast was 
delayed; our clothing got wet, and the high wind that prevailed came 
nc:ar stripping our wagon sheet; and, to cap the climax, as we were 
about ready to start our horses took a stampede. We had just taken 
brealdast in hand, when our attention was called to our little dog, who 
was playing with the lariat of one of the horses, but before we could 
interrupt his sport, the horses had taken fright and were off at full 
speed, over the hills, across the stream, where they were lost lo view. 
We lost no time in following, but after losing sight of the horses, we 
run at random, and for a time the chances of re:;aining them looked 
dubious. Sorni: of the party, fatigued with the chase, gave up in des
pair; but finally they were found at a distance of three miles, having 
been caught and secured by a farmer. We brought them Lack, im
mediately hitched up and started, our confidence in horseflesh much 
shak.en. Three hours' drive brought us to Wolf river-a stream of some 
m..1f,'Tlitude in the spring, but during the summer it shrinks to a mere 
Lruuk. Its borders are densely timbered, and the approach lo it. is 
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steep and rugged,. and the bottom stony, much care in driving being a 
necessary for a safe fording. After leaving this stream, we crossed 
several narrow ones tributary to it, aQ<J ·also pass several small towns. 
At length we reach the Grasshopper, an important stream at certain 
seasons. The approach to it, on eith~r side, is high and precipitous; its 
western border furnishes the best camping ground to be had on the 
whole route-plenty of wood, good.-cold spr.ing water, and a splendid 
grove of timber, composed principally Qf slippery elms, the barks of 
which look like a hotel register with the carving of names. The country 
surrounding is known as the Kickapoo Reserve, a small tribe of Indians 
living here, numLering some three hundred. They are partially civi
lized, and have the teachings of a missionary. They are small in 
stature, and dress after the manner of civilians, but there are few that 
can talk intelligibly. After leaving the Grasshopper, we pass one or 
two small streams, which afford good camping places, and at a distance 
of seven and a half miles reach the small village of Capioma, the abode 
of a set of vampires who. suck subsistence from the poor emigrant. 
A Mr. -, when returning from the gold fields, was taken sick and 
obliged to stop at this point. He was taken to the Gage House, where 
he remained four days; at the expiration of which time he was able to 
proceed. His bill was presented, amounting to thirty dollars, being 
charged five dollars per day for board, with the item of ten dollars for 
professional services rendered by the doctor, and withal the storekeeper 
had a small bill for sundries, etc. Being destitute of money, the sale of 
his wagon and horses was insisted on, for which the storekeeper offered 
sixty dollars; and, there being no alternative, they were thus sacrificed, 
leaving him a balance of twenty-five dollars to get home with. This 
account was furnished me by a farmer living in the vicinity, who was 
well acquainted with the transaction, and he stated that the whole es• 
tablishment was well worth a hundred dollars more than was paid. 
This is not the only instance of "falling among thieves" that has occur
red 011 the road, for the whole route swarms with sharpers, de:nons, 
and devils, who are ever ready to take advantage of the necessitie:o of 
any man. 

Proceeding 011 from Capioma, we reach, at a distance of four mile;;, 
the junction of the Leavenworth road. At this point is located a house 
of entertainment designated as the Pacific House. At a distance of a 
mile and a half farther on, at the foot of the second hill, is located what 
is termed a Ranche. When we passed through, water was scarce
slough water at that-and they were retailing it here at five cents per 
glass, with whiskey enough thrown in to disguise its bad taste and 
smell, and to cut its slimy consistency. Six miles farther travel O\'er 
heavy hills brings us to a large stream, the "Big Nemaha," which is 
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bridgt:d. Ahovt: tht: strt:am, on tht: western side, lies the respectable 
town of Seneca. 

We reached this point on Saturday, and encamped to iipend the Sab
bath. The borders of d1e Nemaha atf ord good cum ping ground, plenty of 
guod spring water, etc. Before night set in we were joined by 1oeveral 
companies, among which was the Chicago Leader Company, or better 
known as the Rounds Company. We had made their acquaintance at 
St. Joseph, and now hailed their appearance with emotions of gladness. 

Sunday came in bright and glorious, bringing the reprieve so anx
iously awaited from the fatigµes of a wearisome journey; but there was 
nothing, save in our own consciousness, to mark it as the Sabbath 
- no church bell awoke the stillness of the morning with its call to 
\\·orship, for there was no church, and the inhabitants of the far-west 
di:in't con:.ider that they wailt such institutions; they have not thought 
uf Sunday as yet, and the majority of the emigrants think of it only 
ii:. a day tu rest their stock and change their shirt, and some forget 
·c::n:11 this. 

A Sw1day in camp, on the plains, passes with a careless abandon
ment. \'arious are the ways in which it is spent. A peep into the tents 
will discover the manners of some, while a look through camp and the 
vicinity discloses the manner of others. In the tents we notice a variety 
of occupations; some are engaged with needle and thread, in patching 
up the:: wear and tear of their trowsers; others cleaning their revolvers, 
covering their meerschaums, and sharpening knives; here is one laid 
away on a pile of blankets, recuperating the wasted energies of the past 
wc:c:k in sleep; another is mending his boots; and another, for the want 
of something better to do, is complacently viewing his sun-burnt phiz 
aud the growth of his heard before a small edition of a looking glass. 
Outside some are having a glorious game of euchre around an inverted 
\\ alt:r-pail; some are engaged at target practice with rifles and revol
vers; others are washing their dirty clothes, and a few may be seen 
seated on the wagon tongues or leaning up against the wheels, their 
long, sad faces indicating a severe attack of nostalgia. They are think
ing of the comforts and blandishments of home, and undoubtedly wish 
themselves back again. The scales are beginning to fall from their eyes, 
and in:1tead of looking through the false medium that the imagination 
had f urni:.hed, when seated around the home-lit fire, they are beholding 
and experiencing the stern rc:ality. The pictures their fancy paiuted 
in bright and glowing colors are fading, and assuming a slightly 
treeni.sh hue; the road is not paved with golden sands, but common 
dirt; the sky is not always serene-heavy and foreboding clouds some
times darken it; the air is not always bland-fierce and howling winds 
often sweep over them. In fact, the courage that nerved their hearts 
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around the comfortable fire-side, when contemplating the journey, is 
leaking out; and "'I want to go home!" is legibly impressed on every 
feature. Poor humanity! you should have looked long and well before 
taking the leap. · ' ' · 

On our return, and while encau1ped on thiis stream, we were visited 
Ly au elderly woman who came into our camp with curiosity sparkling 
in her eyes. Says she- . . 

"Going to stop in these parts?" : 
"Not long," we answered. 
"O, you've come from the Peak, eh? Well, how's matters there, 

ennyway?" 
We satisfied her on these points, and thinking it our turn, we asked, 

"And who have we the honor of addressing?" 
"O, I'm Widow--, everybody knows me-live just over there." 
"Well, how long have you lived here? if we may ask." 
"Well, now, I'll tell you," and she prepared to give us a general out

line of her history. "I came here 'bout four years ago, determined to 
gel some land, and I've got it. Why, I've entered, and been the means 
of entering, five quarter sections, besides an eighty, and I done it pretty 
sharp, too; and all I had, don't you think, when I got here was six 
hundred dollars. When I first came here, there was nothing here, and 
I went to the river and bought a load of provisions, and don't you 
think, it cost me two hundred dollars. Well, then I put me up a house, 
and planted twenty acres of corn, and hoed it and done it all myself, 
and here I he sixty years old, and hain't known what it is to he married 
for twenty years; and, don't you think, after my corn got to growing, 
and was e'en a'most big enough to cut, the war come, an' the soldiers 
took it all for their horses, and many more things that I had, and it 
cut me pretty short, hut I got a start agin." 

"How has the drouth affected you'?" we ventured to ask. 
"I hain't raised a thing this year, but I've managed to get along; 

and I'm going to take some of my stock to the river and sell it, and 
I just come out to look up some of it. You hain't seen nothing of a 
rnJ steer pass this way, have ye?" 

We informed her that we had, and that it went into the timber, and 
she started in pursuit of the "pesky critter" at a full lope. This 
woman was an amazon of strength and energy, and had accomplished 
more than half the sterner sex could boast of who were located arouud 
her. She was possessor of a thousand acres, some of which was valu
able, it being located in town, and she was going to cling to it, would
n't sell a foot of it-and furthermore, as she stated, '·She did not run 
for the war, and she was not going to for the drouth," hut was going 
to rc:main, confident of better "times" next year. 
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LETTER III 
ASH POINT-WHICH IS THE BEST ROAD TO }'ORT KEARNEY-VERMILLlON 

CREEK-SO!,iETHING OF A STORM-AMONG THI£VES-SOM£ IOLA 0.1-' THE 

EMIGRANTS, AND THEIR TROUBLES AND TRIALS-TUE WOMEN AND CHIL

DREN E1\ ROUTE-ACCIDENTS, POVERTY AND DISTRESS---THE BIG BLUE 

RIV£R AND MARYSVILLE-STAMPEDEHS---VIClOUS HABITS PRACT1C£D BY 

PILGRIMS. 

O;,; leaving Seneca, the road leads over some very high hills, and we 
pass St:veral small streams before reaching Ash Point, a distance of 
eight and a half miles. At this point the road forks, the right hand 
ruad leading through Oketo, and designated as "The Great Military 
and Freight Road to Fort Kearney-the shortest and best route, sav
ing twenty miles in distance." The other is "The Great Military 
and Stage Road to Fort Kearney," and leads through Marys
ville, and is the most traveled. Considerable strife has existed here 
between the partizans of the rival roads. Just before reaching here 
a man had been shot for expressing his opinion as to which was the 
bt:st road. The cause of the strift: is said to be purely political. 

Ai, to which is the best road, I am unable to say, nor can the trav
der have confidence in the statemt:nts of those who art interested. 
Tlie road leading through Marysville is the one traveled by the Stage:i 
and Ly all uf Major & Russel's Freight Trains, and from my knowl
t:dgt! uf it, I can pronounce it a good road, the country it lca<ls over 
supplying p!enty of water, wood and good forage. At a distance of 
nine aud a half miles from Ash Point we cross the line into Nebraska, 
and four miles farther travel brings us to Vermillion Creek, where 
there is a Stage station. We encamped here for the night, in com
pany with many others, among which was a train returning from 
New ~li::xico, an<l one en route for Denver City. Soon after camping, 
a violt:nt storm of win<l and rain broke in fury upon us, which came 
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near carrying away our tent, and lasted some two hours. After the 
storm had abated, the wagon-master from one of the trains came to 
our camp and informed us that , t}1ieves were abroad, and cautioned 
us to keep an eye on our horses, or we might lose them. The night 
was intensely dark, and just su~h a night as would favor the stamped
ing of horses and mules. We needed no second warning, but pro
ceeded for our horses and brou/?ht them into camp, securing them 
fast to the trees; we each then took turns in watching, with instruc
tions .to shoot anything human o_r inhuman that was seen lurking on 
the borders of the camp; but the ·night passed without disturbance, 
and the early morning found us again on the tramp over the vast open 
prame. During the day's drive, we passed and saw a great number 
of emigrants. 

The emigration to the gold fields of Kansas and Nebraska last year 
was large; by actual count at Fort Kearney, for several successive 
days, an average of two hundred wagons passed daily, with an aver
age of four persons to the wagon, and this was kept up through the 
months of May and June. One can imagine how the road was trav
eled, and what a thoroughfare it must have been. The road had an 
average width of thirty feet of well beaten track, and was as smooth 
and hard as a brick yard pave, excepting some portions along the 
Platte Valley. It is undoubtedly the best natural road in the world, 
some portions of it where it traverses the ridges being as level as a 
hour.e floor; and often did we imagine that a Flora Temple in harness 
would just please us; at least, it would have been a great relief to 
have got behind something that could cancel distance a little better 
than an ox team, and end the tedious journey. It was on these ridges 
that the wind wagon made its best time. This vehicle consisted of 
the ordinary running gear, only made very light; at each end were 
two upright poles, or masts, each of which carried a sail, which sup
plied the motive power. Four men occupied this machine, and they 
informed us that they had traveled as many as one hundred and sixty 
miles a day. Of course they had to drag it over the hills and through 
the sand, which was decidedly hard work. I have often seen a con
tinuous train of wagons reaching for miles ahead of us, tht!ir wagon 
shceLs in the reflected light, looking like sails; and we could almo~t 
fancy them a Jleet of vessels, especially when seen amid tl1e glimmer 
of the rising heat, which often deluded us into the belief that we were 
approaching a stream of water. This ascent of rarified air is peculi
arly exhibited on the plains, rising to an altitude of three and four 
feet from the surface of the prairie, in wavy lines, and seen in the 
enchantments of distance, its resemblance to water is almost perfect. 
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The troubles and trials that are encountered in passing over the 
plains are numerous, but not more so than one would naturally look 
for and expect, considering the state of the country, but they are not 
of so grave a nature as many imagine them. The most of people in 
the States have an idea that an expedition to the Rocky Mountains is 
attended by great peril, and consider that it is tempting Providence 
to undertake it. The mo::.t serious trouble, as well as the most fre• 
quent, was the stampeding and loss of stock. It was no unusual 
thing to encounter men who were engaged in looking up lost horses, 
mules or cattle, and often did we 

"Hearken to the hurried questions of despair," 

as to whether we had seen any of tht: missing articles, but it was 
:;eldom indeed that we could give them any information. If tht: aui• 
mals had strayed, there was a possibility of findiug them; if they had 
ken stolen, tht:ir recovery was past hope. 

The loss of a man's team on the plains was a calamity not only 
feared but dreaded. They were, in one sense, his only salvation; with• 
out them he was left to the tender mercies of his fellow travelers, and 
I am sorry to say there was not much sympathy manifested towards 
the unfortunate; every man was too much engagt:d in attending to 
hi::. own interests to help others. Imagine the feelings of a man who 
has suifued this loss; he has accomplished the half of his journey, 
when, through some instrwneutality, his cattle or horses havt: stam• 
peded; he starts in pursuit, little knowing where to look, and the day 
passes in agoni:1:ing and fruitless search; his eye roams over the broad 
and barren plain, but no traces of the lost, he starts iuto the bluffs, 
follows up the canons, traverses the devious winJings of their many 
chambers, now aud then ascending their summits to look abroad over 
the plain, but the fleet antelope and the sneaking wolf are the only objects 
that meet the eye; he starts back to his encampment with the dark 
~hades of night and despair st:Ltling thick arounJ him, to meet the 
anxious family, some of whom have also been engaged in the search, 
but with a like i,uccess. He has but little money; those with whom 
he had been traveling, could not wait, and huvc gone; and as he re• 
Hects on his almo;:;t hupeless condition, hot, scalding tears foll and 
cuurse down his cht:eks. Another day follows a slt:epless night, and 
he slarts out again tu take a wider circuit, with a reneweJ hope; he 
questiuw, the:: travelc::rs as they pass, but they have seen 110 stray ani
mals, and the intelligence falls like an incubus upon his heart. He 
takes another course, hoping against hope; dimbs the bluffs again 
and again, suffering for water, and ready to drop from fatigue. At 
length his search is rewardt:d; back upon Lhe high prairit: are the ob
jc::1.:ts of hi,; :,;ulicitu<le, calmly feeding, and with glad cries uf Eureka! 
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which awake the slumbering echoes of the hills, he hastens them back 
to renew his journey. But all were not thus fortunate in finding their 
stock, and were obliged to buy a team from some of the emigrants, 
or get freighted through. ·· 

Accidents to rolling stock were frequent, causing delay and trouble. 
Axles would break, and tires would rt:quire cutting and setting. When 
an axle broke, it was exceedmgly dillicult l;lt times to find timber suf
ficiently large from which to make a new one. I have known as high 
as Len dollars to be paid for a stiok for that purpose. Ox-yokes were 
frequently fractured, and bow•p1ns often slipped from their place; and 
the ox, glad to be free from his burden, would run and caper, requir
ing the w1ited efforts of the company to secure him. Crossing the 
sand was a trial that tested the patience of the emigrant, it being of• 
ten necessary to "double up," in order to effect the transit, and thc::n 
it was troublesomt:, occasioning more or less fretting, swearing and 
pounding of the poor jaded brutes. 

lt was often interesting Lo look about you and see who your trav
eling companions were. The emigration was, to some extent, cos• 
mopolitan in its constitution. You would frequently encounter the 
apathetic German, with the everlasting pipe in his mouth, the witty 
but careless Irishman, the lively Frenchman, the sedate Englishman, 
now and then a Swede and Norwegian, together with the ebony-hued 
son of Africa, and last though not least, the speculative and wide-awake 
Yankee, who is determined to go through or bust in the operation. 
Old and wrinkled age was there, and rosy youth, and, withal, the mew
ling infant in its mother's arms. The women and children were well 
represented, for many a man was so confident of success that he was 
removing his family, and it is remarkable with what fortitude they 
endured the discomforts and trials that attended the journey. Many 
of the woman were habited a la. Bloomer, but the majority exhibited 
the good old-fashioned long skirts, but sans hoops and other fashion• 
able deformities. I have seen them, in the early morning, tripping 
gaily over the prairie in high glee, or riding on horseback; and some 
even had shouldered the ox-gad, and :were driving several yoke of 
cattle with all the professional glib and ability of an ·'old hand." The 
little children were objects for pity, harmlt:ss and helpless as they 
were, confined to the limits of the wagon night and day; sometimes 
parched by heat, sometimes shivering with cold, and often suffering 
for the want of water. Verily, I looked uµon a man as no,i compos 
me,itis, who was subjecting his family to the discomforts and hard
ships of so long a journey, over an almost unknown region of coun
try; and 1 still maintain that any man who removes his family from 
a comfortable home, packed away like so many "dry goods" bt:hind 
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an ox-team, across the plains, and with nothing but an "expectancy" 
for their maintenance after reaching the mountains, is eminently en
titled to be considered as suffering from aberration of mind. 

The emigrants traveling across the plains were not exempt from 
personal harm; "accidents would happen" there as ebewhere, and 
many of thtm were of a most serious nature-especially those result
ing from the careless ust of fire-arms. Every man, when starting out 
on this expedition, considered that a rifle, revolver and knife were as 
e:,:;ential as flour and Lacon, and they were provided accordingly
the two latter secured by . a belt to his person, while the other idly 
swung in the wagon, all loaded and ready for use. This practice of 
wearing a small armament girded about the person was general, and 
it appeared must ridiculous. It looked as though every man distrusted 
his neighbor, and this was pretty generally the case; and, in the re
sult of a quarrel, instead of resorting to a fi.stic encounter, the revol
ver was appealed to, and in the hands of the passionate the results were 

often !>ad. 
The rude slab, at the head of many a grave, bears the inscription, 

'"Accidentally shot," either by his own or a friend's carelessness in the 
use of fire-arms. There were many that received injuries during the 
stampede of mules and horses, getting severe contusions, and in some 
cru.es fractured bones; but I have never heard of any loss of life from 
this cause. Beyond Fort Kearney a few miles, a little child while 
leaning out of the carriage window, lost its balance, and was precipi
tated head-foremost to the ground, receiving injuries from which it 
,.oon died, although receiving every attention that science could be
stow while under the care of Surgeon Summers at the Fort. 

Poverty was exhibited in all its rags and filth on the plains, and it 
was distressing to notice the many that were suffering from the want 
of clothing and a sufficiency to eat. Many had started upon the ex
pedition with a few pounds of flour, and a little bacon-not a sulli
ciency to take them through-and had to rely on their wits and the 
charity of their fellow-travelers. Many had no suitable clothing for 
their feet, their sad remnants of shoes being braced up and held to
gether by strips of cotton cloth. Their blankets had been pawned for 
bread, and some even had parted with their only coat to obtain some• 
thing to appease hunger. I was told of one instance where a man 
would go to the feed boxes behind the wagons, and gather the scat
tered kernels of corn that had been left by the animals and eat them 
to keep from starving. 

The encampments of emigrants were often visited by persons who 
would report that they had started out in the morning ahead of their 
team, and that it had not yet overtaken them, or that by some means 
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the team had got ahead of them, asking for supper and lodging, which 
was generally granted, together with breakfast in the morning; but it 
was found that these persons ·were, generally imposters, having no con
nection with any team or company, resorting to this method to get 
through. .,, 

Ou leaving Vermillion Creek, the road leads over several high ridges, 
and al a distance of seventeen 'miles we• reach the Big Blue river and 
the town of Marysville. This is the largest town on this line of trav
el between St. Joseph and Denver; and is growing rapidly, having in
creased one-half in population and -in number of buildings since we 
passed through in May last. It is located on the eastern side of the 
river, the buildings being scattered in patches across the valley 
from the river bank to the bluffs. The buildings are all frame, with 
the single exception of a large two-story stone dwelling, situated at the 
north-eastern extremity of the town. 

The Big Blue River is also the largest stream that we meet with 
that we cross. Its banks, in some places, are densely timbered with 
Cottonwood, several varieties of Oak ( Quercus), together with Black 
Walnut (fugla.ns Niger), Ash, Willow, etc. The approach to the 
stream is quite steep, and in fording the river you follow down the 
channel several rods before ascending the opposite hank. During high 
water it cannot be forded, but there is a rope ferry provided, some 
little distance up the river, that is put in operation during a freshet. It 
was here that the sad tragedy of 1859 was enacted. The river at the 
place of fording has a width of fifty feet or more, and at low water 
<loes not exceed two feet in depth. 

Before reaching this point, we had met several parties returning 
back to the States; they were called "Stampeders," and were made the 
targets for the "outward bound" to shoot at, and many were the shafts 
sent at them; the finger of scorn was often pointed at them, and many 
a derisive laugh grated harshly against their tympanwns. Some had 
been through to Denver, and considering that matters looked rather 
squally, beat a hasty retreat, thus frightening others, who turned be
fore accomplishing half the distance. One party of young men, I 
remember, turned about before they had proceeded thirty miles from 
the Missouri River, not having sufficient courage to cope with the hard
ships that presented. 

The Stampeders were generally ashamed to meet those who were 
pursuing their way to the mountains, and would shrink back under 
cover until passed; Lut they were generally hailed, and inquiries in
stituted. Some would jocosely remark that the "Peak" had broken 
off; others tl1at they were returning for provisions, but were going 
lo cat them al home. Some pronounced the gold excitement a hum-
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Lug, and stated that the quartz mills wen: guod fur nothiug but "old 
iron." Later on we met these persons by scores, daily; in fact, there 
was nearly as many on their return as there was going. The inscrip
tions on their wagon sheets were various; some, who on starting had 
,uilten ''Pike's Peak or bust," now added the ed, absolutely busted; 
others had in,;crihed "Bound for America," etc. 

The emigrant, in traveling across the plains, acquires many debas· 
ing habit,;,. I do not wish to be understood as saying that all do, but 
then all are more or less lax in their morals. Many who had never 
before indulged in the use of profane language, or in draughts of 
whisky, soon learned to intersperse his conversation with big oaths, 
and to smack his lips after a swig at "Old Bourbon," with a decided 
rdi:,h. Smoking and chewing tobacco, together with drinking a quart 
ur :,O uf strong coffee at a meal, were other accomplishments-they 
were the m:cessaries. 

Sunday was by many entirely disregarded; die majority had seem
ingly leit all their humanity and their morals at home, bringing along 
their brutality and all the evil propensities of human nature, and those 
must moral al home were generally the most abandoned abroad; they 
were under no restraints, far away from the benign influences of home 
dlld ci•.-ilizatic,n, surrounded by all conditions of men and manners, 
and as man is an imitative being, it is not strange that he was inseu
,,jl,Jy coerced iuto practi1:cs that would have shamed him in the com
ruw1ity he had left behind. They apparently lost all pride of char
acter, as wdl as pride in personal appearance, not caring how they 
luuked or acted; and it was generally remarked, "If you wish to de
vdope a man's true character, bring him out on the plains." There 
was no masquerading there; crossing the plains was the furnace that 
tried him, the scales that weighed him, and if he was found wanting, 
it was soon lmuwn-no man's reputation could cover up his true char• 
actt:r. If he was prone to be irritable, cross and peevi,;,h, it was soon 
e,inced; if vicious, the propensity was sooner or later manifested. 

> 

. . . 
LETTER· .IV 

HOW WE TRAVEL AND HOW FAR A DAY-HOW CAMP IS MADE-COTTON· 

WOOD CREEK-SEVENTEEN MILE POINT-THE GAME, SEEN AND HUNTED 

-SICKNESS, ANO SOMETHING ABOUT THE DOCTORS--LONE PRAIRIE GRAVES 

-HOCK CREEK-AU!lOHA BOREALIS--ROAD-METRE-TABLE OF DISTANCES. 

THAVELING over the plains, when going out with a load, is necessarily 
a slow and tedious process, no matter whether you drive horses, mule;i 
or cattle, there is not any material difference-for you cannot go faster 
than a walk and do justice to your team. The majority of the trav
elers left camp at about seven o'clock in the morning, and would 
travel until meridian, unless the day was sultry, when they would 
turn out at eleven and rest until two o'clock; then they would proceed 
on until six o'clock, when they would encamp for the night, provided 
wood and water were at hand. During our journey out, we endeav
ored to get an early a start as possible, but the hour for leaving camp 
depended much on circumstances. The first duty of the morning wa:. 
to loose the cattle and turn them out to graze; the next was to provide 
breakfast; when this was despatched, the tent was struck, the bed
ding folded up, the camp furniture gathered, and all was packed away in 
the wagon; then the cattle were driven into camp and yoked, and we 
started, and would travel eight or ten miles before stopping to bait 
the cattle and provide lunch for ourselves; or provided that there wa;; 
a more desirable camp and better forage aheqd, we would continue 
on uutil the point was reached, then unyoke the cattle and turn them out 
to feed. The mess box was then brought out, and the contents noticed, 
each disposing of himself as his feelings dictated. After lunch, some 
amused themselves with a game of euchre, others at chess, while the 
Lalance ''turned in" under the wagon for a nap. After au hour or 
two had elupsed, or as soon as the cattle were pronounced / ull, we made 
our arrangements for starting again, and would continue on, some
times riding, but more frequently walking, until six and sometimes 
seven o'clock, when we turned out to encamp, having traveled a dis
tance of eighteen or twenty miles. This was the average travel; how
ever, we sometimes have traveled twenty-five and d1irty miles a day. 

21 
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At about the hour for encamping, the master of the train started 
ahead on the pony to look for a suitable place, and when found would 
return and pilot the train; and on reaching this spot, each wagon was 
drawn up so as to form a corralle, or enclosure. This method is 
adopted by all large trains, and for the reason that it facilitates the 
yoking of the cattle, for when driven within it they are more easily 
controlled. This arrangement of the wagons abo ensured greater safe• 
ty in case a storm arose during the night, for each braced the other, 
and could be chained together, which was often done. The smaller 
companies, with tht:ir four and six wagons, did not often attempt the 
f urmation of a corralle, and when they did, it was a signal failure, 
for it requires much practice in driving cattle in order to bring the 
wagon into position. The majority did not know how, ancl seemingly 

could not be learned. 
After the wagons had been drawn up in order, and the cattle turned 

loose, the tent was unfurled and "pitched," and the stove set up. If 
there was no wood in the vicinity, as was often the case, several would 
start and search for the "bois du vache," or "chips," as they were 
termed, and bring them by armsful into camp; these made good fuel, 
and furnished a hot tire, but in the burning, the abundant residuum 
of a:.hes so cloggt:d the stove as to require a frequent cleaning out; 
and tht:n the odor they somt:times exhaled would have put anybody 
hut a pilgrim out of conceit with appetite for supper. 

After the meal was prepared and eaten, and before darkness set iu, 
the cattle were generally driven up, unless they were thought secure, 
and roped, and then tied to the wagon wheels. Then, sometimes, a 
camp•fire was lighted, aud the members of the company would squat 
around it, to talk over the incidents of the day, or else engage in 
spinning yams until bed-time, when all hut the watchman took up his 
bed and started for the tent to bunk down on the hard, unyielding sur
face of "mother earth;" hut first the revolvers and knives were looked 
to, and strw1g on the ridge pole, in order that they might be ready in 

case of emergency. 
The camp at night presents a strange appeuruncc; and strange 

scenes are often enacted, owing many times to the disordered fancies 
of the watchman, who frequently sees more with the optics of the mind 
than the natural eye-a clump of bushes often assuming the propor• 
tions of a man who is sneaking into camp, or a bunch of waving grass 
is transmogritied into the likeness of a wolf, and many a time has the 
camp been thrown into utter confusion by the ringing report of a pis
tol shot, which had been fired at some suspicious object, awakening 
the various members of the company, who start up and run out with 
very many tangled ideas of ''What':. up'?" rushing in to fill up their 
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opening senses. The watchman, as a matter of course, has an excit• 
ing story to tell of a man .he'd seen slyly creeping over the bluff, or 
along the river hank, with '!most foul intent," or a wolf had entered 
camp and he had shot at him; but' just missed him; how one ox had 
jumped over another in afrigh~ etc. After learning the full particu
lars, the majority return to bed, but a few remain to chaw or smoke, 
in order to calm their perturbe_d minds, . 

After leaving the Big Blue River, the road leads over a country sim
ilar to that I have described in ·the preceding letters. The country 
is very well settled, especially along the borders of the river, and I 
judge it to he very productive; hut this section of country seems to be 
especially subject ,to violent storms and tornadoes; no less than two 
or three swept through there the past season, destroying everything 
they came in contact with, unroofing houses and scattering their tim• 
hers far and wide, prostrating fences, killing stock and doing immense 
damage. 

At a distance of twelve miles we reach Cottonwood Creek, a small 
stream which is dry during the summer months. The approach to it 
is winding and steep, and as the bed of the stream contains several 
large stones at the ford, some care is necessary in driving. There 
are two good springs here, hut no wood. The Stage Company have 
a station here, and there is also one or two other buildings. On leav• 
ing this stream, a series of long hut gradually sloping hills have to 
be crossed, for a distance of tive miles, when we arrive at a good camp• 
ing ground, known as Seventeen Mile Point, where there is a well of 
water, besides a good spring and plenty of wood. 

The game seen on the plains is not as plenty as one would naturally 
expect; but very little is seen along the line of travel; now and then 
a small herd of antelope are seen grazing near the bluffs, or passing 
down to the river, but so shy it is almost impossible to get within 
rifle range of them, without resorting to a decoy. Anything red in 
color will attract their attention and draw them, and a person wearing 
a red shirt can hunt them more successfully than another, if he will 
take a position and remain quiet. They were incessantly hunted, for 
their meat is considered a great delicacy, being very sweet and tender. 
During the months of May and June many young kids were found 
and brought alive to camp, a1id some endeavored to raise them, hut 
they generally foiled. They make pretty pets, and many are seen at 
the ranches on the Platte Valley, domesticated. Elk were occasionally 
seen, also the jack rabbit, which is full as sly and agile as the ante• 
lope. Buffalo were seldom seen during the spring and summer months, 
hut in the month of September they are seen in large numbers. I 
shall speak of them more fully in another letter. The bird game was 
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more plenty, con.:1i.:1ting of grouse, quail, snipe, plover, sage hens, etc. 
Duck were sometimes plentiful on the river. 

There was many a nimrod among the traveling commw1ity, and 
numbers might be seen daily passing over the bluffs to gratify their 
passion for hunting, and it many time.:1 led them into difficulties-some 
getting bewildered, turned around, lost. I have known several instance.:1 
where men have been obliged to spend a dismal night amid the bluffs, 
their company miles away from them; and some have never returned, 
being murdered by the Indians. Starting out alone into the blulf s 
aiter the tantaliziug antelope and wolf was perilous business, with
out chart or compass; one was often bewildered, not knowing where 
to go-was :.uhject to being robbed, and often murdered, by bands 
uf roving Indians, and when overtaken Ly night there was no alLerna• 
tive but _to lay down, hungry, thir:sty, suffering from fatigue anJ fear, 
lu await the morning :iun-their only companions howling wolverine:,; 
and swooping night hawks. 

Sicknt::..:1 often visited the emigrant. The prevailing di:sease:s wt:re 
bilious fever, which often assumed a typhoid character, pleurisy, 
pneumonia, and scurvy, besides there were many other incidental 
ailments which were excited into action by exposures, insufficient aud 
improper food, and over-exertion. Many were suffering from rheuma
tism, opthalmia, etc. I mentioned scurvy as one of the prevailing 
di::,eases, hut do not remember having seen a pure case; it was ofteu, 
however, a complication, aud I negleclt:d to state that diarrhoea and 
dysentery were prevalent. 

Owing to the very indifferent accommodations offered to the sick, 
who were carried along day by day in the wagon, bolstered up on the 
top of the load, exposed to all the vicissitudes of weather aud travel, 
their diseases which, under more favorable circumstances, would have 
excited no alarm, and would have yielded kiudly to treatment, became 
alarmingly aggravated, and the physician, when called, found it ex
ceedingly difficult to speak of the result, even in cases that under 
ordinary circumstances were invariably curable. Not a few sucrnmbed 
tu tht:ir di;;ease, dying away from home and friend:s in the wilderness. 
That di.:;tressing distemper of the mind, nostalgia, which was invari
iihly lit up on the approach of any bodily malaise, exercised a most 
La.neful influence, seemingly paralyzing all life and hope, filliug the 
mind with corrudi..ng fears, and prostrating every vital eucrgy; hence 
:.U:,pending all recuperative efforts, and in many instances counteract
ing and preventing the etf ects of every medicinal ageut. 

The services of a doctor could uot at all times he obtained, although 
there were many of the profession en ruute, but they were continually 
on the move, like the rest, and it was diilicult to tell where to find them. 
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Every man, however, had a package of drugs and nostrums, with 
writteu directions for use, sometimes consisting of blue pill, a little 
ipecac and opium, together· with a . bottle of peppermint, pain killer, 
and somebody's "sovereign remedy'for all ills." But they often hesitated 
in their use, and perhaps it is .well that they did, for I cannot but 
consider that medicines in the hands of those who are totally ignor• 
ant of their nature and of the.· indications . that call for their use, 
is productive of much harm. Th~y are' sufficiently hazardous when 
administered "secundurn artem," at. the hands of the accomplished 
physician, and I would advise all who contemplate taking this trip 
to leave the item of drugs behind; if they take anything, let it 
be some domestic prescriptions that they are well acquainted with. 
They had better trust to their "vis medicatrix naturae," and a cheer• 
ful dispositiou, than all the elements of the materia medica. There is 
no rea:sou why persons should suffer sickness in crossing the plains, 
if they are at all observant of the laws that govem their system, 
any more than at home, and none need be if they would pay more 
atteution to the quality aud quantity of food used, and be more care• 
fol in the matter of exposure. 

The medical profession was well represented, as I have before 
mentioned, but I do not know that their number exceeded the limLs 
and hranchlets of the law, who, like their medical brothers, had tired 
and grown thread-bare in waiting for practice, and were passing out 
lo a less contested field, with a hope to recuperate their finances. 
Some were connected with quartz mills, and were going into the 
mines-had thrown "physic to the dogs," having served au unappre
ciative public loug enough. Others, with an eye to practice, had 
their uames inscribed iu big letters on their establishmeut-the omi
nous M. D. having a two-fold significance, not only implying that he 
was a "Doctoris Mediceriae," but that ".Money Dowu," was required. 
In some instances the mortar and pestle were exhibited over the name, 
signifying "/ n hoc, signa virices." 

Seldom a day passed that we did not see one or more graves beside 
the road. They were often visited by the lraveler-flingiug a shadow 
o'er his heart, and reminding him that Death hdd his court there as 
well as in the crowded city. These graves, owing to the hard11e:;s of 
the earth in some localities, could not be sunk very Jeep, and many 
were buried in a trench scarcely two feet in depth, without coffin or 
shroud, being rolled in their blanket and laid away to their final re:,t. 
I was told of oue iustauce where the grave was so poorly con:otructed 
that the occupant's feet had been seen protruding out. Many were 
undoubtedly poorly buried, but generally the best disposition that a 
christian spirit could dictate was made of the last remains of a fellow 
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traveler, being decently buried, and a head-board· erected bearing the 
occupant's name and where from, either inscribed by a pencil or carved 
with a knife. Every one visiting a grave would make a note of their 
visit on the board, and sometimes would inscribe an epitaph; many 
boards were literally covered with them aud with the names of 
visitors. 

Near the Pawnee Ranche are three graves side by side, situated upon 
a little rise of growid, each enclosed by a railing, and at the head of 
the miJdle one is a marble slab, the only one seen on the whole route. 
On tl1e Platte Valley are three other graves, where repose the last 
rdics of D. Thompson, Q. Stanley, and D. W. Brown, from Iowa; 
all three were killed by lightning, while asleep in their tent at night. 
Many were the deaths from this cau;;e; one man, I remember, was 
struck by lightning while setting in his wagon, killing him instantly, 
and 5etting fire to the wagon; the horses were prostrated by the 
:;hock, but received no other harm. What a sad termination of life! 
tu be cut down in the midst of hope and health by a scorching thun• 
Jer-bolt, and no man could say his end might not be like his. All 
"'ere alike exposed, and the occurrence of a thunder storm excited 
fears in the strongest hearts, for who could say that ere another morn 
they might not be-

"Perchance a thing, 
O'er which the raven flaps his funeral wing." 

The next point we make is Rock Creek, where there is a Stage Sta• 
tiun and several dwellings. It is thirteen miles distant from Seventeen 
Mile Point. The creek is spanned by a good bridge-ten cents 
beiug charged for crossing, but it is optional with the traveler whether 
he cross by the bridge or ford the stream, the banks of which are 
very steep. Either side of the creek affords good camp ground, and 
tlu:re is plenty of good spring water and wood to Le had. It was 
here, on our return, that we witnessed an exhibition of the Aurora 
Borealis, which far surpassed anything of the kind I ever saw. 
Heavy clouds had been sailing past all day, but as night came on 
they had ,;ettled down, belting the horizon with a sombre zone, while 
above peered forth the bright and smiling faces of heaven's constel
lated hosL We reached the station at mid-night, but previously our 
attention had been directed to a brilliant light in the North, which 
was considered as the reflection of a prairie fire, hut as it momentarily 
increased, and we could see the fingers of light reaching higher and 
higher, that supposition gave way, and the true nature of the phe-
110mena became apparent; soon the whole heavens became ablaze as 
it were, the electrical points irradiating from the North and West, 
and pierciug the very zenith, now retreating, then starling up again 
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with a brilliancy of outline that was dazzling, their whole length 
presenting shades and colorings (rom the pale straw tint at the base, 
to a brilliant scarlet at the · apex, magnificent to look upon; and the 
moon, just rising from the heavy' drapery of clouds, lent new beauty 
to a scene which was richly werth the whole journey to witness. 

In traveling across the plains, the attention is frequently directed 
to the heavens. You seem to· be. under a n~w firmament-the planets 
and stars shine brighter, and appear nearer, owing doubtless, to the 
purity of the medium through whioh they are seen. 

After leaving Rock Creek, twenty-two miles travel over a desolate 
country brings us to the Little Sandy. There are several ranches and 
sloughs intervening. 

In giving the distances to these various points, I am governed in 
part by my own judgment and the judgment of others. There is, 
perhaps, no matter wherein men so much disagree as in the matter of 
road-metre. You ask a man how far 'tis to such a place, he will tell 
you so and so. Another, if asked, will say that it is not so far, or 
farther. You do not know which to credit, but split the difference 
and travel. Much depends on the manner in which the road has been 
traveled-if with an ox team, he invariably adds a mile or two more 
than the man with the horse team, judging of the distance by the 
time taken to cancel it. The table of distances inserted here are 
nearly correct, and as near as they can be ascertained without resort
ing to actual measurement: 
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TABLE OF DISTANCES . 

ST. JOSEPH TO Miles. 
Bellemont ...... ................ 5 Miles. 

Troy ................................ 8 13 
Small Creek .................... 1 14 

Plum Creek .............. ...... 15 301 
Willow Island ................ 15 316 

Wolf River .................... 6 20 
Bear Creek .................... 10 30 
Claytonville .................... 6 36 
Gra:;shopper .................... 9 · 45 
Capioma ........................ 6 51 
Pacific House ................ 4 55 

Smith's Ranche .............. 8 32,L 
Stage Station .................. ,t 323 
Gilman's Ranche ............ 13 341 
Cottonwood Springs ...... 15 356 
Jack Morrow's .............. 12 368 
Bishop's or Frem't's Sta. 12 380 

Seneca, (or Big Nemaha) 8 63 
Ash Point ...................... 12 75 
\' 1:rmillion Creek ............ 13 88 

Fremont's Springs .......... 8 388 
Bob Williams, ( 0. Fallon's 

Bluff.) ........................ 6 394, 

Marysville, (on Big Blue) 17 105 
Cottonwood Creek .......... 12 107 

U. S. Mail Station ........ 2 3% 
Pike's Peak Stations ...... 16 412 

Seventeen Mile Point .... 5 122 Lower Crossing ............ 20 432 

Rock Creek .................... 13 135 Upper Crossing ............ 22 454 
Little Sandy .................... 22 157 
Bi~ Sandy ........................ 4 151 
Little Blue ...................... 52 213 

Lillian Springs ................ 27 521 
Beaver Creek ................ 50 521 
Fremont's Orchard ........ 41 552 

Elm Creek ...................... 16 229 Fremont's Hill .............. 3 555 
Clark's Ranche ................ 8 237 Saint Vrain's Fort ........ 41 596 
Platte River .................... 18 255 DENVElt CITY ················ 41 (d,O 
Furt Kearney .................. 10 265 
Shakespear .................... 19 286 

Goldt:n City .................... 65 655 
Gregory's .......................... 24 679 

~ 

LETTER V 
LITTLE SANDY AND BIG SANDY-SOMETH~NG ABOUT SNAKES, POLECATS 

AND VERMIN-THE LITTLE BLUE-Wll:J> .PLUMS-BAITING FOR WOLVES 

-PAWNEE INDIANS-FLIES AND MOSQUITOES-THE PLATTE RIVER AND 

VALLEY, AND SOMETHING CONCERNING ITS NIGHT WATCHES. 

THE Little Sandy is a small muddy stream, very serpentine in its course, 
having steep approaches, and bounded on each side by very heavy hills. 
Located on its western bank is what is termed "The Little Sandy Hotel," 
built of hewn timber; in connection with it is a small grocery, where 
whisky and tobacco may be obtained, these being the most staple ar
ticles, and not likely to spoil by long keeping. Corn may also be 
obtained here, when there is any in the country. A few miles further 
travel over steep hills, we reach the Big Sandy. The approach to it 
is very gradual and easy. There are several buildings erected here 
for the entertainment of the traveler, and there is also the relic of an 
old log bridge spanning the stream. This stream is quite broad, but 
shallow, its depth of water not exceeding two feet, except at certain 
seasons. At the time we forded, it was considerably swollen, the 
water reaching up to the wagon box. The flat on its western side 
affords a good camping place, there being plenty of wood, and gen
erally good feed. The water of the stream runs with a stiff current, and 
is generally clear, but its banks swarm with sand.flies and mosquitoes. 

The plains, as one would naturally suppose, has its compliment of 
loathsome reptiles, but not to the extent that I had imagined. Their 
ranks have been thin for the past two years, and are daily getting thin
ner, for the whip and cane of the emigrant has been at work dealing 
death and destruction to the hated snake. We see but few rattle 
snakes, and those are principally the small prairie kind; hut occasion• 
ally we meet with the large, active, yellow species, which are more 
formidable. The moccasin is sometimes met with, but the most com
mon snake is what is termed the bull snake; these are a large, slug
gish snake, averaging from three to seven feet in length, having a 
large head and a bright spotted skin; they are said to be harmless. 
There are also many other varieties, among which may be mentioned 
the black snake, the adder, the common striped snake, grass snake, etc. 
Cattle are sometimes bitten on the road by the rattle snake, and when they 
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are, they · are left to die; but it i:. very :.eldom that they are so bitten, 
for every snake seen is suddenly dispatched by the driver, or some one 
of the company, and every one esteems it fun to be in at the death. 
They are sometimes found within the camp, and when so found, every 
suspicious looking hole is stopped for some distance around, for the 
idea of visits from such neighbors during the night is anything but 
agreeable. When a rattle snake is killed, the rattles are taken off 
by the superstitious, who believe them to be an infallible preventive 
of the headache, if worn on the person. 

Pole-Cats are numerous, especially on the borders of the Little Blue 
River. It was here, on our return, that we were annoyed by them. 
They seem to have au especial fondness for wild plums, for while en
camped on the borders of this stream, we gathered a large quantity 
of these plums, and these animals would visit us every night, bringing 
a perfume that all the spices of Arabia could not sweeten. One night 
I was awakened by the fierce and continued barking of the dog, and 
looking out of the tent to ascertain the cause, I espied a skunk under 
the wagon, deliberately engaged with our plums, now and then reach
ing up, poking several out of the open bag, then settling back to eat 
them, manifesting no uneasiness at the barking of the dog, whom he 
occasionally eyed with all the nonchalence of one who didn't scare 
easy. Thinkiug that / could easily frighten him, and cause him to 
abdicate, I hallooed and threatened, but to no use; his looks and actions 
said plainer than word:; could have expressed it, "There is no terror 
in your threats!" His perfect sang froid completely upset me, and 
the querry was, how to dislodge him. I dare not resort to harsh 
methods, for I already began to smell consequences, and thinking that 
discretion was the better part of valor in this particular instance, I 
left him to his feast, thinking that he would soon get a surfeit and 
go; but the morning still found him there, his capacity seemingly un
diminished, but on seeing several of us issue from the tents, he slowly 
walkt:d away. As soon as he reached the limits of the camp, he was 
shot, and we hastened from the infected locality, sans appetite for 
breakfast. 

In traversing the plains, one wondt:rs at the various manifestations 
of life that is everywhere present-every square foot of surface has 
its visible inhabitants. Countless ants are traversing the country in 
pursuit of winter supplit:s, and their peregrinations are frequently 
extended to your own person; we see them of all sizes and various 
colors-red, white and black, and some are winged. Many of them 
throw up large conical hills, consisting of gravel, and it is exceedingly 
interesting to stand over one of tht:se mounds and watch them rolling 
out huge particles of gravel and fixing it in place. Myriads of grass-
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hoppers jump and flit around you, and often do we get a stroke in the 
face from some specimen who is t;iking a flying leap. Spiders, fleas, 
hugs and every variety of insects are numerous. In some localities 
I have seen clouds of spindles sporting in the air. Innumerable but• 
terflies are also seen during the summer months, of every hue and 
color, and as gay and brilliant as the flowers they flutter amid. The 
flies and mosquitoes of the pltlins, at certa~n seasons, constitute the 
greatest annoyance that the traveler is subjected to. Of the former, 
there are many species besides the G0mmon house fly, there are horse 
flies and ox flies, and the green and blue-bottle fly. Of horse flies, 
there are two varieties-one is large, and of a grayish speckled cast, 
and inflicts a most cruel bite, sometimes attacking men; the other 
variety is quilt: small, and fastens itself around the eyes and nose of 
the animal. There are several varieties of fly that attack cattle-one 
is very large, measuring fully an inch in length, black in color, and 
a most expert phlebotomist; they are not numerous, and it is well that 
they are not, for they could soon destroy an ox. The green fly is the 
most numerous class, and more indiscriminate in its choice of food. 
I have seen dead carcasses by the way completely covered with these 
flies, and our camp would often swarm with them, and while partak
ing of our meals they were most disgustingly familiar. 

The mosquitoes and gnats are still more troublesome, as their at
tacks are made during the night, hut we were by no means exempt 
from them during the day; so numerous were they in some localities 
that it was found necessary to tie the cattle up and build smudges 
around them. Every camp that we made on the Platte Valley, on our 
return, was infested, and smudges and smoke did not mitigate the 
nuisance, for their continued and discordant piping was more dreaded 
than their bite. Their numbers seemed infinite-no sooner was one 
division dispatched, than another succeeded. 

"Though hundreds, thousands bleed, 
Still hundreds, thousands more succeed," 

and we would often give up in despair, and propose to leave camp, 
the poor brute animals faring less well than ourselves. I have seen 
cattlt: completely covered with them, and so irritated by tl1e bites 
that they could not feed, hut would commence to travel, sometimes 
running and rearing with pain; horses and mules were continually 
rolling to rid themselves of the tormentors. Often have we found it 
impossible to remain at certain places through the night, and would 
hitch up and drive until morning, and then lay by and recruit our
selves and teams. 

The return of night was dreaded-to us it brought no healthful 
slumber or rosy dreams, but, au contraire, it was fraught with teem-
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ing horrors, for no sooner had the first bars of night fallen, than the 
d/J/1,cing commenced, and we had to face the music-and such music. 
Calithumpian entertainments were soothing, in comparison. Our ef
forts to ket:p them without tht! lent Wt!re vain, and we would almost 
narculiu our system in trying Lo stifle them with tobacco smoke. The 
only manner in which we could gel a wink of sleep, was to cover our 
heads, and this was decidedly wipleasant, when the thermometer was 
indicating % 0

• The gnats aud the small flies by <lay were often very 
annoying, small bodies of them continually floating before you, div
ing at your eyes aud nose, and it was not unfrequent to swallow some, 
if the mouth were open. · 

The Little Blue River, or the American Fork, as it is sometimes 
called, is a very pretty stream, having a deep but narrow channel, 
and, withal, very serpentine in its course. Its banks are skirted with 
::,t:\eral varietit:s of timber, among which may be mentioned the Cot
tonwuod (Populus Augustifolia.), the long-leafed Willow, blue-foliaged 
Ash, and the quaking Asp (Populus Tremulaides). Along some 
purtious are to be found dense thickets of small Plum trees, which 
yield a fruit little inferior to that of cultivated trees-the pulp of tht! 
fruit, wht!n fully ripe, being very sweet and of delicious flavor; the 
cuticle or skin, however, differs widely from that of the tame plum, 
it being thicker, more dense, and possessing the peculiar astringency 
characteristic of all wild fruits. Grapes are also found in abundance, 
the vines trailing and interlacing among the branches of the trees, 
funning many pleasant arbors and rt!lreats that are very inviting to 
the travder. The distance from the Big Sandy to this river is fifty
two miles; the intervening road is rolling for a portion of the way, 
hut the balance crosses long level ridges, perfectly flat, where the eye 
wanders vainly in search of tree or shrub, but over which was scat
tered a profusion of flowers-their rich and variegated colors contrast
ing grandly with the broad, emerald surface of the ridge. Here it 
was that we first noticed specimens of Cactus ( Opuntia Vulguris), or 
Prickly Pear as they are termed. 

On our return, we delayed at this stream several days, for the pur
po:it!s uf :.porting and recreation. Va1:1t herds of elk used to roam 
on:r the blulfs bordering 011 this stream, but uow there is seldom u11c 
set!n. Wolves, however, are plenty, and also the small coyote, and 
during our sojourn on the Little Blue we turned our attention to bait
ing for them. There are three kiuds of wolves that roam over the 
broad plains of the West-the gray wolf, the coyote, or common prairie 
wolf, and the buffalo wolf. These latter are very large, black in color, 
ha\ing long shaggy hair, and follow after large herds of buffalo. The 
cuyutt!S are the most numerous, auJ live on the open prairie. Gray 
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wolves are also numerous; these and the coyotes band together. I 
have frequently seen numbers of them, in the early morning, fighting 
and snarling around the carcass of a ·· dead bullock. They are often 
seen at night around the camp of th~ emigrant, and they sometimes 
attack horses that are lariated out; several instances of the kind 
occurred last year. Wht!n traveling at night, it is no unusual thing 
to be followed by a pack, whose hQwlings make night hideous, but they 
seldom or never attack men. We were once so followed while crossing 
the sand hills, but they kept at a -respectable distance, and did us 
no harm. · 

Baiting for these animals is being made a business of by the pro
prietors of Ranches, who are located on the Platte Valley, during the 
winter months. The manner of baiting is to obtain a fresh carcass of 
antelope or deer, cut it open, and then trail it along the prairie for 
some distance, now and then cutting off a portion of the meat and 
throwing it down, after having dosed it with strychnine; after dragging 
the carcass sufficiently far, it too is thoroughly poisoned and left. As 
many as fifty wolves have been thus killed during a night. 

On leaving the Little Blue, the road follows up the northern bank 
of the river ovt!r high rolling ground for a considerable distance, and 
we pass several ranches, among which may be mentioned Harrington's 
and Ropen's. This latter is denominated the "Pawnee Ranche and 
Store." It is through this country that the Pawnee Indians roam. 
Many of them, during the season for buffalo hunting, encamp on the 
banks of the river. We saw several of their provisional encamp
ments; the lodges are constructed of a frame-work of bent poles, 
each extremity being sharpened and set in the ground-the whole 
covered with boughs and twigs, which are secured by bands of willow 
bark. They are arranged in circles, and I have counted as many as 
seventy-five arranged in a group on a small plateau of ground back 
from the river. The appearance of the camp is pleasing, being ar
ranged with all au Indian's taste for locality, and the many huts with 
their coverings of thick green foliage; resembling as many arbors 
which you might fancy as the homes of the wood-nymphs, if it were 
not for the dusky forms of the warriors seen in and around them. 

The Pawuees were the first Indians known to the whites in this 
region of country, being visited by Dutisne in 1719. They were 
once a large tribe, but in 1832 the ravages of the small-pox dimin
ished their number one-half, and their ranks are being thinned 
every year by the murderous assaults of the Sioux and Cheyennes. 
They are a warlike tribe, courageous and brave, and 'tis said that one 
Pawnee warrior will whip six Sioux or Cheyennes. Their sole depen
dence is hunting, stealing 1md begging from the emigrants. 
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On leaving the Little Blue River, a few hours travel brings us to a 
stage station, sometimes called Clark's Ranche; but we have passed, 
in the meantime, a small creek known as Elim or Elm Creek, at 
which point there is a remarkaLle depression in the prairie, once the 
course of a stn:am of some importance, the high perpendicular banks 
of whid1 .ire cut up and divided in many grotesque forms, and which 
wind in various directions. At Clark's Ranche there is noticed simi
lar l:,a,,ins. At this ranche tht::re is a good well of water, and it is 
important that the emigrant should here fill his cask and water his 
stock, for he finds no more that is fit to driuk until he reaches the 
Platte River. The road from here passes over a high ridge for a 
distance of twelve milts, when we reach the sand hills that border on 
the valley of the Platte or Nebraska River. After passing through 
the,;e, a distance of a mile or so, we catch our first view of the broad 
vallq of the Platte River. As we pass on, we may he said to enter 
the second division of our journey, for we are about to traverse an 
eutirely different country. Six miles' more travel across the valley 
brings us to the bank of the river, where we encamp for the night. 

Thi: Platte River is a very broad hut shallow stream-its name, La 
Platte, designates its great width. It is sometimes called the Ne
Lra:oka; this is an Indian word and has the same signification, meaning 
jlat, and was used by the Indians to designate the broad and shallow 
ri\'er. Numerous islands are found in this stream, some of which are 
very large and clothed with an abundance of grass. The timber 
skirting the borders of this river is in some places very heavy, but 
above Fort Kearney there is not much to be found, except it be on 
the islands or on the northern border, and the emigrant has to depend 
sold y on the ahzinthe or the bois du vache for fuel. Its channel is in 
some places quite deep, but is continually shifting and changing 
thereby rendering navigation, even in small canoes or boats, quite 
uw::c::rtain and troublesome. In some places the channel is completely 
lost, the water disappearing under the quick-sand, and owing to its 
quick-sand buttom it is unsafe to allow cattle to remain standing in it 
long, as they settle very fast. This river presents a magnificent 
appt::arauce, and one is likely to imagine that it might be made navi• 
gahlt, but this is an eternal impossibility; however, it is said that the 
steamboat El Paso, in the spring of 1853, ascended it some five hun
dred mile:o; if this feat was accomplished, it was not done without 
much LrouLle which must nece!cosarily have occurred, owing to the 
nature of the :otream. It has a fall of some six feet to the mile. 

The valley of this river is very level, and has a width varying 
from three to Len miles, being bounded on either side by high sandy 
Lluffs, which are very picturesque in appc::arance, some of them termi-
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nating in innumerable peaks. The suppos1t10n is, that this valley 
was once covered with water, and the appearance of many of the 
bluffs evinces that such was once the <;a~e, for the old water mar~ are 
still visible, where the water had surged and washed, and then re
ceded, repeating the process until the waters finally subsided to their 
proper channel, the sides of the bluffs being cut up into a series of 
steps, resembling a staircase. The .many shells and stones found on 
and around these hills,- affords also anoLher evidence that they were at 
one time covered with water. I have often found pebbles and 
stones of various colors and kinds, that have been worn perfectly 
smooth by the friction of the water, and many of them, from their 
peculiar composition, could only have come from the mountains, 
having been thrown there by a mighty rush of that element at some 
time. The valley is at times closed in. by ridges of sand, which are 
hills of difficulty to the emigrant, it requiring a long pull and a strong 
pull lo cross them. 

One of the essential conditions for safety, in crossing the plains, is 
the establishment of night watches. Every company, after leaving St. 
Joseph, establish, as a rule, that each member shall take his tum in 
guarding the camp at night, and no postponement on account of 
weather, considering that "eternal vigilance" is the price, not only of 
their own safety, hut that of their stock. The company with whom 
we traveled instituted a night and morning watch, the one commenc
ing at the hour for retiring ( which was very irregular) and lasting 
until 1 A. M., when the other came on, lasting until sunrlse. On the 
approach of night, the question circulates as to "whose watch tonight?" 
Lut as no memorandum is kept of the matter, it is hard to say, and if 
one should happen to have a presentiment that it is his, he keeps mum, 
hoping that the duty may devolve on his neighbor, for, as might be 
supposed, this watching o'-nights is not very agreeable after the fatigues 
of a day's travel; but provided the matter gets a little mixed, it i:o 
straightened, and before Led-time, for the majority have very re
tentive memories, as regards "whose turn it is," and, after a little 
argument, and many words, the matter is adjusted. If there happen 
Lu bt any member who is suspected of napping during his watch, he, 
in turn, is watched, and if caught when slumber is sitting heavy on 
his senses, he is securely bound in his position, and a great outcry is 
ruadc, pistols are fired, etc., which awakens the vigilant subject in 
affright; a scene of course ensues, which is richly enjoyed by the com
pany, who have withdrawn to witness the deuoument. 
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LETTER VI 

FORT KEAR:'\EY-LETTEHS FROM HOME-KEAHNEY CITY-HOW EMIGRANTS 

ARE TKEATI-'.0-BUFF'AI.0 AND BUFFALO HUNTING-SMITH'S HANCUE 

A:-.D THE RANCHES ON THE ROAO-HOW THE INQUISITIVE ARE ANSWERED

SIOUX l:'\DU.:<-;S, THEIR ENCAMPMENTS, ETC.-STAGES AND STAGE STATIONS

PO!'.Y EXPRESS-GIUtAN'S RANCHE, AND WHAT OCCURRED THEHE. 

FonT KEARNEY is considered by the emip;rant as the great intermediate 
point between the Missouri !liver and Denver City. It is the place 
he looks forward to after "starting out," for there he expects to get 
news from home. This Fort is located at the head of Grand Island, 
and about two miles back from the river. It was removed here at 
the suggestion of Col. Fn:mont, and this locality was chosen in pref
erence to any other, because this island and the river is well timbered; 
aside from this. the situation has no advantages. The fort buildings 
are located un the open plain, about midway between the bluffs and 
river; the buildings are principally frame, with now and then a mud 

or sod house. 
On reaching this point, the emigrant feels that he has reached an 

o.c,is; he sees once murt: the evi<leni::es of civilization ancl refinement, 
the neat and comfortable tenements of the olficers, the ollices and stores, 
all remind him of home, and as he looks aloft to the masthead, where 
the stars and stripi:s are proudly waving to the breeze, he fully realizes 
that hi: is still prutectt:d, and ~till inhabits America. Thert: is a post 
olfice and a ho;,pital established, in part for the bi:ndit of the i:migrants. 
The formi:r i~ located in a small mud buildi11g, and for the bcndit of 
future emigrants, I will state that the P.M. is not as courteous and 
obliging as he might be; hut perhaps the dignity of his position and the 
ruli:s uf office do nut permit him to bi: gentlemanly to what he considen1 
du: pour, pleLiau gold hunlt!rs. On making inquiry for letters, Len 
tu one, if you are not eyi:d with a suspicious look, and then referred 
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to the list of "advertised," pasted on the walls. If you expect papers, 
it is needless to ask for the(ll, for he is the proprietor of a news depot, 
and considi:rs them as his perquis~t~s; and should you happen to reach 
the office near his dinner hour, you are told that he cannot wait on you, 
but that he will be back in hat£ an hour or so. As the emigrant is 
not allowed to encamp within two miles of the garrison, he either pro
ceeds down to the river, or passes on to Kearney City, a distance of 
two miles from the Fort, and twelve from the point where we first 
strike the Platte !liver. This town js composed of a few mud houses, 
that are occupied as groceries, etc.; and there is also a blacksmith's 
shop. These mud houses, as they are termed, are constructed of blocks 
of sod, and this is the principal building material in this region of the 
country. Thi:se blocks are laid up tii:r after tier, to form the walls, 
which have a thickness of two feet; when these walls have been carried 
up sufficiently far, a ridge pole is erected, and then a series of small 
poles are laid across to support a layer of sod, which constitutes the 
roof. These houses are very comfortable, being cool in summer an<l 
warm in winter, besides being very durable, lasting twenty years or 
more-their cost is from three to four hundred dollars. The outside 
surface, in order to preserve it from the weather is coated over with a 
preparation of lime. 
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~1t~¾~ 
KEARNEY CITY-LOOKING FROM THE FORT 

The plain, on either side of the town, affords pleasant camping 
ground, and plenty of good well water can be obtained. Wood is 
scarci:, as Government will allow no timbi:r to be cut, and the residents 
have to obtain their supplit:s some fifteen or twenty miles distant. · 

lt may be interesting to many to know how the emigrant is treated 
while pursuing his lonely way over this forlorn counlry, that is, for 
the must part, inhabited by as scurvy a set of bipeds as ever demoral
ized any community, and I refer now principally to the many who 
have squatted along the line of travel for the purpose of genteel rob
bery. Some little idea may already have bei:n gathered from the small 
circumstance that occurred at Capioma, and which I referred to in a 
previous letter. 
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The emigrant has generally many little wants to gratify while travers• 
ing the troublesome way, and he expects to pay for them; but when he 
is called upon to pay five and twenty per cent more than resident:;, it is 
an imposition. This was often demanded throughout the settled por
tions of Kansas, where one might naturally hope for better treatment. 
The majority of emigrants were considered as a low thieving set, too 
poor to be honest, and, in fact, many of them were poor in the com
modity I.hat Luys re,;pect, and they were treated accordingly. While 
at Kearney City, a man entered the blacksmith shop for some article; 
after he had gone, the proprietor turned to his employee and said
"l want you to watch these d-d pilgrims, they'll steal-keep your eye 
un 'em!" This was a charitable assumption toward a customer, and 
a stranger tuu, but this remark evinces the general feeling toward the 
cla:..s that travd the plains. It is thought a good joke to in:;ult and 
quarrel with an emigrant, and they will not scruple to take the advan
tage of a man with knife or pistol. 

After leaving Kearney City, we have a good level road to travel, which 
leads up the valley about midway between the river and the bluffs, but 
which at a distance of six miles leads to the river border, where we 
have an opportunity to water the stock. The river at this point is fully 
a mile in width, and contains quite a number of islands. Thirteen 
miles £arr.her travel brings us to a ranche, called Shakespeare's, but 
has no accomodations for the traveler, except he wants a mixture of 
whisky and river waler; but few, however, want the compound, for 
the majority carry a plentiful supply of ''corn juice," and seldom take 
it any other way than raw. 

While turning into camp at this place, we saw a wolf coming down 
to the river to drink, and several of the party started out to have a 
shot, hut had not proceeded far before the wolf turned and started for 
the bluffs at a full gallop; one of Lhe party then mounted a pony and 
gave chase, and succeeded in heading him off at the base of the first 
range, some three miles distant, and gave him two shots from his n:
,·olver, neither of which took effect, and the wolf made good his escape, 
much Lo the disappointment of all the party, who had been greatly 
excited in the chase, intensely hoping that the wolf might be killed 
and brought into camp. All our efforts at wolf-killing during a forty
two dap,' tra\·el across the plains, were alike unsucccsJ:d'ul. l have 
many times started out in pursuit of these animals, following them 
over I.he bluffs and r.hrough the defiles, but never succeeded in getliug 
anything more than a good sweat, aud a mile or two behind the train. 

During the day, we saw several buffalo, and also noticed quite a 
number of the skulls of this animal scattered over the valley, bleached 
perfectly white by the long exposure, many of them being penciled 
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over with the names of those who had preceded us. But few buffalo 
were to be seen during our passage out; but in September, when we 
were returning, we saw vast herds of them, and I presume that I have 
seen fifty r.housand of them scattered over the high prairie back of 
the bluffs. Vast herds were alaio to be seen in the valley, apparently 
as tame and fearless as so many cattle; they would often block up 
the road, and stand regardless .. of our _approach; and often have we 
set the dog on them, and scattered more or less lead among them wir.h 
our revolvers, but which had no- other effect than to cause them to 
rear up and take au estampado. ·. · 

Hunting the buffalo, or bison, is sport, and was so considered by 
the returning emigrant, who was to be seen daily pursuing them, 
either on foot or on horse-back, and it was also considered a great 
feat; every company that we met with were anxious to know if we 
had killed a buffalo. The wholesale murder of these noble creatures 
for the mere sake of a pastime, was cruel, and many would kill them 
for the credit of the r.hing, having no other design; and it was not un
u.sual to pass large numbers of these animals, laying dead on the plain, 
wholly untouched, except by carnivorous flies. 

The Bison (Bos Americanus), possesses a powerful frame, being 
built very compact and strong, having two more ribs on a side than 
the ordinary ox. Its height at the fore-quarters exceeds six feet, and 
will weigh from twelve to fifteen hundred pounds. Its neck, wir.hers 
and chest are covered profusely with an abundance of long, black hair, 
which completely hides all the outlines of form, and gives him a most 
forocious aspect; this long hair is so arranged about the fore legs as 
to give the appearance of pantalettes. The eyes are small and brilliant, 
and the horns small and black. They are generally very slow in their 
movements, hut when frightened, they can run like "quarter horses," 
and will leap over barriers, and up precipitous banks, with astounding 
agility. I have frequently heard that, when wounded, they would tum 
upon the assailant with great impetuousity, but this statement, made 
by many writers, can be qualified; they do not always turn and attack, 
as many, besides myself, who have encountered them, can testify. 

One sultry afternoon, in company with a member of our party, I 
started from our encampment, on tl1e borders of the river, and proceeJ
ed towards the bluffs, having seen a herd of buffalo lazily grazing 
Lt:neath their shadows. On reaching their vicinity, we hid ourselves 
Lehind a clump of tall grass, that afforded a f!;OOd screen, and awaikd 
the movements of the herd, which consisted of twenty large hulls. 
They soon commenced a slow march toward the river, being led by an 
old veteran, in single file, now and then giving vent to a horrid bruit, 
which was like the mutterings of distant thunder. As they neared our 
place of concealment they began to snuff, and paw the earth, and finally 
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halted, hut soon resumed their slow march, now and then shaking their 
huge heads and looking toward our locality. We patiently awaited 
until they were opposite, when my companion arose and gave the 
nean:st huU the coutenls of his rilie, telling me to reserve my charge 
w1li1 we :;,aw what effect his shot had; Lut he was too much excited 
to take deliberate aim, and the only effect his shut had was to frighten 
them into a smart gallop back lo the bluffs. No sooner had they turned 
than I discharged the right hand barrel of my gun, saluting the same 
hull with ten buck shot, on the hip, producing rather a peculiar sen• 
sation, I thought, by the way he cut the air with a series of kicks; hut 
he did not stop, following on aiter the herd, and we after them al 

fuU rw1. On reachiug the Lluff:s, some sixty rods distant, they halted, 
looked around, and tht!n proceeded, at a slow walk, up Ollt! camion, 
while we, in the endeavor to head them off, took up another. For• 
tw1ately, the two channels uuitcd at no great distance, and. we reached 
the jw1ction first, and the leader was not lo exceed five yards distant, 
we discharged our pieces at his head, which had the effect to staggt!r 
him, and he settled back, protruding his tongue, while his smal! eyes 
flashed and burned with passion; he was evidently preparing for an 
attack, and asswned the position. It was a moment of intense excite• 
ment, and we were undetermined as to what course to pursue; we had 
hut one charge left, and my companion suggested the propriety of 
re::.erving that until he could reload, unle:ss Lht! buffalo made the charge; 
Lut the animal had rt:considered the propriety of his course, and, as 
.ilJ 1,I hj., CIJJIJJnmi1,,1., had left l1im, he too turned aud started off, not 
.~., LaJly iujured as l\'e !!Uppo,,cd, au<l we let him go, fearing that if 
"e provoked him further, that our lives would Le put in peril; and 
1 have no doubt, had we troubled him further, that he would have 
attacked us, and as it was, he occasionally turned around, seemingly 
undecided whether to make at us or not. A bullet will seldom pt!nc· 
trate their skull, because of the thick covering of hair and hide, and 
the density of the hone. They are also very tenacious of life-in one 
iustauce we put sixteen bullets into one before he fell, and then he 
ro:.t: again and staggered off a rod or more, before expiring. Their 
meal, tu my taste, is not good, being very coarse, dry an<l tough, and 
the only way we could relish it was to cut it iuto strips and smoke it, 
theu use it as we would dried beef. The whole Platte Valley is cut and 
furrowed with their many trails, or foot-paths, leading from the bluffs 
to the river, worn sometimes to the depth of three and four inches; 
and at some places, back on the high prairie, circular paths are seen, 
worn quite deep, where the bulls have stood guard at certain season:s, 
lo protect the cows and calves from the wolves. 
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After leaving Shakespeare's, the next point made is Plum Creek, 
distant fifteen miles. There was but little water in this creek at the 
time we passed, but the approach to it is very steep and the banks high. 
Passing 011, we reach Smith's· Ranche, at a distance of twenty-three 
miles, but in the mt!antime,i, pass Willow Island, which is fif tei::n miles 
beyond Plum Creek. This island is of considerable size, and thickly 
covered with low willows · and some cotton•wood. 

Smith's Ranche is a smali building co1istructed of logs, where liquor, 
preserved fruits, etc., are to be ~ad. Why these buildings, or stations, 
are called ranches, is more than I can say. The proprietors do not 
cultivate the soil, nor do they raise stock, they have merely squalled 
along this line of travel, for purposes Lest known to themselves. These 
miscalled rauches throughout the Platte Valley are essentially, one 
and the same thing; sometimes differing in size and in style of con• 
struction-some are of the adobe species, while others are constructed 
of rough logs and poles, and sometimes we meet with one built of 
square cedar posts, that looks very neat. The proprietors are generally 
rude specimens of humanity, in every sense of the word, and many of 
them dress in garments made from elk and deer skins, ornamented with 
long fringes of the same materials, up and down the seams; their hair 
and beard, in many cases, has been suffered to grow, giving them a 
ferocious look, and in fact, they are as primitive as the country they 
inhabit. In order to insure the respect and confidence of the Indians, 
many of them have squaw wives, who inhabit a lodge erected near by. 
The emigrant generally makes it a point to stop at these stations, and 
has more or less questions to ask, often enquiring about the distance 
to such and such a point; and it would seem that the proprietor con• 
siders the frequent importunities of the inquisitive a great annoyance, 
for many times we see a bulletin pasted outside, of which I present a 
verbatim copy of two: 

"JUST LOOKA HERE" 
"Don't ask any questions, for God's sake, for here they are all answered." 
"How far is it to Cottonwood Springs?" 
"21/2 miles, and 42 miles to O'Fallon's Bluffs." 
"How far are we from Kearney?" 
"Just 88 miles." 
"How far Lo Denver'?" 
"It _is 300 miles by old road, 260 by the Cut•Qff." 
"Any good waler in?" 
.. Not a d-d drop. Good spring 80 rods beyond, 011 the road, on the ri.;ht 

hand side." 
"Any wood at Cottonwood Springs?" 
"No Sir, not a d-d bit?" 
"Are you a married man?" 
"No sir E." 
"Don't you want a wife'{" 
"Well, wouldn't object." 
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"How lung have you lived here?" 
.. 2 year,;." 
.. Do you like it?" 
.. Well I does." 
"What's the name of this place'!" 
.. Fox';; Springs." 
.. lfow olJ are you?" 
"None of yuur J-d business," 
:Have _yo,,u any pies?" 

Ye:o sir. 
•'Huw du yuu sell whi;ky?" 
.. 15 cents a drink. All of which is respectfully submitted. 

W. P. Fox • 

The uthc::r is rather more mild-and reads: 

"now AIU:: YOU°?'' 
-uuw far tu the next ranche't" 
.. ~ i,.; mil<!.s.,, 
-1-iuw far to Cottonwood? about eight miles'(' 
.. Yeo :oir." 
.. Keepini; uld Bach's Hall, are you?" 
.. Ye:s sir." 
'"Why don't yuu get a woman?" 
-cau't find one." 
.. Where do you gt:t all this cedar '?" 
.. Up in the bluffs." 
-:\re we likely to come to any Indians soon'!" 
-:-.o. Don't think you'll come to any Indians." 
.. :\n)· fi,,h in the river?" 
"Ye:o, a plenty." 
-what kind uf gamt: do you find here'?" 
"Wohe:o irnd jacka,:o rabbits. Thert: is more 10 or 12 miles in tl1t: bluffs." 
-what part of the Statt:s are you from?" 
-vermont." 
"Been here some time, ain't you'?., 
"Ye:o, think I have." 
.. How far are we from Kearney?" 
-79 mile:o." 
-Huw far is it to O'Fallon's Bluffs?" 
.. 50 miles." 
-b there any po,t office on the road"!" 
.. Ye:,, there is une at O'Fullon's Bluffs." 
-Huw far lo Denver City?" 
.. 307 miles. Walk in. All questions answered free of charge." 

Just beyund Smith's H.auche, at the time we pas:;ed through, was 
au encampment o{ Sioux ln<lians, sometimes called the Dahcotahs. 
They are a very large tribe, one of the largest that roam over the wide 
waste uf prairie. They are divided into bands, and each band is 
again divided into villages, each having its chief. They are con• 
tinually ro•,ing, mc,ving their lodges every few days. These we saw 
here had just come from the opposite side of the river, a11d the squaws 
were very busy in unpacking and erecting their lodges, while the 
l11dians came flocking around us with the invariable salutation of ''how! 
how!" and a:;;king for ''Lacey" and sue re. They are inveterate beggars, 
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and seldom go away satisfied; they often want matches, and their 
pantomimic manner of asking for them is truly amusing, imitating the 
manner of setting it on fire, and the method of using them. This tribe 
had a large herd of ponies, and numbered some forty lodges, but 
they had not yet all arrived, and we saw a long string of them fording 
the river, the squaws leading the pack horses, and having their arms 
fuU of brush, for fuel. Their lodge~ are ~onstructed of buffalo skins 
stretched over a series of poles, put up so as to form the figure 
of a truncated cone; some of them are: very large, having a circumfer
ence at the base of thirty feet and inore, the covering being fastened 
together with wooden skewers, leaving two flaps at the apex, which 
can be closed or thrown back to allow the smoke from the fire to pass 
out, aud there is also an oval aperture left for the door, the whole being 
pinned down to the earth, and a little embankment thrown up to keep 
out the wind. The lodges are generally erected in• a circle, and over 
the doors of the warriors and chiefs may sometimes he seen the scalps 
and trophies of war, while near by is erected, on a tripod of poles, 
the whitened shields and quivers, and the medicine bag, while here 
and there may he seen strips of red cloth, offered up to the Great Spirit 
as a sacrifice. 

We encamped for the night about a mile beyond the ranche, and 
had scarcely pitched our tents before we noticed several large and half 
naked Indians on the full run for our camp, their long black hair 
streaming out behind, and their blankets gathered up at the waist, 
leaving the upper portion of their body naked, their faces bedaubed 
with paints of various colors, making them look frightful. On reach
ing our camp, one of their number produced a paper covered with 
masonic emblems, and which was an appeal in their behalf asking trav• 
elers to bestow charity. Many are furnished with these papers, es• 
pecially those representing themselves as chiefs. On coming into camp 
they inquire for the "Capitain.e," shake hands all around, and then wait 
silently for sucre, coffee, and some want flour. 

We gave them some:: sugar and tobacco, and after we had fini:;hed 
our meal, gave them the remnants, together with a cup of coffee. They 
arc:: great gourmands, and to see them eat, one wonders at the capacity 
of their stomachs; they c::at all you give them, but don't seem to 
fancy bologna sausage much. 

As we pass on from Smith's Ranche, at four miles we reach a stage 
station. These stations are located about twenty mites apart along the 
line. They are constructed principally of frame work, both the:: dwel
ling and barn. There are several lines of stages to Denver City, one 
starting from Leavenworth, another from St. Joseph, and there is one 
line running through to California. They are principally drawn by 
mules, seven days being the average time to Denver. 
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The Pony Express is a comparatively new institution, conveying 
letters and dispatches from St. Joseph to California, a distance of fifteen 
hwidred miles, in less than seven days. We have frequently seen this 
express on the road, the pony on the full run and wet with perspiration. 

As we journied on from our last encampment, we fell in company 
with a Mr. R- and wife, who had a company of eighteen persons, 
whom they were boarding through to Denver. We reached Gilman':s 
Ranche, distant some seventeen miles from Smith's, where we instituted 
inquiries regarding wood, and were told that there was no wood to be 
had on the river for many .miles. Some of us had noticed timber a 
few miles distant, but not knowing whether it was situated on this 
side of the river or on an island, we asked the question. There was 
a large load of cedar wood standing near, that had just been hauled 
from the bluffs, and the company purchased a few sticks, paying at 
the rate of two shillings per stick. While negotiating, Mr. R- jok
iugly remarked that he had a suilicient company to draw that load off. 
An employee of the ranche standing near, who probably was not ac• 
customed to taking things in the "Pickwickian sense," immediately 
Lristled up, and says--

.. No, I be d-d if you have. If you think you have, I would just 
like to see you at it." 

'·Well, I have," says Mr. R-, "but I did not wish it understood 
that I intended to take it without consent." 

"\Veil, stranger," says the man, "it won't do to talk so in this country, 
remember you are not in the States." 

This sentiment aroused the feelings of the company, some of whom 
spoke in no flattering terms of the man's character. After some little 
bantering, he proceeded into the house and soon emerged with a revolv
er, thinking, no doubt, to frighten the pilgrims. 

"My friend," said one of our party, "do you intend using that? I 
hardly think it would be healthy for you; we are a pretty strong party, 
and well armed." 

•·Well, I believe I could pick off some of you before you had much 
chance," spoke the fellow. 

''You'd better try it on, and we'll annihilate you and this shantee," 
said some of the party whose looks and actions were so threatening 
that the fellow finally wilted and sloped back under cover, and we 
started on and encamped about a mile and a half beyond, where we 
found plenty of good wood, thus proving the fellow a liar, as well as 
a coward. Some of the party had a mind to go back and make an 
example of the chap, but were at length persuaded from the inglorious 
undertaking. 
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LETTER VII 
Fox's RANCHE-COTTONWOOD SPRINCS-ROBBERS--HORSE STEAUNC, ETC. 

-JACK MOHROW'S-APPEARANCE OF THE BLUFFS-MEET INDIANS TRAVEL· 

INC-CllEYENNE ENCAMPMENT-FREMONT'S SLOUCH AN D FREMONT'S 

SPRINCS-O'FALLON's BLUFI,'S AND U. S. MAIL STATION-MORE INDlANS

TIUVELINC AT NIGHT-NO WOOD AND FEW BUFFALO CHIPS. 

PnocEEDINC on from Gilman's, we soon reach a station known as Fox's 
Springs. The proprietor has, since we first passed through, vacated 
the premises and left for parts unknown, and there is now an opening 
for some enterprising man, who likes the business-any man who has 
had experience in horse stealing, etc., has all the qualifications neces
sary. There is a deep ravine a few rods beyond the ranche, and the 
bed of a stream, the banks of which are high and precipitous. These 
channels, that the surging water had once dug in its course to the 
river, are frequently met with, and have to be crossed; in some cases, 
they have been bridged, especially those whose banks are steep and 
rugged, and where it is thought that the traveler had rather pay twenty· 
five or fifty cents to cross on the bridge, than descend the high banks, 
and run the risk of injuring his team and breaking the wagon. 

Passing on from this point, the next station reached is Cottonwood 
Springs, where there are several ranches, together with a blacksmith's 
shop, before reaching which we have to cross another deep gully, where 
there are some pools of standing water and a good spring. The in
tervening road between these two points traverses the upper prairie, 
and the river banks are high. As we pass along, many prairie <log 
towns are noticed, which are more or less interesting to the traveler. 
These towns are variable in extent, sometimes covering only a few 
acres, and again covering the surface for miles; they are composed 
of small mounds, conical in shape, built up sometimes to the height 
of two feet; then again they are merely slight oval elevations, having 
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an opening~ either placed at the top or on the side, the whole mound 
being beaten down, especially on the top, presenting a hard, smooth 
surface. The passage into the mound descends vertically, to the extent 
of a foot or more, then turns off obliquely. The marmots, or dogs, 
lb they are termed, who inhabit them, resemble a small bull-dog in 
appt:arance, are of a sandy color, and are generally seen sitting each 
near the entrance of their house, or sometimes running back and forth 
on \·isil.5 to their neighbors. When <listurhcd, they always assume the 
erect posture, look around for a minute or more, and proceed 011 to 
thi::ir home, where they again assume the erect position; if you approach 
nearer, they give a series of sharp harks, an<l flapping their short tails, 
di::::.et:nd into the mound. They are very timid, though at times we 
have approached within a few rods of them. When shot, silting near 
their holes, they invariably fall in, an<l the hunter seldom st:cures them. 
It is thought by some that they have underground communications, 
hut t11is is an t:rroneous idea-the passages to their houses terminate 
in a small chamber, lined with grass, where tht:y hybernate during the 
winter. I have often seen several enter at one passage, hut whether 
they all occupied it or not as a home, is more than I can say. Some 
tdl us that the marmot shares his home with a small owl and snakes, 
hut I cannot believe it. That snakes do sometimes seek refuge there, 
i:s bt:yond doubt. The smaH burrowing owl (strix cunicularia), gen
erally inhabits the vacant mount.ls. These owls are often seen flying 
arowid the town, often settling down on the top of a mow1d, and when 
di,,turbed, (they are very timid), they fly off, giving vent to a cry 
similar to that made by the dog. 

This country is infested with bands of thieves and robbers, whose 
sole business is lo stampede and secure the emigrant's stock. Along 
some portions of the route, constant vigilance has to he exercised. 
Suspicious looking characters have often been seen lurking around 
the camp at night, in the endeavor to secure the horses or mules lariated 
out; and wht:n so seen, they are often fired upon, as the emigrant has 
no mercy on thi:se viilains. I was told of one circumstance, where a 
man was seen slyly creeping over tht: bluffs; the company were awak
t:ru:d by the watchman, and they decided to await and see what the 
feiluw 's intention was, as hi;; movements could be perfectly set:n, it 
being a bright, stiir-light night; he slowly and cautious! y moved for
ward, creeping on his hands and knees, in the <lirt:ction of the horses, 
oni:: uf which, noticing the approaching object, Legan to snort and 
circlt: around, and the company, fearing that the animal might break 
luo:>t:, started out, and one of their number having a gun loaded with 
Luck-shot, st:nt the contents after the prowler, who was seen to fall 
ovt:r; then procuring a lantt:ru, they started out to see who it wall, but 
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on reaching the spot, the "bird had flown,"-had been taken off by 
his comrades, but whether dead O( alive, was unknown; the blood
stains remaining, however, was' an. evidence that the shot had taken 
eff ecl. These ruffians have their · rendezvous amid the bluffs, where 
they secrete the stock taken, and~undoubtedly they have their connec
tion with various ranches. 

There is perhaps no point wh~rein tht: em~grant is more sensitive 
than that regarding -the safety of his stock, and he anxiously watches 
them. It is, indeed, dangerous even .to go amid another man's prop
erty, while searching for your own, ·without first informing their owner. 
I remember at one time, while driving our cattle from an island in the 
river, where they had been turned lo foed, into camp, that one was 
ovi:rlooked, and search was soon after made for it, and noticing one 
that looked like ours, and which proved to be, amid another herd, one 
of the party started back after it. It so happened that there were 
several in the herd of the same color, and our friend mistook the wrong 
one, and was driving it over, when several of the party who owned 
them, came running out much excited, wanting to know what the h-ll 
we were doing with that ox. We told them that it was ours, as we 
suppo!led it to be in the distance; but they denied it, and some hard 
words passed, and exclamations of "shoot the cuss!" went round. 
However, the matter was amicably settled, as soon as the mistake on 
our part was apparent. 

Jack Morrow's is the second station, after leaving Cottonwood 
Springs, there being one intervening, known as Box Elder. Morrow's 
Rauche, but now called the Junction House, is one of the best stations 
on the road, and is a considerable trading post with the Indians-there 
being a general assortment of goods kept-in fact, it is a "store." The 
building is composed of square cedar timbers, well put up. On one 
side is the old building, constructed of rough logs, while on the opposite 
side of the road is a good corralle, its walls built of hewn cedar posts. 
There is a good well of water. Jack Morrow is a somewhat noted 
character, having lived in the country many years, and has been em
ployed by Government, to some extent, in carrying the mail through 
Lo Fort Laramie and other points, at a time when the Indians were 
hostile to Government. He is a small, slim personage, rather below 
the average sliiture, light complexion, wearing long auburn hair, his 
features small, but regular, no heard, and withal, a very social man. 
He had a squaw wife, and has had several. By some it was thought 
that he was connected with the organized band of thieves, for did any 
one mention that they had lost animals, he would offer to find them for 
a certain renumeration. We did not see him when passing back, and 
the ipse dixit was that he had been lynched by a party of emigrants, 
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who had found their lost stock with him. I cannot, however, vouch 
for the truth of the assertion. There is another deep ravine just be
yond the house, which is hriJged, and no charge made for crossing it. 
The bluff:s in the vicinity are very broken, rising up in innumerable 
peaks, and assuming the proportions of mountains. They are per
fectly barren, except now and then a growth of cedar is seen, darkly 
shading their canons, and sometimes these channels abound with a 
thick growth of buffalo grass, and we sometimes meet with a plant 
known as "soap weed," or, as iL is called by some, the "Mexican dagger 
plant." Jt is used by the ludians in washing the paint from their faces. 
The root is large, and from its upper periphery proceeds a series 
of dagger-like blades, having a sharp, pointed extremity, which are 
;,pread uut like a fan, enveloping its whole circumference, while fron~ 
the centre of the root, rises a tall spike, reaching a height of from one 
to two feet, haviug concentric whorls of while blossoms, that exhale a 
\ery pleasant perfume. 

Pa.,;;sing on from the Junction House, we continue our way across 
the upland, some ways from the river, for a distance of eleven miles, 
when we again dc:scend to the river bottom, reaching Fremont's Slough, 
where there is a stage station, known as Bishop's Station. During 
the day, we met a hand of migrating Indians, who were removing their 
etfoct:. to another locality. Their method of traveling is decidcly 
unique, each family going independent by itself, aud l have often seen 
them ::;cattt:red for miles over the prairie. They have generally a 
large number of ponie::; aud mules, some of which Lear pacb and 
drag their lodge poles, while otht:rs am rude by the squaws and young 
Indians; but few of the warriors arc seen al these times, none hut the 
decrepit old Indians, and a few braves accompanying the squaws. Sev
t:ral ponies are called iuto requisition for the conveyauce of their 
camp furniture and provisions-on oue is strapped the folded cover
ing of the lodge, to each side of which is secured oue extremity of 
h'iO, three, and sometimes four lodge poles, the other extremities trail
ing out behind; at the middle is often placed an oval framework, 
looking like a cage, and sometimes covered with a Lrilliaul figured 
cialicu or a blanket, to screen the occupants from the sun-these oc
cupaut:, are the pappooses, or a lillcr uf pups-and sometime::; a 
:.quaw may he seen, curled up within it::; small area, taking her sie1:1ta. 
The other ponies carry the various other trappings and provisions. 
They are always accol!lpauied by a large number of wolfish lookiug 
dogs, to the larger of which is secured a set of smaller poles and a 
::;mall pack. 

·While passing them, mutual salutations of '·how!" ''how!" were ex
changed, and many of tht: Indian::; would ::;top aud want to trade for 
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some article of our apparel. Many of them arc very proud and 
haughty in their hearing, consid~ring themselves much superior to 
"Pale-face," who is seen drudging :along like their squaws. 

Their taste evinced in the matter of dress is peculiar, and often 
have we been amused at seeing e stalwart Indian with a blue military 
coat on, adorned with innumerable brass buttons, and buttoned up 
to the chin in the hottest days,:·w.hile h,is nether limbs were entirely 
destitute of covering. Many of them are se~n wearing fancy colored 
shirts, gaudy vests, an<l old felt ha\s; and one, I remember, had an 
umbrella which he carried spread above his head, which he considered 
as adding much to the dignity of his appearance. They all wear more 
ur less trinkets, such as coils of brass wire aud bands of silver on 
their arms and fingers, together with a long string of circular pieces 
of silver, graduated in size and attached to a leather strap, which is 
attached and suspended from the black hair like a queue; they term 
it "money," and its length is generally proportionate to their wealth. 
Their clubs, lances and bows are often thickly studded with brass nails, 
which are considered very ornamental; and many of them wear look
ing glasses suspended around their necks. 

The . old squaws are very slovenly in appearance, wearing a loose 
cotton tunic, belted at the waist with a broad leather belt, studded 
with large brass buttons, which is bedaubed with grease and dirt; their 
faces corrugated with wrinkles, and their hair hanging dishevelled and 
matted about it-the abode of "creeping things," and the only method 
used for their eradication is picking them out with the fingers and 
eating them. This operation I have frequently noticed; sometimes a 
young squaw performs the service, cracking them between her teeth 
with a decided gusto. 

The young squaws are more neat in appearance, wearing broadcloth 
skirts, fancy colored blankets, and bead-trimmed leggings and moc
casins, and sometimes an ornamented buck skin cape. The majority 
of them ride when traveling, either in the cage on the poles or on horse
back, a la calif ourchon-sometimes with a pappoose in their arms, 
and leading or driving their pack animals. 

Before reaching Fremont Slough, we passed a small encampment of 
Cheyennes, who are another large un:;ettlcd tribe that roam over the 
plains. They are the allies of the Sioux, and often seen together, 
frequently uniting to tight the Pawnees, against whom unceasing war 
is waged; aud it is this constant spirit of aggression and retaliation that 
keeps them from that apathetic and debasing state that characterize;:; 
some tribes among the mountains, who live amid the rocks and caves, 
subsisting on roots and any chance thing that comes within reach. The 
Cheyennes are tail in stature, having very fair and regular features. 
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They are, however, abominably lazy and sometimes disgustingly filthy. 
Passing on from Fremont's Slough along the river bottom, we soon 

reach Fremont's Springs, where there is a ranche, just beyond which 
the road a,;cends and crosses the bluffs, and finally traverses a high 
ridge, that presents a hard, even surface, covered with a short, stunted 
gra;,s, and in some places with large fields of "Prickly Pear." The 
country is sterile; and, in fact, the whole of this country beyond the 
931.h meridian has few features that are iuteresting, and some portions 
of it reminds one of the "Arabian Desert." Its surface is seldom 
watered Ly rains; the soil is poor, consisting of a granitic sand with a · 
mixture of clay and the incinerated products of vegetation, and a thick 
incrustation of alkali may be often seen dotting the ground, which 
is so hard baked and destitute of moisture that it is fissured and 
cracked in many places. It is a country so unsuited to the purposes 
of agriculture that it will never be settled, at least in our day and 
gent ration. 

Bob Williams' Ranche is the next station met with, lying at the foot 
of O'Fallon's bluffs on the river bottom. Two miles farther travel 
brings us to the U. S. Mail Station, by some termed Moore & Grime's 
Trading Post. The Post Office that was located here has since been 
remuvt:d to the "Upper Crossing." On reaching this place we en
camped to spend the SaLbath, turning down to the river bank where 
there is good camping ground and some wood; but there is none 
but river water to be had, which is a vile compound, very turbid, and 
mixed with sparkling fragments of mica, and during the sultry days 
its taste was almost nauseous. The emigrant, however, gets used to 
it, and considers it a great luxury in comparison to the slough water 
which he is often compelled to drink, and which sloughs are the abodes 
of innumerable turtles, tadpoles and snakes. 

Beyond us at the distance of a mile was a small encampment of 
Sioux Indians, and during our stay here we received frequent visits 
from them, which were anything but agreeable. They would come and 
sit down around our tent sans ceremonie, produce their pipe, light it 
and commence smoking, each takiug a whiff or two and then passing 
it around to the others-while the yow1g boys would saunter around 
camp, poking their dirty digitals and noses into the pots and kettles, 
looking fur something to eat, and we had to keep a strict watch over 
their movements, for they are great pilferers. The older Indians 
would frequently come up leading their smoky looking progeny and 
say, '·Me pappoose hungry!" and motion for something to eat. When 
anything is placed before them, they each begin to snatch, to see which 
will get the most, and it is amusing to see how expert they are at the 
business. When smoking, they suck in the exhilerating vapor, draw-
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ing it into the lungs, the expiration sending it through the nose. Their 
tobacco is very mild, being mixed with the dry leaves of the salix 
langif olia.. . . . 

Sunday afternoon the warriors 'Started out on a war expedition 
against the Pawnees, each well Ib.ounted 011 a pony, and many of them 
leading extra ones, in case one should give out; as they often do, for 
the peculiar construction of the .saddle cuts a11d galls their hacks, ren
dering them unfit to ride. The bridles are covered with plates of silver 
and tin, which are kept burnished as.-bright as a new dollar, and feath
ers are often affixed to the tail and mane of the pony. The faces of 
the braves were variously painted-some red, green, yellow, and some 
who were iin mourning-black; and they were variously dressed-some 
wore hats either of straw or felt, decked with feathers, wolf tails and 
long streamers of ribbons, with either an old vest or coat on, that had 
been given them by some of the emigrants; but the majority wore no 
head covering, and nothing but their blankets wrapped around them. 
Their arms consisted of bows and arrows, tomahawks, clubs, a long 
sword lance, scalping knife, and now and then one had an old flint• 
lock gun, ll.nd one I noticed had a revolver. On asking one where he 
was going, says he, "Ugh! me big lnjun, kill heap Pawnee--so, so!" 
motioning how he done it; and then, for his condescension in telling 
me, held out his hand, wanting "whisk, tobac," etc. They always 
mount their horse on the off side, putting the right foot in the stirrup 
and throwing the left over the saddle, which looks very awkward; the 
squaws, however, mount on the opposite side. 

' ~ .... ' ....... ,: ·,. . . 

UNITED STATES MAIL STATION-O'FALLON'S BLUFF 

While at this point, we learned that we should find no more wood 
for a distance of one hundred and seventy miles, so we turned our at
tention to cooking, baking bread, making pies, etc.; hut as our con
venience for carrying such provender was very indifferent, we did not 
cook as much as we otherwise should, but before leaving we took 
aboard all the wood that we could make room for. The third day out, 
bread, pies, and wood were gone, and buffalo chips were few and far 
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between, and those found, were <lecidedly thin in consistence, and some 
rather fresh. 

Before reaching this station, a week or so previous, a terrific storm 
of wind and hail had swept over this locality, stampeding the emi• 
grants' stock, and doing damage to their tents and wagons; and such 
a degree of cold was induced, that several, while hunting for their stock, 
v.c:re benumbed and frozen Lo death, and were buried near this ranchc. 
Tlu:ir graves may be seeu in the accompanying sketch, situated just 
hack of a linle rise of grouud below the bluff,,. 

After leaving the U. S. Mail Station, we again leave the river bottom, 
and travt:r:se the upper prairie, there being a strip of sand to cross 
Ldure reaching the high land. During the day, a fierce storm of wind 
:.prung up from the North, that threatened to wreck us, but a drizzly 
rain ~Lting in, abated its violence somt:what, and we continued un 
tu the Express Station, a distance of sixtetm miles. We reached this 
:,lation ~et, cold and covered with mud, for clouds of sand and dirt 
had swept over u.,;, adhering to the wet surfact: of our garments. We 
turned into camp here, but tht: wind continued to blow a gale, and we 
could neither erect the tent nor cook supper, but taking a cold bite, 
retired tu uur wagon to pass the night, aud il passed miserably. The 
morning brought no cessalion of the storm, but we managed to get a 
tire afttr much trouble, and made 8ome coffee, which somewhal rc
vi,ed uur drooping spirits, and we pressed on, shivering and quaking 
with the extreme cold. The storm finally abated at noon, and we wel
c.:umcd tht: return of "bettt:r weather" with grateful emotions. 
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LETTER VIII 
LONI:: TREE lUNClIE-FEEO SCARCE-LOWER CROSSING-UPPER CROSSING 

--SAND HILLS AND GHAVEL PITS-LILLIAN SPRINGS-OUR GLEE CLUB

MOHE SAND AND A STOHM-CATTLE AND CATTLJ:: ORIVINC--BEAVER CREEK, 

AND FIHST SIGHT OF THE MOUNTAINS-BOATING ON THE PL.\.TTE. 

THE next slation rt:ached is the "Lone Star Ranche," 8ituated near 
the borders of the river, kept Ly two Frenchmen namt:d Geroux and 
Dion. It was here, on our return, that a sad accident occurred, a 
result of too frequent intercourse with the Indian in the matter of 
tradiug. A man accompanied by his wife was returning to the States; 
011 reaching this point, where some Indians were encamped, his atten• 
tion wa8 directed to a noble mule in the possession of one of them, 
and he wished to buy it. The Indian manifested a willingnes8 to 
sell, and on being asked the price, spread out the fingers of both 
hands, closed them, and then spread them again, signifying that he 
wanted twenty dollars. The man counted out the sum of twenty 
half dollars and gave it into the hand of the Indian, who looked at 
it, counted it over and over, and Jinally, shaking his ht:ad, relurned it 
back. Tht: man who had considered the bargain as made, supposing 
the Indian to mean half dollars, which is their general standard of 
counting, was provoked at him for handing it back, and perhaps in• 
ct:nsed lo think the Indian had so just an appreciation of the animal's 
value, turned and st.ruck him. This was an unpardonable otf ense; 
an Indian would rather be killed than suffer such au indig11ily. He 
turned, muttering revenge, which is the breath cf the Indian's life, 
an<l went tu his lo<lgt:, got his bow and quiver, mounted his pony and 
returned. The man, seeing the intent of the Indiau, took ref ugt: in 
his wugun, a11d starte<l 011. The Indian encircled the wagun, and 
suu11 seut au arrow iulo it, which liad 110 other effect than Lu Ladly 
frighlt:n tht: woman, who immediatt:ly jumped from it to the ground; 
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as she did so, another arrow sped like the wind from the heavy bow, 
piercing her side and passing through the liver. The Indian was 
then satisfied, his vengeance was appeased, and he returned to his 
encampment; while the woman was taken up and carried into the 
ranche, where the arrow was extracted. We reached the place on the 
following day, but the man and his suffering wifo had passed on; we 
md them, however, at the U. S. Mail Station; she was comfortable, 
and was likely to recover. 

The emigran~, while passing over the road, at least many of them, 
had an eye to a sharp bargain with the Indians, in obtaining furs, 
buffalo skins and ponies, and more or less trouble was the frequent 
result. All their old guns, oiled and brightened up, were offered in 
trade for a pony, and provided the trade was consumated, they had tu 
watch them close, for the Indian often follows them up to steal them; 
if unsuccessful, he will come out openly and want you lo trade back. 
Many of the travelers bought buffalo skins for a cup or two of sugar, 
and I have known them to walk a mile or two in order to effect such 
a trade. Many, in direct opposition lo the commands of Government, 
would exchange 6.re-arms, ammunition and whisky for furs, skins, etc., 
and it was surprising that much more trouble did not occur than did, 
owing to the cupidity of the traveler. 

As we passed on, we found the feed very scarce; it had been 
most miserable since we first entered upon the journey, the grass 
being short and stunted, especially upon the high prairie, much 
withered and burnt, but now the quantity of even that quality was 
growing ''beautifully less," and the poor animals suffered-were be
coming thin, the outlines of their ribs starting out more and more 
sharp every day, and the inter-osseous spaces sinking deeper. What 
was to be doue? Echo sadly answered what! The cattle could not 
labor long on poor feed; as it was, their animal courage was fast 
ebbing, although the driver's whip and goad was constantly exercised 
in stimulating it. We fed them on small rations of corn, so long as it 
lasted, and now and then drove them down upon the river bottom, 
where, by traversing over a large extent of surface, they could at 
times get a fill, but it was generally hazardous to turn them out upon 
some of the bottoms, for the reason of there being such abundance 
of alkali, not only scattered in thick incruslalious over the surface, 
Lut impregnating the water and grass; and did they drink of the 
water or eat of the grass, they were certain of being more or less 
injured, and many times have died from its effects. It destroys and 
disorganues the mucous coating of the stomach and intestines, stimu
lates the kidneys, etc. When an animal is known to be thus poisoned, 
vinegar is often administered, in order to neutralize it, and somdimes 
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with most happy effects. Some introduce a piece of fat bacon into 
their stomach, but a better me.thod is to mix a portion of oil with 
corn meal, and feed it. This (the oil) chemically unites with the 
alkali, forming a saponaceous · compound, which is inert, and passes 
off with the egesta. ,. 

During the day, our mono_tonous tramp was brought to a sudden 
halt, by the exclamation that.- a. lot of. chie:kens had escaped the coop; 
and sure enough, the late well housed domestic brood were abroad, 
strutting around with the freedom they so much envied of their 
prairie neighbors. All hands·. were soon in action to again secure 
them, and such running and dodging, flying and jumping, I doubt was 
ever before seen on the plains. Now we thought we had them, then 
presto, we didn't have 'em, a feather or two being the only trophy of 
the grip; but after some time spent by the company in the chase, 
with whips and sticks, all of the fugitives were captured; three, 
however, had fallen victims to the heavy blows of their angry pur
suers, and lay in articulo mortis upon the plain. 

We soon reached the lower, or "Old California Crossing," as lt 1s 

called, where there are two ranches and a blacksmith's shop, and 
there v.ras also a small encampment of Indians there, at the time we 
passed. The emigration to California used to cross the river at this 
point, but now the majority cross twenty-two miles above. 

Passing on from this point, we encountered a great many "Stam
peders," who were happy in knowing that they were soon to ex
perience 

"Those throbs of sweet delight, 
That lives when native scenery meets the sight," 

and they passed us, bestowing many a pitying glance, and we, in turn, 
looked contemptuously at them, meantime asking if they were going 
home lo see their "mammas." "Yes, and you'll be glad to see the 
'maternal apron string' before you get to the mountains," was the 
reply. Some told us that the Peak had "broken off," and added, 
"that ar quartz mill of your's no account, 'twont sell for old iron." 

During the drive, we passed vast quantities of artemesia, wild 
sage, or prairie sage, as it is variously called, the under surface of its 
leaves glistening like silver when turned up by the breeze; and we 
also noticed a great many small rose bushes, reminding us of home 
and ci vili:.r.ation; they were very dwarfish in size, bearing roses of 
various colors, and very fragrant. The ruad at times lead through 
deep ravines and gravel pits, and occasionally over a piece of sand, 
which was deep and heavy, and often times it was necessary to 
"double up" our teams, in order to pull our heavy loads across. At 
length we reached the "Upper Crossing," where there is a little 
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clu:;tcr of framed buildings, together with a good well of water, which 
to us was a gratifying sight, and we hastened with kegs, canteens and 
buckets, for a supply. This point is the head quarters of Beaubien, 
the old Indian trader. We saw him here, seated in the store, sur• 
rounded by several stout warriors, passing the pipe, and telling stories. 

Leaving this place, the road traverses over some heavy sand hilis, that 
border on the river, and it required no mean exertion to cross them; 
we had to double up, putting four and six yoke to a wagon, and then 
the lungs of a Stentor, and the arms of Briareus were wanted, to yell at 
the cattle, and push and lift at the wheels. These sand drifts strike 
terror to the heartis uf the emigrants, and calls fur an extra exertion 
from the team; and during a hot day, when the solar rays fall, and 
are retlected from tlu:: sands with a scorching heat, when the air 
comes tu your lungs with a suffocating dryness, as from an oven, 
expanding tht: fluids of the system, until every channel i.eems ready 
to bur:,t, when the cattle givt: out every few rods, and stand lolling 
and blowing, :;eeming ready to melt, then it is hard-it is terrible. 
~lany such days did we experience; and in crossing a long strip of 
sand, the under currents of a man's nature begins to work, throwing 
up the sediments, and many have I heard curse and darrm the country 
and everything in it, until satisfied they could not do the matter 
ju,;tice, and then quit, seemingly much relieved after so free an ex• 
penditure uf hol air. These sand beds vary in extent-some of them 
do not exceed one-half mile in length, while others stretch out for 
miles. In crossing it, we found it necessary to halt every few minutes, 
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CROSSING THE SAND 

in order to rest the cattle, that they might not give out, which is not 
unfrequently the case, as the many carcasses of horses and cattle 
evince, and which are seen lying in and beside the road. In fact, the 
Platte Valley is more or less covered with the putrescent remains of 
many poor animals, the victims of alkali, over-work, and the driver's 
abuse, and the bleaching fragments of skeletons may be seen every• 
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where, that have been scattered o'er the plain by the prowling and 
insatiate wolf; and there they lie, . the mute, though eloquent preachers 
of a much needed reform in· the· matter of traveling and driving 
stock across the wide wastes ofthe· Western world. 

Thirty miles farther travel iover the high prairie, and along the 
river bottom, alternately from one lo the other, brings us to Lillian 
Springs, where there is an adobe huildiug, occupied as a trading post; 
and there is also one of the best springs of water that is to be met 
with on the whole line of travel.· ,.We encamped at this point Satur• 
day night, and remained over 'Sunday. While there, we instituted 
what we termed "our glee club;' for the purpose of promoting our 
owu au<l the happiness of others, all of which was the result of finding 
an old copy of the "Dime Song Book." 

On Sabbath eve the spirit of song was evoked, and we ga\'e our 
first concert to the breezes in the Temple of Nature, accompanied by 
the "fine pause of evening," and the "voice of gentle zephyrs," a11d 
with no other instruments save those attuned by Deity. The supply 
of gas which usually illuminated the camp failed, and we resorted 
to a "star candle," on this particular occasion, to enable us to see 
the words of the songs in the accumulating darkness. The concert 
opened with a performance by the "Germania Band," consisting of 
two Teutons, who al the time were engaged in washing and wiping 
the metallic supper dishes, and the click and clatter of the plates, 
and the jingle of the knives and forks added fine effect to their song 
of "Den lieben langen tag," which was considered a "decided hit," 
and was encored with prolonged shouts of bravo! bravissimo! Then 
followed the pathetic song of "Home, sweet home," by the company, 
sung con animo, and then a few of the lively negro melodies were 
called for, accompanied by "sympathetic pedal variations," then the 
spirited and soul-stirring songs of ''Tht: Star Spangled Banner," and 
"Red, White and Blue," were sung; and finally the familiar and 
Lime-tested ''Old Lang Syne" was sent out, every note lifted forte, 
then fortissimo, until the echoes of "time past" awoke our "old 
acquaintance," an<l we retired to look back into the vista of time and 
travel, and lo think of the loved ones at home. 

Our music, like that of the fabled Orpheus, did not tame the beasts 
of the desert, nor did it cause the stones of our projected city to rise 
and form themselves into stately buildings, like that of Amphion, 
but it unloosed the burdens of care, and we rose to the full dignity 
of men once more, and pursued our journey with better spirits and 
brighter hopes. 

Leaving Lillian Springs, more sand hills and gravel pits have to be 
crossed, and then we traverse the river bottom again for a few miles, 
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wht:n wt: again ·reach another very heavy piece of sand that looms up 
discouragingly; the wagon wheels were buried in it to the depth of 
eight and ten inches, and it was all that six yoke of cattle could do 
to drag a ~·agon through. 

During t.he day we passed a large encampment of Sioux Indians, and 
were: vi;,ited at noon by ''Thimka-wam-pa-li," or Long Chin, dresst:d 
i. la miliwire, having a heavy old-fashioned sword hung around his 
neck, and bringing a "begging paper," and the daguerreotypes of 
hiu.LSelf and squaw, in his hands. He was accompanied by his 
pappouse, who also carried a small swurd, and an old pistol with a cart
ridge box belted around his waist. He stated that he had bt:en "way off 
to Washington, saw heap white man, who shakee hand, say how! how
dy du!" He was a very pleasant old follow, alternatdy smiling and 
laugl1i11g at e\'erything said to him, and always replying with a how! 
huw-dy-do! and shaking our hands. We made him some presents, 
bt:fore starting out, of sugar, tobacco, etc., which were received with 
expres:;ions of .. good!" and "how-dy-do! sah!" which were eminently 
gratifying. 

Pa~sing on, we soon encountered more sand, and while in the midst 
uf it, a heavy gale of wind broke over us, a perfect tornado, filling 
the air wit.h clouds of sand; and so suddenly did it come upon us, 
tlial we had barely time to " 'bout ship" before it struck us, stripping 
off our wagon sheets and scattering the light surface articles of the 
luaJ. It lasted for the :ipace of twenty minutes and then abated, 
when we pa:.sed on. Our cattle, at this stage of the journey, became 
tt:nJer footed to some extent, and often took fits of crowding and 
hauling which were very annoying. We could sometimes remedy 
this by tying their heads together, but more frequently had to stop 
and change sides with them. Some of the cattle were so used up 
that they could not work, and were driven along behind the train. 
At last they were sold to a Ranchero for a small consideration. 

Cattle were many times sadly abused, being whipped, poundeJ, 
licked and goadtd unmercifully; and I have often seen raw and 
Llt:t:ding surfaces, the result of strokes continually applied at one 
spot, and tht animal would cringe and quiver at every cut. Driver:1 
h ould often mount the wagon and ridt:, and the wearied ttam, taking 
advantagt of their absence, would flag in pace and sometimes turn 
from the road. As soon as the driver's attention was called to their 
~luw motions, with a curse he would dismount, and running up to the 
le..1ders, lay on the gad until he had the team under full trot, when he 
would again get up on the wagon and wait for another opportunity to 
sellle ''old :;cores." 
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The names of the cattle were peculiar, and wt were often amused 
at hearing them drawled out by the drivers, when encouraging them 
on to travel. It was "Get up! R411-1· and Brandy," "Roll up there, 
Douglas! you black scoundrel you·. "G'lang!" Sandy, Duke, Prince, 
Jim, John, etc., etc., and one old- chap who was driving three yoke 
of cattle, always spoke to them a.s his "beloved christian brethren." 
He said that before starting they.- belonged to. several denominations, 
but they had lately been immersed, 'and were now all Baptists, except 
one old sinner there on the wheel, who was a little doubtful, yet he 
had an idea that "he'd come und~r conviction by the time he got 
through." 

Aft.er traveling a distance of twenty-three miles, we reached Val
ley Stat.ion, located near the river. The Stage Company have a 
station there. On leaving here we cross a small strip of sand, then 
the road traverses the upper prairie, which is hard and level, with 
now and then a deep ravine to cross; and twenty-seven miles farther 
011 brings us to Beaver Creek, where are the ruins of two sod houses. 
It was here that we caught our first view of the mountains. The 
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FIRST VIEW OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS-FROM BEAVER CREEK 

outlines, however, of the two peaks ( one of which was "Long's") 
that were visible, were so dim and cloud-like, that many had their 
doubts concerning them; and it was not until we had proceeded some 
miles further on, that our doubts gave way, and the cry of "The 
mountains! the mountains!" was shouted from one end of the train 
to the other. Each team was stopped, and a reserved demijohn of 
"pure Bourbon," that had been hid away in the boiler, was produced, 
and cougralulatious were exchanged ad infinitum. Soon the whole 
chain of mountains were visible, looking like a group of heavy clouds 
belLiug the hori:wn. The sight was pleasing, for we could now see 
the end and aim of our journey, and we experienced about the same 
feelings that the mariner does, when "land ho!" is proclaimed from 
the mizzen-lop, after a long and stormy voyage across the main. For 
days and days, the dreary open plain had stretched out before us, 
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until lost to view in the sky; Lut now, the high snow-clad peaks and 
lofty ridges of the mighty mountains stood out to mark our progress, 
and we drove on, calculating the distance yet to be canceled. Tht: 
slow motions of our cattle were now more tedious than ever, and, a::1 
one of the company happily expressed it, we wert: going like a 
'"nigger f w1eral," notwithstanding frequent applications of whip and 
goad; hut .. F esliuu Lente," is and ever must be the motto of those 
who travel across the plains with no other conveyance than that of a 
heavily loaded wagon, drawn by stags, steers and cows. 

While encamped on Beaver Creek, in the latter part of August, 
we noticed st!veral parties passing down the river in boats, of a scow 
shape, and built of rough pine boards; but their progress was often 
interrupted by striking the sand bars, when their craft would swing 
round aud stop, then the boatmen would have to get out and drag it 
uvc::r, which was effected, after much delay, by tugging at the Low
line aud pushing at the stern. The sand bars met with are very wide 
and numerous in many places, and a great effort was required to cro:;s 
them; and the majority who attempted to navigate the Platte at this 
St'.ason, after proceeding down a hundred miles or so, left their Loats 
,rnd look the road. 
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LETTER IX 

TUE CUT-0:F.F-BIJOU CREEK-SOMETHING CONCERNING THE ALKALI

FREMONT'S ORCHARD AND FREMONT'S HILL--GETTING FOOT·SORE-BUF· 

FALO BIIWS-AN OBJECT OF CHARITY-MORE ABOUT THE llOAD AND 

COUNTRY-ARRAPAHOE INDIANS--NEAR OUR JOURNEY'S END--DENVER CITY 

ALL ABOUT DENVER-EXECUTION OF A MURDERER, ETC. 

LEAVING Beaver Creek, we follow along the upper prame, some dis
tance back from the river, for a distance of ten or twelve miles, when 
we again descend to the bottom road, having a small strip of sand to 
cross; we then follow up the bottom for some seven miles, and again 
ascend to the high land, where there is a stage station, and two miles 
beyond this, we reach a branch road, leading. to Denver, and known 
as the "Cut-Off." This road was surveyed at the expense of Majors, 
Russel & Co., and is traveled by their stages. It is the most direct 
road to Denver City, saving some forty miles of travel; hut there was 
a general distrust of it last spring, and many were the stories told 
regarding it-some saying that there was no water, and but little 
grass to be had, and that it was lined with the carcasses of dead 
bullocks, and some person had written on the stump of a pole, stand
ing there, "Gentlemen and ladies will please go the old road; d--d 
fools will take the cut-off." Others stated that it was a good road, 
there being plenty of water and grass, and withal, free from sand. 
This latter statement concerning the road, is, in many respects, true, 
and should I ever repeat the journey, I would give this new road the 
preference, for it cannot have any worse features than those possessed 
by the old road, for the most of the sand that we encountered on the 
whole route, is located between this point and Denver. 

After leaving the cut-off, there is a long strip of heavy sand to 
cross, which extends to Bijou Creek, a small clear running stream, 
but which is more or less tinctured with alkali, and it was generally 
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considered unsafe to allow the cattle to drink of it. This alkali con
sists of potash, soda, lime, magnesia, etc., the products of burnt grass 
and plants, which have been consumed by the fires that often sweep 
over these vast prairies. We frequently saw large surfaces thickly 
incrusled with it, and so thick was the deposit, that we could have 
scraped up bushels of it. It is· more frequently observed after a 
heavy rain, it being dissolved, and then precipitated upon the surface 
of the ground. 

Passing on from this creek, we found near the river bank, a fine 
spring of water, issuing from a crevice in the wall rock, falling into 
a moss lined basin, and passing through a pebbly channel to the 
river-one of those crystal founts whose beauty is full as refreshing 
as its water. After some miles of travel over the upland, we de
scended, and encamped for the night on a beautiful bottom, where 
wt: found excellent feed for our stock. After supper, and while many 
of us wert: seated within the tent, engaged at euchre, several of our 
number, who were without, discovered what they termed an igfl.is 
fatuus, or wiH-o'-the-wisp, dancing over the bottom, near a line of 
marsh, and all were called out to look at it; when followed some 
learned disquisitions, concerning its cause, character, etc., some re
lating incidents regarding it, how it had often misled the traveler, 
turning him from the road, and leading him over swamp and morass; 
and Fred, one of our German friends, said that he had seen "more as 
one" in the "fader-land," and was eager to go and examine into this. 
Just then, another one appeared, moving backwards and forwards, 
and apparently approaching us, and several of the party, with Fred 
at the head, proceeded after it. After some minutes, they returned 
and stated that they had succeeded in getting quite close to it, and 
one remarked that it was the "prettiest thing he ever saw, burning 
with a blue, flickering fiame"-"owing to its gaseous nature," inter
rupted one, "and it has a sulphurous kind of smell." "Yes, it 
schmelb like the tyfel," spoke Fred. All were eager that we should 
go and see for ourselves. Some of us had our boots off, but wishing 
to get a nearer view of the phenomenon, were putting them on, and 
were about ready to start, when a smothered, tell-tale snicker, from 
one of the party, arrested our attention, and we decided to remain in 
stutu quo, and await the denouement. Our friends, seeing that we 
wc:n: determined, frankly admitted that they had been ":iold," and 
that our will-o'-the-wisps were two lanterns, in the hands of men, who 
were out looking up their cattle. It is unnecessary to state that 
many a merry peal of laughter rang through camp, when the sequel 
of their tramp over the bogs was known. 
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On leaving here, we follow up the bottom, and soon rise a heavy 
hill, which leads us over a ridge for a distance of about two miles, 
when we descend a precipitous ban,k, ·and find ourselves in Fremont's 
orchard, where there are many ancient looking cottonwoods, bearing 
a striking resemblance to so ma1ty old apple trees, which is the first 
timber that is met with after leaving O'Fallon's bluff. The bluffs or 
the sand hills tl1at border this orchard on one &ide, are cut and divided 
iuto many channels; which wind and circle back for long distances, 
sometimes terminating abruptly, but oftener dividing into others, 
which, if followed, will sometimes ·lead to the summit of the hill, or 
back again to the bottom from whence we started. In following them 
up, we notice on either side many niches and caves, together with 
isolated pillows and columns of sand; indeed, in many places it is 
like groping through the ruins of an ancient city. Here is an old 
cathedral front, with its gothic arches and columns, its pinnacles and 
spires, its ornamented niches and canopies, and large ramified win
dows; and there are numerous pedestals, towers, and fantastic figures, 
all of which are exceedingly curious, and well worthy of more than 
a passing notice. 

We continued our way through the orchard, which stretches out 
for a half mile or more; and at a distance of four miles, reached 
Fremont's Hill, which is decidedly a "hill of difficulty." Here we 
had to put four, six, and eight yoke of cattle to a wagon, and then it 
was amazing hard work to climb it, for it is very high and steep, and 
the road up it being much cut up, the wagon wheels sinking deeply 
into the sand. After reaching the summit, we follow over a sandy 
ridge for a mile, when we descend to a marshy bottom, where, if some 
care is not exercised in driving, your whole establishment gets stalled. 
We encamped on this bottom, having accomplished a distance of only 
ten miles, with a vast amount of labor and anxiety. While passing 
over this hill, we had a magnificent view of the mountains, that 
somewhat calmed our perturbed spirits; and then before us lay a 
landscape of surpassing beauty, diversified with hill, dale, and plain, 
through which could be seen the broad and glimmering waters of the 
Platte, with its many islands and timber-lined banks and bayous. 

Many of us were getting foot-sore, for of late we had been com
pelled to walk, in order to relieve the jaded teams, and we exchanged 
our heuvy Loots for moccasins, which were far more comfortable to the 
feet. Many have I seen so lame that it was almost impossible to 
walk, huge Llisters would form on the heels, would break, and the 
friction of their heavy Loots would soon tear off the cuticle, leaving 
a festering sore. Others, again, who possessed a rheumatic diathesis, 
would often awake in the morning with rigid and sore muscles, 
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scarcdy 11ble lo walk, aud they wen: often seen hobbling through the 
sand, with the aid of a stick, or hanging on to the back end of the 
wagon. 

On our return, we met one old fellow badly circumstanced. We 
foWld him sitting beside the road, so overcome with heat, pain and 
fatigue, tl1at he could go no farther. As we approached, he asked 
for waler, but we had nothing but a little cold coffee, which we offered, 
and which he hastily drank. He lht:n informed us that he had, 
bdore leaving Denver, bargaiued for a passage to the Stales, with a 
man who was to meet him at the next ranche, some five milc::s distant, 
and that he had started oul to walk it, but had been attacked with 
rheumatism, aud was now scarcely able to put one foot before the 
uther, and wished us to help him along, which we agreed lo do, and 
assisted him iuto the wagon. He stated that he had been in the 
mountains ever since the spriug of 1859; and had, when lt:aviug 
home, si>: hWldred dollars in money, but now his money was all gone, 
\•,ith nol.hing lo show for it, and he did not know whether he shuui<l 
ever reach the States again, or not. · He had spent some time at the 
CacAe le Poudre mines, also, in Gregory's district, and finally went 
over to Tarryall, where he remained some time, then went to the head 
waters of the Arkansas; but had been unsuccessful every where, and 
was trying to get home to Vermont, where he should remain. We 
left him at the ranche indicated, and passed on; but some days after, 
,,aw him seated upon a load of hides, that some emigrant had bought 
up to take Lack to the States, and in this manner he was going home. 
He was an object of pity-the joints of one limb were so stiffened 
that he could not use them, suffering pain, teazed by innumerable 
gnats and flies, covered with dust, and withal, the day was very sultry, 
and large beads of perspiration were distilling from every pore, and 
tricUing down his dirt-begrimmed face; yet he was patient, and, to 
some degree, cheerful, and expressed himself as decidedly fortunate 
in securing even such a conveyance. 

The: bottom below Fremont's Hill extends for a distance of about 
fi\'t: milc::s, when we again ascend to the high land. During our pas· 
sage: over it we saw vast flocks of what are tern11:d buffalo birds, and 
among them were a few of the red winged black bird, or troopial. 
These:: buffalo birds are expert fly catchers, and would often come and 
alight upon the: backs of our cattle and there ride:: and watch for flies. 
Thc::y were very tame and fearless, oftt:n approaching quite: close to 
our own persons. The birds seen upon the plains are various, aside 
from those mentioned in a former letter; we often saw the raven 
lcorvus corax) in flocks around the remains of dead animals, croaking 
and quarreling, and now and then hopping up to notice our approach, 
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and finally flying off at a short distance, wht:re they would await until 
we passed before returning to their feast. Several species of falcon 
were common, and now and then might be seen the bald eagle (aquila 
leucocephalus) circling and sailh1g high above us. 

We pass over the high prairie for some distance, having a good 
firm road to traverse, but soon descend again through a bed of heavy 
sand and reach a narrow bot.tom, whtre the road winds around the 
margin of the bluffs, whose rocl,~crowned ~ummits bear the inevitable 
marks of Time's disintegrating· &ngers, and huge masses had been 
ca~t loose and lay in confused ··heaps at their bases. While trailing 
through this bottom, some heavy nimbus clouds came swooping down, 
discharging hail that fell like grape shot around us, driving us w1der 
cover. As soon as it abated, we turned out and encamped, but there 
wa::i little peace and comfort in store for us; about midnight we were 
awakened to a consciousness that "little drops of water make big 
miseries" as well as "mighty oceans," for our bedding was just on 
the point of swimming. The mighty 'Jove was driving a furious 
storm, which had broken above us, deluging us with rain that was fast 
flooding the bottom, and hurling his fiery darts abroad that hissed and 
crackled in their descent like so many glowing bars plunged in water; 
and then the hoarse and heavy thunders that rolled with a quaking 
motion above us, so shook our "nervous centers" that we stood for a 
time like mummies swathed in bands of fear and doubt. Our tent 
had become thoroughly soaked, and was dripping, every thread like 
so many syphons; many of us took to spouting, not at all relishing 
this hydropathic treatment, for our spirits and animal heat were already 
much reduced, and had it not been for the liberal potations of "fire 
water" that some took, the argentum vivum of their existence might 
have congc::aled. We ran to the wagons and got our rubber clothing, 
as soon as there was the least abatement in the storm, and then "stood 
it out" till morning-when the heavens cleared up, and we hung our 
blankets and bedding out to dry. 

The country that we were then passing over was essentially the 
same as that which we had been traversing since leaving the U. S. 
Mail Station-drear, barren, and unfit for agricultural purposes, 
covered here and tl1ere with cacti in bloom, and a spi:cies of xapaver, 
or poppy, together with several varieties of equisetum and short grass. 
Now and then, patches of earth would be seen perfectly nude, desti
tute of any vegetation. 

Passing on from the point, where we last encamped, we soon climb 
upon another ridge, through a strip of sand, and follow along the 
high prairie for the distance of eight or ten miles, and tl1en again 
turn down on the bottom, which was covered with good grass, that 
afforded a feast to the cattle. 
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On starting out in the morning, our German friend, whom I have 
before mentioned, took a hunting fit, and, after cleaning his / linte, 
started off into the bluffs, telling us that he would show "more game 
a:. we never did see;" we saw 110 more of him until afternoon, wlum 
we caught sight of him, wearily approaching, dragging a lame leg, 
and blowing like a porpoi,,e, his face steaming and dripping, congested 
with fatigue and heat, and looking like a boiled lobster, with his gun 
swung over his shoulders, and bearing in his hand a terrapin. 

•· ff' e gales, capitain" said we, "es isl einen sehr warmer l~ ?" "Y ah," 
said he, and wanted wasser. He said that he had walked "more as 
thirty miles," and seen nothing but "one d-n wolf," and he "pe tam if 
he never went mit himself again on such a gefahrlich expedition." 
His starch had evidently been dressed out, and not feeling so wohl a;; 
u:;ual, he turned into the wagon to rest and recuperate-leaving the 
lt:rrapin, the ouly fruit of his day's sport, in the hands of the company. 

Pa.s,,ing on through the river valley, we again mount to the upland, 
and pass on to within two miles of St. V rain's Fort, when we turn 
due South, following up the river to Denver. The old road continues 
on lo St. Vrain's, and leads to the Cache le Poudre mines, Boulder 
City, and other mountain districts, after crossing the river, which is 
bridged. During the day, we had a magnificent view of the mountains, 
and they looked "sublimely beautiful," towards evening, when bathed 
in the mellow light of closing day; their cerulean tinted bases, and the 
darker shades of their canons, contrasting grandly with the sparkling 
white capped peaks of the snowy axis, producing an effect most 
pleasing, and one which will never be forgotten. 

After turning south on the Denver road, we pass the ruins of Fort 
Lancaster, and farther on, those of Fort Lupton, where there is a 
ranche. These old forts were built of blocks of sod, and were quite 
extensi\'e, covering nearly a half acre of ground. While at Fort 
Lupton, we learned that we were only twenty-five miles from Denver, 
which tidings were received with glad rejoicings, and we hastened on, 
plea:;ed lo know that our journey was so near accomplished. When 
within six miles of the city, we turned down upon the Hats and 
encamped, where we turned our attention to cleaning up, preparatory 
to t,ur entree into the metropolis of the gold region. Our smutty over-alls 
and shirts were cast off, the boots were brushed and oiled, and the 
clean :shirts and collars, that had been reserved for this occasion, 
were brought out and put on, and, altogether, we made such a change 
in our respective toilets, that each looked at the other with a wonderin3 
gau which seemed to say, ''I know you not." ludeed we scarcely 
knew ourselves, so familiar had we become with "ragged and dirty 
mi,;ery" during a forty days' travel over the plains, but we soon got 
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better acquainted with our outer man, and the next morning, feeling 
quite natural, started out for Denver. 

We soon met with a large enc;a,mpment of Arrapahoe Indians, many 
of whom flocked around us to beg, while the children would cling 
and climb around our wagon to see what they could steal, and such a 
nuisance were they, that we fiually applied the lash to several, which 
drove them away. With them -were a few Camanches and Apaches. 
The Arrapahoes are a large tribe, ,;tnd roam from one point to another 
over the plain, now and then st<!:rting out on a war expedition against 
the Utes, who live in and beyo11d · the mountains. They are large in 
person, and many are eminently entitled lo the name of "Gros Venlres,'' 
being fashioned much like the histrionic Falstaff; others again are 
tall and slim. Their sole dependence, like that of the other tribes on 
the plains, is the buffalo, which furnishes them with coverings for their 
lodges, food, fuel and clothing, with thread, cordage, lariats for their 
horses and strings for their bows, with buckets for water, and with the 
means for obtaining what they desire from the traders. When this 
animal is extinct, they too must perish. 

At ten o'clock on the morning of the sixth of June, we encamped 
on the high-land just above the city, which presented a very neat 
appearance, and which was far more extensive than we had conceived 
it to be. Our journey over the great American Desert was at last 
accomplished; before us were the abodes of civilization and refine
ment, amid which could be seen the hurryings to and fro of business, 
and the hum and rattle of its noisy machinery was music to our 
ears, telling of enterprise and industry; while to the right were the 
smoky wigwams of the Aborigines, amid which could be seen the 
dusky forms of stalwart Indians, filthy squaws and naked children, 
lazily basking in the warm sun-light. As we turned from the one to 
view the other, what a contrast was there; here were the rude huts 
of barbarism, there the elegant abodes of civilization; here was the 
wild untutored savage, and there the refined and educated white 
man. Surely the two extremes had met here beneath the frowning 
peaks of the Rocky Mountains, in a region of country which a few 
years since was unknown and uncoveted, but which is now the abode of 
a hundred thousand active, working men, bearing aloft the torch of 
progress, who are exploring and delving into those huge ··monuments 
of time" for their hidden treasures-scaling their highest pinnacles, 
diving down into their lowest pits, drifting in at their ba;;es, and 
turning from their accustomed channels the swift running torrents that 
roll through their winding canons--ever seeking for that "bright eye 
of the mine, that lode star of the soul"-Gold. 
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Denver· City is situated partly upon the river bottom and partly 
upon the sides and summit uf a sloping Lluff that sets back some 
distance from tl1e river, and has a population of about six thousand. 
Many fine, large and substantial buildings are to be seen in every 
square, some of which are constructed of brick that are manufactured 
in the: vicinity, and one wonders while passing through the various 
an:uues, at its compactness and the air of comfort aud finish that 
is t:verywhere apparent. Denver now includes the town of Auraria, 
which portion is divided from Denver proper by a "dry run," known as 
Cherry Crt!ek, and which is bridged at several points. The bottorn 
bdow the city is covered here and there with groves of cottonwood, 
and affords good camping ground to the emigrant; at the time we 
reached tht!re it was covered with numerous tents and wagons, as well 
as the open spaces and yards above in the city. 

The business transacted there is large and increasing; trains were 
continually arriving, bringing provisions and goods, filling the capa
cious warehouses and stores; and now its market will supply all 
the wants of the miner and resident, furnishing not only the substan
tials of life, but to some extent the luxuries. Its streets were swarming 
with miners from the mountains and with the arriving emigrants; 
and the din and bustle of trade, the hurry of preparation for a start into 
the mountains, the roll and jar of heavy carts and wagons, au<l, withal, 
the hoan,e cry of the auctioneer and the calling bell of the milkman, 
furnished a scene of activity that was pleasing to look upon. 

But Denver has many features that are less pleasing. There is a 
pestilential taint al work in the constitution of its society, which now 
and then throws off humors, that render tht! lives of its citizens unsafe; 
and how could it be otherwise, when the society is constituted of a 
number of loose individuals from every part of the Union, and from 
many portions of the world, who have flocked together with like 
motives; far removed from all the restraints of law and order, and 
many of them bloated with evil, putrid with vice, full of a villainous 
stench and poison, that was offence at home, and yet remains a horror 
and a pestilence in their present abode. 

The Provisional Government was feeble in the protection of life and 
property. In fact, its organization seemed to offer a premium for 
crime, for murder and assassination were frequent-not only were 
thest! perpetrated under the cover of night, but in the Lroad glare of 
d.1y, in the open streets. Its agents were often corrupt and vicious, au<l 
justice was rarely administered, and the usurpation of power Ly a 
clique, styling themselves the "Vigilance Committee," and their 
atrocious ads of midnight murder and plunder, excited an untold 
horror in tht! minds of all. 
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But of late, there has been an entire revolution in some matters 
of government, and not a few of tliese villains, who set God and man 
at defiance, have met their jl\St · reward at the hands of an outraged 
community. 

Gambling is carried on qulte extensively, there being, at tlie time we 
were there, some twelve salo.ons, where the various games of moute, 
roulette, faro, keeno, bluff, etc., were played. The two largest of these 
saloons were known as "Denver Hall," and the "El Dorado;" and 
every night would find tl1em ~rl.lwded with a miscellaneous group of 
humanity, comprising miners, merchants, lawyers, doctors, profession
al gamblers, cum muUus aliss, all engaged, either at play, or eagerly 
watching the fortunes of their friends. The scene was one character
istic of the country and the place. Every man's abjudicator, in tlie 
shape of revolver or dirk, eitlier hung at his side, or lay upon the 
table, ever ready to decide difficulties. Then the recklessness and 
trickery of the gamesters, the excitement exhibited by the bystanders, 
the noise and confusion, the swearing which was continually ventilated, 
rising with the fumes of tobacco and bad liquor, made, with the 
squeaking cat-gut above in the orchestra, a striking feature of life in 
Denver, that was heart sickening. The gates of these hells welt! 
always open, and always will he, 

"Until fools, to keep their money can contrive," 
but the day is so far removed, that the fraternity need never fear of 
having now and then a goose to pluck, for there, as well as in tlie 
States, dollars and sense seldom keep company. 

The amusements in Denver are various. Aside from tliat of 
gambling, which is generally tlie most attractive, is horse-racing, 
and this sport is carried on extensively. While tliere, a race for 
one thousand dollars a side, came off, the horses carrying pound shoes 
on their feet. Theatrical exhibitions are sometimes offered by a strolling 
company, who travel through the mining districts, now and then coming 
into the city, and these are very well supported. There are also Bowl
ing Alleys and Billiard Halls. In one of the latter that I visited, 
there were six tables, and it was furnished, in every respect, equal to 
any in the States. 

The miners often come down from the mountains into town, for the 
purpose of recreation, and I have often seen them standing around the 
public houses and saloons, watching and remarking upon the fresh 
arrivals; and one I remember, a broad, merry faced Irishman, having 
a crop of dirty red hair, spread profusely over his face, was calling 
the attention of his chum to a little, slim personage, who had just come 
in, remarking: 
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"An' Jim, ~hat d'ye think he'll be after doin' wid hiself, wid his le<l<ly 
fingers, hould the pick and shovel, when the little bag o' flour and 
the wee bit o' bacon is aiten up complately?" 

'·An' sure, said his companion, "won't he do like every mother's 
son of ~kape on digging." 

.. Faith, its complamenting him ye are; wid his sickly constitoshun, 
\\ouldn't he be after taking hissdf back to Ameriky, to his swat!:!· 
ht!art?" 

Various are tht! witticisms lavished on new comers, especially if 
tl1t!y exhibit any eccentricity of dress, or any physical peculiarities; 
and they are all, not less pointed than coarse, in their remarks, and 
in general they indulge in more or less careless talk, that is so produc
tive of mischief in a new country. 

The old mountaineer, Kit Carson, was in Denver, at the time we 
reached there; but to see him, with his full, good natured face, and 
dre::;sed in a sober suit of black, one would scarcely conceive him to be 
the sturdy and invincible Kit Carson, the pathfinder of the Rocky 
:\lountains, and the terror of the Indian. We expected to find him 
a man with hard, stern features, and dressed in friuged buckskin 
frum head to toe, after the manner of most mountaineers. His home is 
in Ni:w Mexico, where he has the agency of the Ute Indians, receiving 
a ::;alary from Government. 

Before leaving the city, we witnessed the execution of a German, 
who had been found guilty of murder, after a fair trial in the 
Provi,,ional court, held Li:ueath the :,;hade of some large cottonwoods, 
bdow the city, a rope circle marking its limits, while a carpenter's 
Lench not only furnished a seat for the judges, a ''bar" for the pleaders, 
but the general furniture of the court. After a trial, which occu
pied the Lt:tter part of two days, the German, who was an ignorant, 
uncouth :,pecimen of his ract:, was found guilty of willful and pre• 
meditated murder, by the three j udge:s, and the sentence of death, 
Ly hanging, was considered the proper punishment; but before seu
tence was pa;;sed, the verdict was referred to the people for ratification, 
and tht! general acclaim was in its favor. The prisoner was then 
asked if he had anything to say, and he arost: and addressed the people 
in a few unintelligible words, whereby he insisted that the act was 
committed in self defence, this being the import of his whole harrangue. 
Sentence was then passed to the effect that, on the following day, 
ht: be hanged, between the hours of two and four o'clock P.M., by the 
neck, until dead. 

At one o'clock the following day we repaired to the place of exe
cution, where a suitable and substantial gallows had been erected. 
Wt: found a large crowd of the curiou::i already collected, ::;ome 
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standing on and around the platform examining into the mechanism of 
the trap, while others were seate~ along the side hills engaged in 
talking, jesting, &c. About one-third·of the motley group were women, 
who had come out in holiday dre'ss · to see a human being pass from 
life to death. Before proceeding ttl the gallows, we had seen the prisoner 
at the Heminway, now the Platte .. House, where he had been taken to 
get his last dinner-and he did· .ample justice_ to everything set before 
him, and was calm; cool and careless in his bearing as any of the by
standers, manifesting no concern whatever at his speedily approaching 
doom. The gallows had been erected on the flat midway between 
a line of bluffs and Cherry Creek, the former affording an excellent 
stand to witnes:,; the spectacle. At two o'clock the sheriff approached, 
bringing the halter, which he secured to the beam; after adjusting 
the trap, he retired, and in half an hour's time was again seen approach
ing, with the prisoner, and followed by the mounted "Vigilance Com
mittee," each carrying a drawn sword. On reaching the gallows, the 
prisoner, sheriff, clergyman, and two others, ascended to the plat
form, while. the vigilance committee formed in a circle around it. 
After the reading of a chapter and a prayer by the minister, in which 
the victim joined, his confession was read; and then his arms were 
pinioned, his legs tied together, and he was shoved upon the drop, 
without the least sign of fear or trembling; the cap was then drawn 
over his face, the trap was sprung, the drop fell and he hung a corpse, 
without a spasm, without a quiver to mark the transition from life to 
death. After hanging fifteen minutes, he was cut down, placed in the 
coffin, and delivered to his friends. 

The proceeding throughout was characterized by the most perfect 
order and decorum, and reflected much credit on those charged with 
the performance of this tragic duty. 
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GOLDEN CITY 

S££N f'R0!-.1 TH£ SUM.MIT OF TAl:ILE ROCK 

LETTER X 

START },'OR THE MOUNTAINS--THE ROAD THEHE--<;OLDEN CITY-TABLE 

MOC\TAIN-MAKE AN ACQUAINTANCE, AND HUNT PRAIRIE DOGS--PROS· 

PECT FOR GOLD ON CLEAR CREEK-THE ROADS LEADING UP THE MOUN· 

TAI:\S---START INTO THE MOUNTAINS---THE MOUNTAINS AND SCENERY

bERCEN'S RA!liCHE-THE PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

AFTER remaining a few days in Denver, we started for the mountains, 
glad to leave that city and its vices, and we turned down upon the 
Luttom, crossed the river, which is bridged, and after traversing the 
rolling plain for a distance of fifteen miles, reached Golden City. This 
fllace is located in a small valley on either side of Clear Creek, and 
bounded on the west by the first range of mountains, on the east by two 
large buttes known as the Table Mountains, and on the north and 
::,outh by the foot-hills. It is very prettily located, and has a population 
of from three to four hundred. The buildings are principally frame, 
wdl constructed and many of them painted; but previous to July 12th, 
Ul59, there was not a building erected, the only habitations being a 
few scattered tents. There are now several public houses, store::i, 
,!rucerie::i, and commission houses, and all doing a fair busine::is. It 
ha,, a good class of citizens, and is decidedly a moral as wdl as model 
tu wu, no gambling being permitted; and, Lesides, it is generally exempt 
from the many other vices that attach themselves to a settlement in 
a mrniug rt:gio11. Clear Creek, running through its center, is a fine, 
iJrge strt:am, with a swift current, whose waters roll and foam over 
tht:- rocky bed with a loud, angry murmur that can be heard some 
distance, The water is cold, but exceedingly turbid, as it receives all 
the .. washings" from the Gregory district, besides tho::ie carried on 
alung it::i own banks and bars, It would furnish an excellent water
flul\'t:r, which at no late day will Le taken advantage of, aud it i::i also 
said to contain fine trout. 
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The two buttes or Table Mountains that rise up on either side of 
the creek or Vasquez Fork, have an irregular circumference of some 
five or eight miles, and rise to an altitude of more than six thousand 
feet above the level of the sea, and ab~~t one thousand feet above the 
city; they have a precipice averaging from fifty to two hundred feet 
along their western outline, consisting of columnar basalt, and the one 
known as Table Rock has a perfectly .flat su.mmi~ .surface, with a cir• 
cumference, I should judge, of about ninety feet. 

The mountain below this rock has a gradual slope, and is covered 
with verdure and with fragments of the· rock above which has fallen, 
or Leen hurled down by tourists that have visited it. The summit of 
the mountain is also flat, and bears many evidences of its volcanic 
character, being covered in many places with volcanic rock, cellular 
lava, etc.; aside from these barren spaces, it is covered with a rank 
verdure, several species of cactaceae, and an abw1dant floral vegetation, 
and we often saw elk and antelope grazing over its broad extent of 
surface, and is said that gold has been prospected there, but nothing 
more than its "color" has ever been raised. 

The country surrounding, especially in the valleys, is very produc• 
tive where irrigation is employed, and as fine vegetables are raised 
here as in any portion of the States. Agriculture, however, can never 
flourish in that region to any extent, because of the shortness of the 
seasons. 

While encamped at Golden City we made the acquaintance of an 
olJ Missourian who had lately arrived, bringing his family, con::iisting 
of a wife and lhree son::i. He "allowed that if thar was gold in yon 
mountain, he should stop and work it out, and he had an idea that thar 
was a mighty smart chance for it; but if thar was not, he should get 
to go over to Oregon and 'squat.' " He had been an old miner in lead 
in Missouri, where he had always lived. He was a great hw1ter, and 
in his day had brought down many a "bar" with his rifle, but he 
couldn't brag on his shootin' now as much as he used to when he could 
hit the center every time, for his "narve::i," were getting "onsteady,'' 
and his sight "mighty poor," yt:t he "allowed" if I wantt:d to go out 
and hunl prairie dogs, that he would show me how that ar old rifle 
of his worked. 

There were several villages of these marmots, situated along the foot 
of the mountains, and we started out among them, but as we approach
ed, the sharp, warning cry of the sentinels, placed here and there, 
seated on the summit of their houses, created a panic among the in• 
habitants, each starting for their home at a full lope; on reaching which 
they stopped, considering themselves safe, and arose on their haunches 
to look after the cause of the commotion; and taking advantage of 
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thc:ir position and quiet, my companion and self, shot two, but did 
not secure them, as they invariably fall into the hole; the evidence 
that they were shot appearing in the blood stains aud fragments of 
meat scattered arow1J th..: t:Htrance. At the report of the guns, every 
dog disappeared, and r.he ' ,_. wu was silent and deserted. 

Passing on, we suon saw a flock of youug owls, seated around the 
entrance to a mound, and hastily running up, we secured one, who was 
more slow in retreating than the others, but not until it was knocked 
senscles;; with a ramrod. Afttr recovering from the shock, it Legan 
to ,,how fight, continually hissiug like a serpent, and snapping at every- · 
thing hdd toward him. My friend did not like "that ar" hiss, and 
"allowing" that the darned thing was "pizen," wouldn't touch it, but 
I pt:rsuadtd him to hold my handkerchief while I lifted the creature 
intu it, and we carried it along. Before going hack, we visited a ledge 
uf lime stone rock, that was as white as snow, aud decidedly the 
purest article I ever saw, and a kiln was beiug erected for the burning 
of it. We also visited some singular formations of white sand-stont!, 
that stood out boldly from the spur of the mountain, of all shapes and 
forms, and here we found that the chisel of the artizan had been at 
work cutting out and dressing portions Ior building purposes. On 
the surrounding swells and hills, we found many ferruginous and 
other stones, of all sizes and shapes, some of which were very handsome. 

Wht!n returning, the "old gentleman," who had heard of the projeeted 
railroad through to California, wanted lo know if I thought it would 
ever be built, and said he had his doubts about it, yet didn't know much 
about such things, never having seen one. I told him that the suppo
sition was that the Pacific Railroad would at some day be carried 
through, that the plan was feasible, for the road could be carried over 
the mountains with a grade not to exceed fifty feet to the mile. He 
hoped that it might be constructed in his day, and if it was, he would 
Le the first to pass over it. 

The following day, with pau; shovel and pick, we started out to 
pro:,pect for gold, following up Lht! banks of Clear Creek to Llit! mouth 
uf the canon, where we dug a small trt!ncli, sinking <lowu through a 
rich surface bed of humus, then a strata of sand, finally reaching, at 
a depth of two feet, a bed of gravel and small boulders, or round stone. 
This we gathered into the pan, and washed, finding a large quantity 
of black :,and, and ultimately, a small ''color." Gold can be found 
c\ erywht!rt! throughout the valley of this cret!k, in greater or lt!ss quan
tities, and the people of the Lown, while digging their wells, find a 
~uod pro:;pect at the depth of twenty feet; and in su digging, they 
fuund many large fragments of rock that had been worn smooth aud 
row1d by the action of water, and it is surmised that if the original 
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channel of the creek could be discovert!d, that they should find gold in 
plenty. 

We carried on our operations in various localities, until we obtained 
a very pretty sample of scale, or spangle gold, when we returned to 
our encampment with the settled 'Conviction that a good sluice in that 
locality would pay, and it was determined to go the following day and 
stake out several claims; but our purpo!ie h~d been anticipated, for 
we found, to our disappointment, that another company had taken up 
our coveted ground. Meanwhile, ·oµr compagnons du voya.ge, the 
Messrs. H. E. Rounds & Co., and to whom we felt much indebted, not 
only for their agreeable society, but for many favors shown us during 
the trip, had departed for Mountain City, and we resolved to follow. 
We first instituted inquiries as to which was the best road; but public 
opinion was as much divided on this point, as in m;.my others relative 
to the country, and we were none the wiser for our efforts. Some 
would recommend this, that and the other; while others would tell us 
that there was no difference, they were all bad enough. 

The roads leading up and through the mountains, are four in num
ber, including the one leading over the Jackson Hill, but which, by 
the by, is seldom traveled. I remember passing over it once, with a 
yoke of cattle attached to an empty wagon, and had it not been an 
t!Xceedingly light one, I should have failed; for it is high and very 
steep, and the road, for the first two hundred feet, leads straight up, 
without any wind whatever; I thought, while panting with the exertion 
of climbing, shouting, whipping, and withal, with the carrying of a 
big stone, with which to block the wheels, that it was decidedly the 
tallest traveling that I had ever done, or should wish to do again. The 
cattle would tire out every few minutes, when both rear wheels had to 
be blocked, and quickly, too, or I lost ground, and then it was often 
necessary to chain or stand upon the wheel, to prevent them from 
rolling over the blocking. After about an hour's laborious struggle 
on Lhe parl of the cattle and myself, we reached the summit, where we 
encountered a heavy shower of rain, but locking the wheels, I jumped 
under cover, and slid down to the Colorado wagon road, and at nine 
o 'duck P.M., reached Bergen's Ranche, my destination. 

The other road:; are kuown as the Old Road, the St. V rain, Golden 
City, and Colorado Hoad, and the Mount Vernon Road. 

The Old Road leads from Golden City up to Golden Gate, which is 
located at the mouth of a canon, where there are a few buildings. This 
road has bt!en well worked, yet it posse;;ses many steeps and pitches, 
that are nut at all comfortable to the traveler or his team. From 
Goldeu Gate, the road circles around the base of the mountains, with 
a variable grad!!, uutil we reach the level of the first range; it then 
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follows over hills and through valleys, until we finally descend into 
the Gregory mining district. 

The St. Vrain, Golden City and Colorado wagon road follows the 
canon just south of the town. It is comparatively new, and presents 
about the same features as the old road, being cut and carried arouud 
the sides of the mountains, with a moderate gradt!, with now and the11 
a steep that is dillicult to climb. It finally traverses meadows, crosses 
streams, ascends mountains, leading us into the South Park, over the 
:;nowy ranges, to the Blue and Arkansas Diggiugs, and, ultimately, to 
the Rio Colorado. · 

The Mount Vernon Road is the most southerly, and, in my judgment, 
tht: best of the mountain roads. It follows up a canon, at the mouth of 
which is located the small town of Mount Vernon, the residence of 
Go~ernor Steele. The ascent up this canon, is very gradual, and 
the road beyond is generally good, with the exception of that down the 
.. big hiU," where tht: grade approximates closely to the perpendicular 
in many places; but generally, by locking the wheels and with care in 
driving, the descent is safely made. Reaching Clear Creek, which the 
road follows up and finally crosses, leading up along the north branch 
into Pleasant Valley, Lake Gulch, to Missouri City, and the mining 
districts. These various roads, with the exception of that up the 
Jack.son Hill, an: toll roads, one dollar and seventy-five cents per team 
being charged vw the Old Road, and one dollar by the others. 

&fore leaving Golden City, very fav9rable reports from the head 
waters of the Arkam,as reached us, and we determined to proceed 
uver to the California Gulch; an<l finding a friend who was about 
departing for that region, we made arrangements to transfer a part 
of our load into his wagon, add a yoke of cattle, and accompany him. 
His party consisted of himself and wife, together with five men, 
whom he was to board through for fifteen dollars per head, and our 
party of three made up a company of ten, and we had a freight of 
about twenty-five hundred pounds, with a team of three yoke of cattle 
to draw iL On the afternoon of the following day, we started on our 
trip, proceeding via. the St. V rain, Golden City and Colorado Road. 
Our progre:;s was slow, for the day was sultry, and the air was found 
to be so light that frequent halts were necessary, in order to rest and 
.. blow." While proceeding up the canon, several of the company 
started on in advance of the team, to keep the track clear and lo :;ignal 
us, if tht:rt: were any wagons coming down, for the road is too narrow 
to permit the pas;;age of teams, except at the turn-outs, provided every 
half mi.It: or so. We travelt:d on quite comfortably for a distance of 
two miles, when we reached a more steep and stony grade, down which 
was trickling the waters of a spring, making the track muddy and 
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exceedingly slippery. On attempting the rise of this, the team was 
stalled, and our hopes of reaching the summit that night, looked 
dubious. Trial after trial was made, but the rear wheels were 
"snub up" against a ledge of' {ock, and the cattle at each pull would 
:,lip, often falling on their knees, and the leaders finally commenced 
baulking, and we began to calculate on the chances of remaining in 
statu quo over night. But,· one more tri.al was decided upon, and the 
"boarders" were called back to assist. The cattle were then changed, 
a man was stationed to lift at·each wheel, and one to superintend the 
blocking, while the others, armed with whips and sticks, stood by the 
cattle, one or two on tht: off side, to prevent the cattle from turning 
off the embankment into the deep ravine below. "Now boys, are ye 
all ready?" "Aye! aye!" was responded. "Then heave her up!" 
And the th-wack, th-wack, of the heavy gads, the hoarse yells of the 
drivers, and the cry of "she moves!" and "keep her moving!" of the 
men at the wheels, made up a Jin, which, aside from the reverberated 
echoes of the mountains, would have put life into duller bullocks than 
ours. The result of our combined efforts was a move of six feet, which 
was encouraging, and we repeated the process, and soon reached the 
next level, where, as night was fast approaching, we concluded to 
stop until morning, and the cattle were unyoked and turned up the 
mountain to feed; then, to pacify the boarders, and keep our spirits 
up, a bottle of ginger brandy and a box of cigars were circulated. 

Near by was a bough-covered log shanty, which had once been 
occupied by the laborers on the road, and which had been erected 
over an excavation made in the side of the mountain. Into this the 
majority went, built up a fire, for the ni~ht air was cold and frosty, 
and seating themselves on the banks on either side, lit their cigars, 
and listened to an old Californian, who related his adventures among 
the Sierra Nevadas, many of which were very apropos to the occasion. 
Not wishing to spend the night within the cabin, which did not smell 
very sweet, and besides, fearing the presence of those abominable 
crawlers which are so frequently met with in tl1e mountains, viz: 
body-lice-myself and two others went to the tent which had been 
erected, and there spent the night. 

\Ve were astir bright and early the ensuing morning, and after a 
hasty breakfast of coffee and pan-cakes had been eaten, prepared to 
rt:ncw our journt:y, and after a mile's farther travel reached the sum
mit, where we fouud a good road which led through a small meadow 
carpeted with an abundant growth of good grass, among which was 
intt:rspersed a brilliant flora. We were now at an altitude of about 
two thousand feet above the level of the plain, and many of us found 
it exceedingly diflicult to travel, owing to the lightness of the air. 

• 
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During the morning's travel we passed several Stock Ranches, where 
cattle are herded and kept at an expense of from one to one and a half 
dollars per month. 

Our road occasionally led over stubborn hills thickly covered with 
tall pines and firs; at other times it wound through gorges and ravines, 
now and tht:n traversing pleasant valleys boundt:d on every side by 
loft}' ruouutains, and occasionally we could see the glistening snow 
pew of the great axis situated some thirty miles beyond. At noon we 
stoppc:d at the Texan Ranche, where a gallon of milk was bought, for 
which we paid sixty cents; a keule of mush was manufactured, when 
Wt! spread ourselves and dishes beneath the shadow of a towering pine, 
and there, in an incredibly short space of time, the contents of both 
kettle and pail were put out of sight, filling one of the vacuums so 
much abhorred by nature. 

Near night, after many hard pulls, we descended iuto a pretty valley, 
where Bergen's Ranche is located. Here some bread was bought, for 
which twenty-five cents a pound was paid, and we proceeded on for a 
few miles and encamped in a small dell for the night. Soon after 
encamping, a drizzly, cold rain set in, which put a damper on the fire, 
Lu up the wrath of the cook, and kept us in a stew for supper, but 
finally a few wafer-like pan-cakes and a cup of tea were set before us, 
which were partaken of in a graceless manner, and then creeping 
under our blankets with an allotted space not to exceed 2x6, and a 
slim cotton shelter over us, we were soon oblivious to trouble. But 
an uninterrupted sleep under the circumstances was by 110 means 
certain, and it chanced that our sleep was many times disturbed, for 
thi::re were eight of us stowed away here on an area of ten feet squarn, 
and the latitude for motion was rather limited. Some of the company 
were subject to "bad dreams" and "vocal noses," and between the 
discordant and wheezy piping on the one side, and the involuntary 
kicks and starts on the other, it was surprising that slumber did not 
leave us; hut the anodyne of fatigue was too powerful to indulge in 
many waking fits, and it was only when receiving a well directed hit 
that it opt:rated as an "eye-opener"-when we would retaliatt: on these 
.. somnambulic pugilists," awakening them to a sense of their senseless 
actions. 

The following day our road led through several small Lut bt:autiful 
parks, with little rivulets coursing through thi::m, and surrounded hy 
an amphitheatre of massive pini::-clad liills. During the day's drive 
the teams were St:veral times stalled and 011ce in a slough, the result 
of careless driving-three wheels being sunk to the huh in mire, and 
wt: had tu discharge half the load before getting out. This occurred 
at the foot of a high hill, procei::Jing up which the cattle would not 
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Gee as much as they were told, and the consequi::nce was that the fore 
axle was brought in contact with. a stump, and the balance of the 
load was discharged. We shoved the wagon around, when it pro
ceeded up the hill, leaving the lo~diilg behind to be "backed" by the 
company up a sleep height of over two hundred feet; I had occasion to 
mi::asure it several times, as well as the others, and in no very pleasant 
mood either. Our party were geuing tii:ed «;lf this method of travel, 
and resolved to unship our portion of the load after reaching the 
"Junction," and start hack for our )Vagon, fully confident that if we 
continued on in this manner that· not only ourselves, but our cattle, 
would be ''used up" before reaching our destination, for the road 
was becoming more and more rough as we neared the dividing ridge 
between the eastern and western slope. 

On reaching the Junction, our plan was made known, much to the 
satisfaction of the others concerned. Our goods were then taken out, 
and the next morning our friend and his boarders went on, and we 
remained behind. During the day we found a teamster returning 
from Tarryall, who took us hack to Bergen's Ranche, where we re
mained until our wagon was brought up from Golden City. 

Bergen's Ranche is one of the best within the mountains, not only 
for the herding of cattle, and the storing of goods, but in the affording 
of entertainment to the traveler. It is very pleasantly situated in a 
valley, which is partly covered with tall pines, and that portion 
devoted to pasture has an abundance of grass. 

In speaking of the mountains and their scenery, it is impossible to 
convey any correct idea either of one or the other. The mountains, 
seen from a distance, present a vast series of ridges and cones, that 
rise higher and higher, until the wearied eye rests on those covered 
with perpetual snow. The highest peak seen is that known as Long's, 
which rises to an altitude of some eighteen thousand feet above the 
li::vel of the Gulf of Mexico. It .is surrounded by large mountains, 
and is situated back in the Cache le Poudre River country, which 
stream courses around .its base. While viewing these ponderous masses 
of earth and rock that have been thrown up here, · mid-way between 
the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific, the idea suggested to my mind 
was, that they subserved the purpose of a mighty balance between the 
two-maintaining an equilibrium between the two great oceans. A 
11earnr view of them discloses features that are full as iustructive as 
interesting. In threading their devious channel~, and looking through 
tht: <lclls and valleys, one no longer wonders where · the peculiar soil 
of the plains comes from, for here, on all sides, we witness the debris 
of a degradation and decay, that is continually being carried forward 
in the large blocks and masses of disintegrated rock, that ha\·e fallt:n 
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from their sides and summits. Every variety of rock is seen cropping 
out, with variou:; inclinations and dips, from the primitive granite at 
their apex., and the transition stratas surrounding, to the various sec• 
ondary formations, seen everywhere; and though in foreign climes, 
nature may have more bountifully diversified the sublime, yet, no
where has she more liberally bestowed her grandeur and beauty than 
amid the Rocky Mountains. Many of the mountains are covered with 
a thick growth of timber, among which may be mentioned a variety 
of Pines, with their dark green foliage, and long pendulous cones; 
and the traveler, pursuing his way through them, is often invigorated 
by the spicy aroma which they exhale. Among those seen in various 
localities, I may mention the Piuus Banksiana, Pi11us Variabilis (Spruce 
Pine), and Palustris. The Populus Tremuloides (Quaking Asp), is 
alsu common, besides several varitties of the Abies, such as the A.bies 
CGJ1aden.sis, Abies Balsamea, (Balsam Spruce), and Peadulata, to
gether with the Thugo Ocoidentalis (Arbor Vitae), and ]uniperus 
Cvmmunis; and we notice a variety of mosses, some of which are 
extremely handsome, and one in particular was noticed, just creeping 
from without the snow, and bearing a very delicate tri-colored flower
the red, white and blue. The three great parks or meadows, situated 
within the mountains, are a pleasing and remarkable feature, being 
the paradise of this broken region, carpeted with a heavy verdure, and 
a multitudinous flora, where a botanist might spend the year around, 
and they are circumvallated by an amphitheater of mountains and 
gurgeous scenery. 

The evidence of volcanic action throughout the mountains, is every 
where present; we see it in their shape and formation, and in the 
fragments of trap rock, scoriaceous stones, cellular lava and pumice 
scattered here and there in profusion; and besides this, we are often 
called to notice the various wrecks of the diluvian period, seeing here 
and there large masses of rock unconnected with any adjacent geo• 
k,gical formations, and we see it too, in the mighty "washes," and 
the new formations from "slides," that occurred when the waters washed 
and rolled in mighty columns from the west, deluging the world. 

The mountain streams fed from the melting snows, are numerous; 
the larger of which roll and roar through the ravines and canons at an 
impetuous speed; while the smaller ones glide smoothly over their 
pebbly bed, meandering through the valleys and dells, until they join 
their more boisterous neighbors; their banks being skirted with willows, 
bushes and vines, and some of Flora's brightest creations, aud their 
water as bright and clear as crystal, and as cold as ice, often containing 
tine trout. 
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The plants and flowers that thrive and bloom on the mountain sides 
and in the valleys and meadows, are various and beautiful; but I 
shall attempt no description of, them, and it would be vain for the 
poet or painter to attempt it, for they could not do them justice. 
While we were traveling over the mountains, I gathered as many 
specimens as I could, forming a hortus siccus. The soil of the moun
tains seems to be of great floral fertility; but I have often wondered at 
seeing them blooming beneath: the shadow of the snow, and growing 
so luxuriantly in the fissures a~d:crevices of rocks, and in the gloomy 
canons (pronounced kanyons): Those found, rank principally among 
the orders of the Compositae, Companu.laceae, Labiatae, Coniferae 
and Leguminosae. Among the varieties of these, I mention the Chry
santhemum Vulgare, Septopoda Brachypoda, and several species of 
the Coreopsis, the C. Verticillata, C. Tinctoria, together with the Bidens 
Frondoso (Burr Marigold). We also find along the damp rocks and 
streams, the Campanu/,a. Rotund.ifolia (Rock Bell Flower), and several 
other varieties of Campanula. The Monardo Fi.stulosa (Bergamot) 
is common, together with several species of Scutillaria, Phlox, Covol
·vulus, Asclepia, lilium, Amorpha, and we frequently see a very pretty 
white flowering vine, the Clematis lasiantha, and several varieties 
of the Delphinium (Larkspur), Geranium, Viola, and the wild Colwn
bine (Aquilegia Canadensis). The class of Rosa is well represented, 
and pleasantly perfumed, as are most of the flowers. 

There are several varieties of Cactus found on the summits and sides 
of the mountains, growing amid the rocks, bearing white and scarlet 
colored flowers. Besides the Opuntia Vulgaris, so common upon the 
plains, bearing a large, brilliant yellow flower, we find the Cereus Trun• 
catus, Cereus Flagelliformis (Snake Cactus), Superbus, and a species 
of the Melon Cactus. 

Among the berries found is the Amelanchier Cauadensis (Service 
Berry), Pyrus Arbutifolia (Choke Berry), Ribes Strigosus and Occi
dentalis (Raspberries), and the Mulberry (Ribes Chamaemorus). The 
Currants seen are the Ribes Rubrum and Ribes Aureum, known as the 
Lewis & Clark's Currant. The Gooseberries are the Ribes Rotu11di/ol
ium and Ribes Cynosbati, and we find the Cera.su.s Virginiana (Choke 
Cherries) growing on the sides of the buttes, and the Prunus Americana 
(Yellow Plum), and the Vitus Cordifolia (Frost Grape), are often 
found along the borders of the streams. The Allium Triflorum (Leek) 
is found on the mountain sides; we often gathered them for use, and 
they afforded quite a relish. The wild Potato (Psorolea EsculentaJ, 
wild Oi,JJts, wild Barley, etc., were also frequently noticed, together 
with several varieties of Flax, among which was the linum Perenne 
(Pt:rennial Flax). 
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I have thu:; but imperfectly noticed some of the botanical productions 
of the mountains, and which but poorly serve:; lo convey auy idea of 
the diversity that exists there; but there are those who are directing 
their attention to this subject, and who will be better able to speak of 
the botany of that region. 
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LETTER XI 
START FOR THE CLEAR CREEK DIGGINGS--OUR OPERATIONS THERE AND 

THE OPERATIONS OF OTHERS--HOW MINERS LIVE AND WORK, AND WHY 

THEY ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL-MOUNTAIN GAME-SNOWY RANGE-UTE 

INDIANS--PROSPECTING--GREGORY'S DIGGINGS--MOUNTAIN CITY, MISSOURI 

CITY, AND CENTRAL CITY-SPRING GULCH, NEVADA GULCH, LAKE GULCH, 

ETC,-QUARTZ MILLS AND QUARTZ MINING--SPECULATION-QUARTZ HILL 

-SALTING CLAIMS, ETC. 

DUl:UNG our stay at Bergen's Ranche the news that we received from 
the Arkansas and Blue River Diggings rather served to cool our ardor 
for proceeding to that region, the many returning "gold seekers" telling 
us that it was impossible to secure a claim in the "California Gulch," 
as they had all been taken, and hundreds were there idle and about re
turning. The same was also said of the paying gulches at Tarryall 
on the Blue River; yet there was a large tract of country there remain
ing unexplored, allowing plenty of room for prospecting; but we, like 
many others, disliked spending the short season in discovering and 
looking after uncertainties, which feeling was very natural and one, 
perhaps, too general. Men had rather go where gold had been and 
was still being found, and risk the chances of obtaining a claim, than 
go abroad seeking uncertainty, though there might be a hundred local
ities of hidden treasure that only awaited development; and this is the 
reason why we find so many centered in particular localities-for 
instance, the Gregory and Russel distri..:ts, where hundreds were seen 
idling away their time, (there being no vacant claims,) and complain
ing of the greediness of their more fortunate predecessors; and it also 
explains the slow development of the vast mineral wealth of that region, 
as well as furnishing the clew lo the constant eslampado Lack to the 
States. 
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Under the existing circumstances, it was decided to defer our trip 
tu the Arkansas River Mines, and we prepared to proceed over to 

, Clear Creek, and follow up its banks and bars, which was reported as 
secoud to none in the mountains for its yield of gold. As we did not 
wi:,h the trouble of a wagon, the roads being new and uufini:;hed, we 
trieJ the experimeut of packing our miuing tools, provisions and bed
dine upon the cattle, and for the purpose, sewed several stout bags to
cetlier for saddle pouches; then loading upon one ox our provisious 
and mining tools, and transferring tu the other our bedding, tents and 
rubbt:r clothing, we started, one leading each ox, while the other carried 
the gun and tent poles. Our road led through a succession of pretty 
·valleys, covered with a variety of grasses and flowers, and bordered 
Ly smuoth grassy hills. While passing along, the swayiug motion of 
the caule so di:;turbed the position of the pack, that frequent halts were 
m:ce~:,ary, in urdt:r lo adj u:;t them, and to correct their tendency tu 
:,lipµing forward:;, we added a brt:eching, madt: from a ;;trip of can
,..._,,,; but had not proct:eded far, before one of the bullocks, consider
iuc this ailix a:; interfering with hi,; freedom of motion, began to 
e,·ince a rebellious spirit, and commt:nced a series of jumps and kicks, 
tl1.;t here ludicrous in the extreme, and resulted in a scattering of the 
mi,,.:t:llaHeous contents of the saddle bags. Shovels, picks and pans, 
cuuking utensils, knives, forks and spoons, hags of rice, coffee and 
,,ugar, together with a batch of biscuit, aud divers other articles were 
sent Hying in all directions. The freak so convulsed us with laughter, 
tliat we \'tere powerless in preventing anything more than the escape 
uf the animal, who, having clisburdened himself of pack, breeching 
a11J all, :,loud calmly surveying the mischief he had created. As soon 
a,, pu,,:siblc, we set tu work, gathering up the fragments. Securing the 
i-iack more firmly than before, but leaving off the oITeusive posterior 
arrangement, that had been the occasion of such a furious "back 
.. ction," on hi:; part, and such merriment on ours, and resuming our 
j uumey, we soon reached Spring Valley Ranche, just above which 
the ru.id de,,cends, winding down a high mountain to Clear Creek. 
Here we had more trouble with the packs, for in descending the many 
:,Leep pitche:;, tht:y would slip ovt:r upon the neck and horns of tht: 
animab, occasioning many delays for their reaJj ustment, and before 
re.ichiug our de,,tiuation, we wt:re aLumlantly satisfied, that loading 
.:-,ttle with :,uch paraphanalia, might answer as a demier resurl, a11d 
\,heu unable tu :,huulJcr it ourselves. We reached Uuion District at 
~u11,,d, and pitched our teut un a l1igh level La11k of the creek, near 
tu the abode uf a party of miuers, in as wild and rugged a regiou a::1 
c.in Le fow1d within the mountains; high mountains rising up on every 
,,iJe, \1ith abrupt and jagged outlines, their sides strewed with inunense 
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blocks of materials, transported from distant summits, while here and 
there in the rifts and cracks, stood au isolated pine or juniper. In the 
chasm below rolled the boiling waters ·of the creek, leaping and roar
ing on its way to the Platte; its banb 'on either side, and the bars be
low, showing where the miners wer~ at work, by the ditches and sluices, 
the excavations, piles of earth and boulders, that had bet:n thrown 
out iu every direction. · . . 

We soon made the acquaintance of the miner;; here, one company 
of whom (consisting of four) had be~1 operating here about a week, 
but without much success, and three ·of them were now considering 
the propriety of returning back to the States, being frank to confess 
that their united labors here had yielded them but about three dollars, 
"which wouldn't pay," a11d as their provisions were about exhausted, 
there was seemingly no other alternative. The other of the party was 
for remaining yet longer, confidt:nt that the claim would eventually 
pay, if it was properly worked; but his companions were dispirited 
a11d thought differently, and expressed it as their opinion that the 
country was a d-J humbug, and the sooner they started for home the 
better. 

We bought their sluice boxes, and they assigned to us all their right 
and title to four claims, which were located one-half mile up the creek 
and two miles below Grass Valley Bar. The ensuing morning we were 
put in possession of the property, and commenced to prospect it; we 
first filled our pan with dirt taken from the bank that our friends had 
been ''sluicing" from, and obtained merely a "color," but in another 
division of the claim we got from three to ten cents to the pan, which 
we considered good enough, and commenced locating our sluice boxes; 
but as the water of the creek was low, we had to sink the ditch or race 
deeper, and throw out a wing-dam into the stream, before we could get 
a sufficient fall of water for our purpose. This occupied the better 
part of two days, and was decidedly laborious work, especially the 
carrying of heavy boulders fifteen and twenty feet into the stream, 
when the current was so strong that it would carry the smaller stones 
down stream, and even disturb those weighing fifty pounds and up
wards. The creek at this point had a width of thirty feet, and its 
waters rushed with a mad fury by us, and to have been precipitated 
into it would have been death, as it was filled with innumerable rocks. 

Adjoining us were a company of four from :Missouri, who intimated 
that they were doing well,''making grub, " etc., but on becoming bt:tter 
acquainted, by a frequent interchange of visits, we lt:arned that as yet 
their claim had not paid above thirty cents per day to the man, but 
they were still digging, and hoping that when they reached the "bed 
rock" something better would turn up. 
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Across the creek, uearly opposite our claim, were a company of seven 
persons who were mi11iug with a like success; but the next claim above 
theirs was paying five dollars per day to the mau; it was being worked 
by an old California miner. 

We wern ready tu commence operations on our claim the fourth of 
July, 1860, and started, after an early breakfast, tu work out our patrio
tism with shovel and pick in the "diggius." We had two inches of 
waler in the ditch, and removiug the <lam we :soon had it coursing 
through our sluice, which consisted of four boxes or troughs, each 
sixtet:n feet long, so constructed that they could be joiued togetl1er, 
one end slipping within that uf another-the second and third contain
ing a rifile frame of twelve bars each. The bank or bar in which we 
wen: digging arose twelve feet above the river, and extended back for 
a distance of fifty feet to the Lase of the mountain, and there wa,; a 

stripping of from three tu four ieet before reaching the pay dirt, which 
consisted of a brown ochrey colored earth and fine gravel, and which 
was obtained by pecking around the boulders. These boulders are 
of various sizes, colors and forms, and differ in composition; some of 
them would weigh a ton and upward, and the form was generally oval, 
worn perfectly smooth by water. This whole bar, as well as the many 
others met with, was composed of these boulders cemented together 
with earth, in the proportion of three-fourths of the former to one
fourth of the latter. 

In working, it was necessary that .one should constantly peck, in 
urder to furnish dirt to be sluiced, which another shoveled into the 
sluice, al the head of the first box, and then the small stones would 
rull and lodge between the rillle bars, requiring the presence of a third 
person to keep them clear and throw out the larger stones. We thus 
wurked for a period of six hours, each speculating on the result, when 
the water was turned off, and we turned our attention to cleaning up. 
The first riflle frame was taken out and the contents put into the pan, 
and we proceeded with it to the still water, to wash it, while the others 
cleaned up the contents of the second frame, and looked for stray scales 
along the sides and seams of the boxes. The operation of "panning" 
rt:quires much skill for its proper performance; there is a peculiar 
mutiou to be given to the pan, which only experience can confer, and 
much care is necessary in separating and turning off the black sand, 
v,hich has a specific gravity almost equal to gold. This black sand 
is always present in large quantities, and is magnetic, but its presence 
is no sure indication of gold-not so much as the small pellets of clay
,,1one iron that are found. The result of our day's work was finally 
~wl'tn-the first rillle yielded about forty cents, and the second not to 
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exceed ten, making in all fifty cents for six hours' hard labor, a poor 
return for the muscle expended . . 

The gold found in the bars, occµrs in the form of scales or spangles, 
of all sizes and shapes, and it is sometimes found in pepitas averaging 
from the size of a pin's head tb that of a pea, and occasionally nuggets 
are found, but these laller are rare. I have, however, seen them weigh
ing from twelve to fifty dollars. That fro.m the shoals of the creeks 
is much finer, called "dust," although it occurs at times in crystals, 
assuming a brancy ( dendrilic) form, and also in small thin luminae, 
called "float-gold." I shall have occasion to speak of this latter 
further on. 

The gold found in the bars, platteaus and shoals, does not present the 
appearance of having been thrown up, and scattered in all directions 
by volcanic action, but rather as though its mother quartz had s11ff ered 
diseutegration, crumbled to dust, leaving the metal as it was made, 
in all conceivable shapes and sizes; and then again by the constant 
attrition of water, (which formed these bars) has been cut up into 
grains and particles, according to the degree of attrition to which 
they have been exposed-that in the shoals having been subjected in 
the greatest degree, is consequently found the finest. That found in 
the "placers," or "dry diggings," is often found with quartz adhering 
to it-of which I saw several fine specimens-and this not having been 
subjected to the friction of a strong current of water, retains its 
original configuration. 

We continued on working our claim with about the same result as 
previously mentioned. We had reached the "bed rock," and which 
seemed to have a favorable dip, or inclination, hut yet the ''cleaning 
up" each day showed no increase in the deposit of the precious metal 
within the rifle frame. There was a fault somewhere, and it was either 
in the locality, the sluice, the rifiles, or ourselves. That it was in the 
location, we could not he positive, for the prospect that we got with the 
pan, inclined me to the belief that the locality was good, yet I by no 
means indulged the opinion of many, that gold could be found any
where and everywhere, for it is found only in particular localities, and 
attended by peculiar indications and circumstances. That it was in the 
sluice, riffies, etc., was more evident. The sluice had been constructed of 
rough boards, poorly joined, and the rillles were rough and uneven, and 
the spaces between the bars were too wide, and besides, they were not 
properly formed or adapted, and then the tlow of water through the 
sluice was not properly regulated, generally carrying too much, con
sequently forcing many particles of gold over and under the imperfect 
riflles, and not having an amalgamating box affixed to the tail of the 
sluice, it was lost. 
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Some of the party were gelling discouraged ancl ill at ease, confident 
that the location was bad, and thought that we had better go over to 
Gregory's; and our neighbors, who were as unsuccessful as ourselves, 
and for the same reasons, oflen came over to sympathise with us anJ 
to receive sympathy, and the matter was talked over. We had been 
li.ing in our tent, which had been spread upon the bar above the 
\~ orks, in the midst of several tall pines; but the location, though as 
go0d as the district afforded, was not desirable, the surface being 
,,loping and wieveu, and the abode of innumerable ants and bugs, 
that had Seemingly made our Lent their headquarters, and not a night 
pa.,,.,,ed that we were not more or less disturbed by their rambles over 
our per.:,uu, they nuw and then giving us a hungry nip. Our life 
here was decidedly a rough oHe. The nights were culd and chilly, 
and it was utterly impossible to keep warm, and we would get up al 
clay break, almost benumbed, build a fire, thaw out, and prepare our 
breakfast, then proceed to work, which was continued until eleven 
o'clock, when we would prepare dinner and lounge around until two 
o'clock, and proceed again to the work of developing our muscle aud 
claim. At four o'clock we '"clt:aned up," and as soon as the result 
was known, v,e returned to the tent in no pleasant mood, dissatisfied, 
di,,heartened, and the majority about ready to clear out. 

A ruiner's life is a hard and laborious one; cut off from all the refine
ments and comforts of life; living in a tent or ru<le shanl y; making up 
I.heir bed at night with a blanket or two on the ground, or on a frame 
uf poles; cooking their meals over a fire in the open air, and eatin0 
them on a log; and surrounded by dirt and filth that is constantly 
accumulating, and which, in some localities that I have seen, is breed
ing di:;ease and propagating vermin. The "bill of fare" of the miner 
is not very extensive, especially when he is removed from markel, 
and dependent on the stores he brought with him. It generally con
,,i.,,ts of pan-cakes, made from flour and water, with the addition of a 
little soda and cream tartar, a strip or two of fried bacou, and a cup 
uf tea or coffee. Sometimes soda bread, or a corn cakt: is made, and 
some dried apples iilewed. This is their meal for day after day, aud 
1101.wi~Landiug its sameness, :;ome seem to relish and grow fat upon 
it, al~·ays making up in quautity what is lacking iu quality. Ivlauy 
.imid the mountains have good appetites, and it is surpri::;iug tu see 
how mud1 food they consume at a meal. I have seen a company of 
fuur men sit down and eat a large loaf of bread, eight slices of bacuu, 
a11d a four quart basin of apple sauce, besides drinking a quart of coffee 
t:ach, and then were hardly satisfied. 

Work in the diggings is a toilsome and munotunous occupation; and 
the extn:mes of weather, hard work and poor fuod often makes the 
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life of the miner almost intolerable; frequently toiling beneath a broil
ing sun, and in the chilly water, for weeks and weeks, the monotony 
of the time and scene seldom relieved, and his labor generally poorly 
recompensed. · ' 

The greatest difiiculty that the miner has to contend with in the bar 
diggings is the many large boulders met with, and which have to be 
rolled aside; at times they are so 1.arge tpat much time and labor is 
expended in their removal. Aside from this, the work is comparatively 
easy. In the gulches men are more exposed to the sun, and are obliged 
to work in waler more or less, and it is not unusual to see them at 
work, standing in mud and water to their knees while feeding the 
sluices; persons at work in these gulches, from their constant exposures 
to heat and cold, soon lose a portion of their constitutional stability
suffering often from sickness. 

Our mining operations on Clear Creek were finally terminated, to
gether with those of our friends, whose verdict was that their claims 
would not pay to work, and we knew that ours had not, and the majorily 
were for proceeding over to the Gregory's district; while the remainder, 
who had a sufficient experience in mining, intended starting home. Our 
success here had been like that of thousands of others, who had left 
their homes with big expectations and greedy eyes, intending to make 
a fortune in less than no time, without even counting the cost, or think
ing of disappointment; and it only required a few days' hard work 
with the shovel and pick to dissipate their wild speculations, and send 
them back to cry "humbug." 

Many had started from their farms, their shops and stores, with no 
knowledge of mining; and on reaching the mountains, not :finding gold 
scattered uver the surface, or in every locality they chanced to sink 
their shovels, were disconcerted. They knew nothing of the circum
stances under which gold is found, or of the indications that pointed to 
its discovery; and, perchance, they stumbled upon a good prospect, they 
were but little acquainted with tl1e proper method of working it to 
advantage. Obtaining some rough hoards from the mill, they nailed 
them together, funning their sluice, anJ then, with no tools hut a 
hatchet irnd jack-knifo, would whittle out thdr riffie frame and bars; 
I have seen tht:m so poorly constructed that when set wi1.hin the sluice, 
not one in its whole length set snugly down, and I could :,ee I.he black 
sand streaming out from their under surface. Is it strange that such 
miners were not successful? 

And there were those who had not come with the requisites for work
ing-and these were a tough, hardy constitution, and capital. The first of 
these were indispeusihle, for no man can win a fortune from the 
mountains without health; and in mining, a man's powers of endur-
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ance are fully tested, for the labor required is severe and weakening. 
And then the other requisite, money, is as much a sine qua. 11011 there, 
a.s it is here in the States, for the successful prosecution of business. 
But the thousands who went to the gold fields, seemingly took no 
thought of this, and consequently suffered disappointment. 

There are also many other reasons why men are not successful in 
their operations in that country. Some have not sufficient stability of 
character, and besides they are so greedy, that every new discovery 
that reaches their ears, makes them dissatisfied with their own claims, 
and they pack up and start, leaving a certainty for an uncertainty; and 
there are others who are decidedly too lazy to succeed there, or any
where. 

Again, there is undoubtedly a question about the country being so 
pregnant with gold, as represented by those sanguine individuals that 
are interested. That gold exists in abundance, in some particular 
localities, is certain, and that rich deposits may exist elsewhere, is a rea• 
sonable conjecture; but that it is strewn indiscriminately over the 
whole surface, is untrue. The gold deposits in the Rocky Mountains 
have not, as yet, been fully developed, nor will they be for years. The 
mountains, in my opinion, are rich in minerals, not only in gold, but 
siker, copper, and iron; and I have seen some specimens of platinum, 
that had been found near the head waters of the Arkansas. Extensive 
beds of coal are also found, some specimens of which I have seen, 
breaking with a bright shining fracture, and containing an excess of 
bitumous and volatile matter, being very combustible. Veins of pure 
alum are also found in some localities. 

&fore leaving for the Gregory district, we spent several days in 
pru:;pecting and hunting. There is a variety of game seen in some 
portions, especially in the vicinity of the snowy range, which lies some 
thirty-five miles hack from Golden City. The mountains constituting 
this range, look drear and barren, there being hut very little vegetation 
seen on their sides, consisting principally of rocks, that crop out in all 
directions, and in some places we see massive walls of slate and granite 
rising up, piercing the snow that caps their summits. 

Among the game met with, and found within the mountains, is the 
mountain sheep (argali ovis montan.oe), which are seen in small flocks, 
un the muuntains; their color is a grayish fawn, with a yellow line down 
the hack, and their appearance approximates closely to that of the 
guat that inhaLits the mountains; their body is full and round, with 
long slender legs, and the horns of the male are very thick, large and 
heavy, advancing in front of the eyes, assuming the spiral form. It is 
said that when jumping down a precipitous height, they turn a somer
sault, :.triking upon the base of the horns. Antelopes are also sei:n, 
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together with elk, and cervus mcu:rourus, (long tailed deer, short tailed 
deer, jumping deer, etc.), as it is yariously called. The class of mar
mots are also common, from the m1mse to the bear, of which last there 
are several species-the black bear, cinnamon hear, as it is termed, 
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and the grizzly bear ( ursus Jerox), which is the largest and most for
midable animal in North America. The puma is also often seen, some
times called the Rocky Mountain lion, and strange tales often reached 
us of its ferocity in attacking men, hut there was more fable than fact 
about it, I think. There are also two varieties of the fox-the red fox 
( canis v11Jvus), and the silver gray fox, having a gray fur, mingled with 
black. The heaver (caster fiber) is also common on some of the 
streams, and we of ten came across their dams, and the mink and martin 
are also said to exist here; but this variety of animal were more 
frequent at the foot of the mountain and along the Platte. 

The birds that we saw were magpies, (corvus pica), or the pica hud
sonica of Lewis and Clark. Numerous blue jays (garrulus cristatus), 
were seen flying and screaming among the trees on the mountain sides, 
and several species of wood-pecker are also found. We frequently 
noticed a peculiar and beautiful species of yellow bird, having black 
wings and a rnd head, fluttering among the pines. 

The Indians occupying the mountains, are located on the western 
slope, and known as the Utes. There are two tribes of them--one of 
which is said to he friendly, and the other hostile, lo the whites. Ki, 
Carson is said to be their agent. The Arrapahoes make frequent saliies 
against these tribes, but are seldom victorious iu their battles, the Utes 
being well supplied with fire arms, consisting of guns and revolvers, 
which gives them a decided advantage over the Arrapahoes, who are 
principally armed with lances, Lows and arrows, etc. The Utes are the 
tools of the Mormons, and are the ones principally concerned in com-
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rmttmg outrages upon the emigrants to Oregon and California, and 
that have at times interrupted the Pony Express, killing the riders. 

Prospecting has been carried on to a considerable extent in the 
various localities of the mountains; and in traversing through the 
mining country, we cannot fail to notice the many holes and trenches 
that have beeu dug in the mountain sides, the gulches, ravines, and 
in the bars and shoals of the streams. They vary in size, shape and 
depth; some of them resembling a new cut grave in appearance, and 
in truth, many of them are more than graves in the matter of resem
blance, for the hopes and the ambition of more than one fortune seeker 
lie buried in their depths. During our stay in the mountains, we 
prospected up and down the borders of Clear Creek, Bear Creek, and 
through the intervening country, many times receivi11g a fair sample 
of gold, but oftener did not :succeed in raising its color. We often 
fow1d good pro:;pects in localities on the mountain side, but so far 
remon:d from water that it would not pay to work. 

At last we started for Gregory's-going back to Bergen's for our 
wagon, and from there taking a branch road, that led us, after a dis
tance of about five miles, to the Mount Vernon Road. We soon reached 
that point of it where it turns down the "big hill," and leaving our 
team at the approach, we started down the first declivity, to notice some 
of its features, and they were decidedly unpleasant. We could not 
see the whole of the descent before us, which was three-quarters of a 
mile in length, yet we saw enough of it to convince us that it was no 
easy, and withal, a dangerous road to travel. The road was narrow, 
and in many places, rocky, bounded on one side by a deep gulf, aud 
made up of a series of pitches, having about the slant of a gothic 
roof. After locking three wheels we started down, but before proceed
ing far, thl! coupling on one side gave way, and it was only with 
spet!dy and well directed efforts, that we prevented our establishment 
from going down with a rush, and being precipitated into the ravine 
below; but jumping on the spokl!:1 of each back wheel, while the driver 
ran in front of the catlle, applying vigorous strokes on their noses, the 
catastrophe was averted; but we continued to ride on the wheels, now 
and then digging the heels of our boots into the earth, when reaching 
tht: perpendicular slants, where the cattle would often slip and slide 
over thl! wet clay surfaces, that now and then presented. Our momen
tum at tirnc:::s was alarming, and we anxiously lookt:d forward to the 
termination. Finally we caught sight of the toll house below, and 
rounding the next point, and finding a straight road, we let the machine 
buu; arriving at the gatt:, where one dollar was demanded, which was 
counted out, after remarking to the collector that the company ought 
tv award premiums to those who succeeded in getting safely down. 
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He was inclined to think that they might, but told us that the road 
was soon to be altered, and I presume that it has since been changed. 

·" -·- -

GOING TO GREGORY'S-VIA l\lOUNT VERNON 

Proceeding on, along the border of Clear Creek, for several miles, 
we crossed the stream entering the gorge, through which flows the 
North Branch, a stream of some size, and which the road frequently 
crosses, soml!times following up its bed some distance. Mining opera
tions are carried on quite extensively along its bars and banks; and 
it was here that we first saw the operation of drifting into the side 
of the mountain, and which was carried on quite successfully. One 
company had taken out several nuggets, one of which I saw, weighing 
si}..1:een dollars and fifty cents, and was as fine a specimen as I ever 
saw. The company gave us the privilege of washing a pan of dirt 
from their claim, and which yielded about five cents of pure scale 
gold, having a bright yellow color. They had drifted into the mowi
tain, or which was more properly, a slide from it, to tl1e extent of 
fourteen feet, and found that the claim was paying better each day. 

We encamped for the night on a side hill, in the locality of their 
claim, spreading our tent beside the road, and turning our cattle up 
the mountain to feed. During the night, a heavy storm of rain fell 
upon us, but the sky cleared up the next morning, and we continued 
on to Gregory's, traversing some miserable road, that had been ren
dered muddy and slippery by the heavy rain of the preceding night, 
and often leading us through rocky defiles, and through tl1e bed of 
the stream, which I presume we crossed twenty times before proceeding 
a mile. 

The miners through the gulch had suffered more or less from the 
heavy rain, which had inundated their mines, destroyed their pumps, 
and disturbed their sluices, and we found many of them at work 
clearing up the wreck. Some, who had previously suffered much 
damage from the same cause, were discouraged, and we saw them 
gathering up their effects for a move to some other locality. 
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During the morning drive, we saw a rude quartz mill, worked by 
water power, consisting uf four heavy wooden stamps, steel shod, and 
which mill they stated to be duing wdl. 

We finally entered Pleasant Valley, proceeded through it to Lake 
Gukh, at the head of which we encamped, having reached the far
famed Gregory District. After encamping, a violent hail storm oc
curred, which was one of the most severe that we had encountered 
during our journey across the plains, or while amid the mountains; the 
hail that fell were very large, and came so thick and fast that the ground 
was soon covered with icy balls, an inch or more deep. Gregory, 
after whom this district is named, is one of the pioneer miners of the 
Rocky Mountains, and his discoveries here, together with Russel's, 
has built up and peopled the thriving towns we now find here. 

This is une of the largest mining districts within the mountains, 
and the one that has and is still yielding the largest amount of gold. 
1t is the great center of mining interests, and undoubtedly will ever 
remain so; the majority of the quarlz mills in operation in the moun
tains, being located here, and so far, it is here that they have been 
most successful. The gulches throughout the district have generally 
paid, but are now pretty well worked out, and quartz lodes are super
ceding them. 

The gulches are liued with frame and log buildings, with many 
tent.s scattered among them. At the fork of the north branch of 
Clear Creek, where Spring, Nevada and Eureka Gulches all terminate 
iu Gregory's, is located what is termed Mountain City, and where are 
located the Post Office, Hinckley & Co.'s Express Office, the Court 
House, Recorder's Office, etc. The continuation above this, is known 
as Central City, where there are many stores, shops, restaurants and 
boarding houses. Continuing up the mountain above Spring Gulch, 
we reach Missouri City, which is located ou Missouri Flat, at the foot 
of Quartz Hill, and is quite an imposing village in appearance, there 
being many good buildings erected, principally frame, with now and 
then a log and canvas one, besides innumerable tents. At the time 
"e reached there, these places were swarming with people, and business 
y,·as active. Following through Missouri City, down Excelsior Gulch, 
"e reach Russel's Gulch, which is well inhabited, and is generally well 
wurked; but at the time we were there, not one i11 ten of the claims 
were: being worked, because of the want of sullicient water; and this 
wa:; the: case in many other gulches, especially Lake Gulch, hut before 
lea,·ing, the ditch, bringing water from Clear Creek arouud the moun
tains, wa!:i opened, and the difliculty remedit:d. In looking through 
the towns that border the various gulches, one is often amused, for 
there is that awkward and unsettled appearance pervading them, so 
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characteristic of a new place. Here you will notice a two story, 
unpainted, hastily-put-up frame building, and beside it, a low, squatly 
log enclosure, with two apertures in it answering for door and window, 
and frequently covered with a ter1t 'cloth for roofing, or with boughs 
and earth, and frequently too, "We see a half dozen additions, that 
have been put up to meet the wants of the increasing family. AnJ 
many of the signs that we see stuck .up arQund -,the establishments, teliiug 
of the variety of occupations carried on within, and what is offered 
for sale, are literary curiosities. One establishment I remember seeing, 
constructed of three small tents, each of which differed in form and 
size, was the abode of a number of artists, besides being occupied as 
a saloon (for drinking and gambling), store, hoot and shoe shop, 
·barber shop, bakery, etc. In the back ground were two tables, on 
each of which was a pack of cards; then on one side was a tray of 
pies, cakes and bread, and on the other side a barber's chair; while at 
the entrance hung several pair of boots, moccasins, mittens, etc., to
gether w.ith several signs, one of which read "milk for sale.'' This 
establishment was undoubtedly that of an enterprising Yankee, who 
was endeavoring to whittle out a fortune with his wits, and not at the 
expense of muscle. 
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Spring Gulch runs nearly South, aud has been nearly worked out; 
a few companies only were at work in it at the time ,.we were there, 
with the Georgia rocker, but were laboring to disadvantage, owing to 
the scarcity of water. The water they were using being dipped by 
the pailful from a mud-hole in the vicinity, thus supplying the rocker. 

lu Lake Gulch, which is a very long and crooked gulch, but mainly 
taking a south-east course, work was about commencing, those having 
claims there being engaged in "stripping," and throwing out the 
pay dirt, to have it in readiness for washing, when the ditch was com-
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plt:tt:d. At the head of this gulch is a small lake or pond, from which 
it takes its name, and some were drawing their dirt tht:re and washing 
it. This pond is now the reservoir of the ditch. At the lower end 
of the gulch are some ten steam quartz mills, and one or morn saw 
mills, and shingle machines. The settlement through this gulch bears 
the name of Yankee Town. 

The works through Pleasant Valley, which is a continuation of 
Lake Gulch, were being prosecuted in a lively and energetic manner, 
aud pre,;entt:d the most active scene that I witnessed in the mountains. 
Tht: log buildings erected throughout its iength, and which were vari
ously occupied, as dwellings, saloons, markets, etc., were extremely 
filthy, more so than was apparent in any of the other mining districts; 
and what was not surprising, considering the uncleanliness of their 
abodes, and the surrounding mud and waler, it was the locality of 
much sicknt:ss, the endemic malady, mountain fever, prevailing to 
cousiderable extent. At the Lime we passed through, there were several 
persons lying dangerously ill with it, and one or twu had died the day 
previou.;;. 

Eureka Gulch runs directly west, and contains twelve quartz mills, 
which are operating successfully. 

l\evada Gulch takes a south-west course, and also contains a large 
number of mills, and some of the richest quartz lodes within the 
mountains, are found within its vicinity, among which may Le men
tioned the Burroughs, Gardner, Cook County, Kan:sas, etc. 

The mountains around thc:;c mining <li:slricls present a drear and 
barren appearance, being covered with but little verdure, and the 
timber that once covered them being cut off, leaving a multitude of 
stumps. Owing to the scarcity of feed here, and rather than pay 
the exorbitant price of ten cents per pound for hay, we drove our 
cattle off to a ranche, some three miles distant, and there got them 
herded, paying one dollar and fifty cents per head a month. The 
hay brought into this market is hauled a distance of from thirty to 
sixty miles, and was often sold at one hundred dollars per ton; but 
Lefore we left, such large quantities of it were being brought in, that 
we could have bought it for forty dollars. 

Quartz mining is now l,ecuming the principal system carried for
ward in the Gregory and Russel districts, and it is the one on which 
the success of the country depends; hundreds of lodes, or leads, as 
they are termed, haviug Leen discovered and opened the past season, 
and many of them have proved rich and valuable. In prospecting 
for these quartz veins, men are governed by what is termed the 
"blossom," which is seen cropping out here and there, and indicating 
tht: pre:,t:nce of a crevice or lode. These crevices of quartz rock vary 
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in width, being from one inch to several feet wide, and bounded on 
either side by a wall of granite, through which the quartz has been 
forced Ly the action of intense and continued heat. The quartz is of 
various density and color, but the majority of it is porous, presenting 
a honey comb appearanee, their cavities being many times filled with 
iron pyrites, and we often find attached to the denser varieties, pieces of 
crystallized quartz or rQCk crystal, b,eing crystallized in the form of 
prisms, and six-sided pyramids, some perfectly colorless and white, 
while others are more opaqu~1 and frequently colored with iron. They 
oftelfl consist of pure silica;· and bear the name of Rocky Mountain 
diamonds. Some portions of quartz bear the indubitable marks of 
having Leen fused, and are moulded in various shapes. The color 
of the quartz is various, sometimes red, but oftener bearing the 
various shades of brown, and it is frequently white, being light and 
spongy in consistence. 

These quartz veins run in various directions through the mountains, 
but the richest of them ruri nearly east and west; those running in the 
other directions are less rich, and appear to be of a posterior date, 
for they often intersect the others. The extent in which these veins 
may be pursued, is various-they may run out at the depth of a few feet, 
or they may run so deep that they cannot be prudently pursued. When 
they taper, and are closed up by the wall rock, it is said that by 
blas~ing through it, the crevice again opens to its normal width, and 
can again be pursued, but how much truth there is in this speculation, 
I am unable to say. 

After a crevice is discovered, the miner proceeds to open the claim 
by sinking a shaft or hole into it, which is effected by blasting and 
the pick and shovel; and, as soon as needed, a windlass is erected 
over the shaft, in order to draw up the pay dirt and quartz. Or the 
miner may commence his work by tunneling into the base of the moun
tain, thus reaching the vein, and working it from beneath. After a 
sufficient quantity of quartz has been quarried out, it is taken to the 
mills, and there either crushed on shares, or at so much per cord. 

As I have before mentioned, hundreds of these quartz lodes havt: 
thus Lct:n opened in the sides and summits of the mountains, and 
every miner within the mountains has one or more of thcst: claims, 
which they consider equal to so much ''bank stock." But are all of 
these quartz veins profitable? By no means-many of them are worth
less, good for nothing; and many a man has been ruined in his efforts 
to develope his claim, not receiving enough from his quartz to pay 
current expenses. It is said, and with truth, I think, that not one in 
ten of the lodes discovered will pay. But there are others that are rich 
and valuable, and are paying largely; among them may be mentioned 

-
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the Gregory lode, the Bobtail, Foote & Simmonds's, Mammoth, Gri11nell, 
Topeka, Clay County, etc. 

Quartz mining, like the other branches of miuing, has its uncertain
ties, and much time, labor and money i::; ofleu expended to no purpose. 
I have known men to go Lo work, sinking a shaft into their claim, 
and carrying it down fur a distance of twenty-five and thirty feet, 
hauling up the quartz and piling it away, waiting for an opportunity to 
get it crushed, considering that they had a ''nice thing," and speculating 
on its yield of gold; their calculations hafed un the various prospect:, 
they had now and then obtained in washing the pay dirt; but on 
taking it to the mill, what was their dismay lo learn that their rich 
quartz \n,uld not pay ten dollars tu the cord-not enough, within 
,;ixty dollars, to pay for the crushing. And then the fault was charged 
tu Ll1e mill; they could not cuusi<ler that the quartz was deficient in gold, 
aud wuuld not believe it, until they had given another mill a trial, 
which turned out a like result. They then abando11ed work, and 
turned their attention to find a cu:,;Lomer to buy, and at length found 
one, who had just come in, having a good team of mules, and by a 
little skillful manouvering, an exchange was effected; and the party 
whu had now the means of getting out of the country, started for the 
State:;, before their dupe could make any new developments. 

The quartz mills in the mountains number over two hundred, and the 
majority of them have been brought in and put up the past season. 
They are pri11cipally distributed through the gulches in Gregory and 
Ru:,;~d districts, and twenty-five am located at Gold Hill, in the Boulder 
district. It is not my object to specify these different mills, or their 
location, but merely to convey some idea of their modus operandi. 

At the time we were in the quartz mining district, the prevailing 
opinion was that they were a failure; and this idea was strengthened, 
and seemed plausible, from the fact tl1at those in operation, at least 
the major part of them, did not fulfill all that was required of them. 
The principal charge being, that they did 1101 save the gold, aud this 
was sullicient to condemn them in the eyes of the quartz miners; and 
the charge was true, to some extent, au<l for three reasons-first, the 
quartz wa:;; not reduced as fine as it slwuld have Leen, the stamps not 
Lei11g sulliciently heavy, and not falling with sufficient force; secou<l, 
the apparatus for amalgamating and collecting the gold was imperfect; 
,md thirdly, those operatiug the mills did not fully cornpreheud or 
under,,land their business. 

The mill,; that were brought Lo the mountains, are of varieJ size and 
make-some running four and ~ix, other,; 11ine and twelve stamp,;, and 
they were brought by as great a variety of men-some being attended 
Ly men of ;;l:ieutitic attainment:;; others, by men of intelligence and 
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good sense, who had had experience in numng; while others were 
attended, and were to be open1ted by men who could not justly lay 
claim to any of the above requisitions; but none were attended with 
more than a sufficient capital to 'set them up in running order, which 
is one cause of the delay oi- their successful operation. 

The fact of there being rich gold bearing quartz in the mountains, 
is, I think, fully established;- and the on)y question now is, are the 
mills adapted to the work? a11d will they provide for the successful 
working of the quartz? · 

The mills, thus far, have not· been competent for the work, but that 
they will eventually be successful, is beyond a reasonable doubt; for 
experience and experiments are suggesting, and applying the needed 
improvements, both as regards defective machinery and defective 
operators. 

Many of the mills have been badly located, having been erected in 
poor mining districts, and at places where they could not control a 
proper supply of water, being compelled to remain idle for days and 
weeks, on this account, and many of them are poorly set up and badly 
constructed. The mills most favored, and which are considered best, 
are those manufactured by Gates & Co., of Chicago, and of which 
there are a large number in the mountains. 

When a mill is brought in, the proprietors hunt for a location, and 
when found they proceed to getting out the timbers for the frame, to 
the construction of a reservoir and cistern, and to the erection of a 
covering for the mill, and a suitable abode for themselves and com
pany. When this is accomplished, they are ready for operation. But 
the miners look with suspicion upon many of these mills, and the 
mill men generally have to wait some little time until they can secure 
the acquaintance and confidence of their distrustful neighbors, unless 
they have claims of their own on which they can proceed to work, as 
many of them have, or soon secure, and sometimes without any effort 
on their part; for there are many men within the mountains who 
make it a business to prospect quartz lodes, and will stake you off a 
claim and get it recorded, for the small consideration of a dollar or 
two, and which they will warrant to be the "genuine thing," and in 
a rich district. 

The majority of the mills work but six stamps, and a few are 
working in connection with them, the arastas, which assist in pulveriz
ing the quartz, acting upon it after it leaves the stamps; and they are, 
iu the opinion of many, a great acquisition, facilitating the separation, 
and hence the saving of the gold. A good mill will crush from three 
to four cords of quartz in twenty-four hours, which will weigh from 
eighteen to twenty tons. The usual charge for crushing is half the 
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gold taken out,of the: quartz; hut more generally, and espc:cially if the: 
quartz has no fixed or dt:termined value, it is done at regular rates, 
varying frurn fifty to seventy-five dollars per cord. 

The: gold contained in the quart:i: is very hue, aud seldom visible tu 
the naked eye, even iu the richest :,pecimen,;. The means employed 
for sa\'iug and collectiug it, is quicbilver, which is either spread over 
the surface of i,heet copper, or placed in pools or puddles alung the 
sluice, and as the gold passes over it, the two easily cumbine, forming 
an amalgam, from which the gold i;, readily separated Ly a process 
callt:d rdorting-tht: mercury being driven off by heat, leaving the 
guld behind. 

:\ large proportion of the quicksilver that has been carried to tht: 
mouHtaiHs, and u;,ed in tht: collection of gold, has bt:en an impure 
article; and we may state this tu be one uf the:: draw-backs to the 
succe,,,,ful upc::rating of the mills. It:; waste iu using is stated to Le:: 
aLuut tl\enty-five per cent. 

Speculation in claims is carried on to a large extent, and it was 
almost impossible to get a claim, especially in the gulches or in the 
new ·'patch diggings," on Quartz Hill. Speculators would get hold 
of them, and hold them, working them once in ten days, to keep the 
title good, and the balance of the time engaged in looking up cus
tomers to sell tu. Thus the majority of the claims in the miniug 
districts are held, and though hundreds of them were idle, and scarce
ly opened, it was impossible for a person to get oue without paying 
t.hc::ir full value, which was always over estimated by their owner. 1 
ha\·t: known persons withiu the mountains who were holding from ten 
to fifty claims; and provided you wished to get one, the terms of 
purchaSt: were, so much cash down-generally from one-third to one
half of the valuation-and the balance to be paid in weekly install
ments, or a.s fast as it was taken from the claim. But few of the 
men who went to the moWltains the past year, were able or felt disposed 
to purcha:ie at these rates, and 011 finding the ground all taken up, and 
no chance for securing a paying claim, would start for some other 
locality, or back Lo the States. 

Quartz Hill, where are located the newly discovered "patch diggings," 
is situated between Missouri City and Nevada Gulch. At the time 
we reached there, mining operations, which had been delayed for the 
\\aut of waler, were about commencing, and the whole surfact: of the 
hiil pre:,t:nted a most active scene. Hundred:; of men were busy in 
exca\ ating and throwing up the pay dirt, building and localing sluices 
auJ haLitatiun.::;, and digging channels from the consolidated ditch, 
lor a :,upply of water. Every foot of ground had been slaked off aud 
clairneJ, a11J a high price wanted for those in the most n:mute aud 
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poor situations. Some few nuggets had been found over the surface 
of the hill, one of which was discovered on a house-top, where it had 
Leen thrown with the dirt, and · weighed nearly fifty dollars; it was 
discovered by the owner of the' house, while engaged in sweeping the 
hail from the roof, which l1ad fell the preceding night. Some few 
of the claims in this locality were paying as high as two hundred 
dollars per day, but the majority being w;orked were not so profitable, 
some even did not pay fifty cents per day to the man .. We prospected 
in several claims, and failed in: raising more than a small color in 
claims that were reputed to be· worth a thousand dollars, and could not 
be bought for less. There are several rich quartz lodes running through 
this hill, in various directions, and which are being worked success
fully. One of them, known as the "Ingles lead," has the widest crevice 
of any vein that I saw opened within the mountains. 

Salting claims is carrit:d on to some extent, by sharpers, and especi
ally by those "who are soon going back to the States;" who have 
recently heard, as they relate, of "important business," or of the 
"sickness of their familie.;;-good claim-wouldn't sell, if were not 
obliged to-under the circumstances, sell cheap." Thus they talk to 
a customer, who of course inquires into the richness of the claim, 
which the proprietor proceeds to develope in a most satisfactory man
ner, and if a man is so blind that he fails to detect the cheat, a sale 
is generally effected. 

In proceeding up the hill one morning, my attention wa.s directed 
to a man who was busily engaged in salting a claim, located on its 
side, and I stopped to notice the operation, concealing myself behind a 
pine in the vicinity. He had dug a small trench in the comers of the 
claim, and taking from his pocket a small package of du.st, emptied 
it into his pan, mixed it up with a small portion of dirt, some of 
which was then scattered along each trench, and the operation was 
completed, with the exception of filling up the trenches, which he 
wa::i proceeding to do, when I hailed him, asking what he asked for 
the claim. He turned and eyed me for a minute, seemingly astonished 
to find any one in so close proximity. 

''An' d'ye want to buy?" said he, with an accent that told of his 
home in "Ould Ireland," and his education in America. 

'·Of course I want to buy, if you'll warrant the claim to contain 
more gold than you just now put in, said I. 

"Whist, now! An' ye's was afther knowin' to the thrick was ye'?" 
I told him that I could not well avoid seeing him, and asked him 

his purpose. He said that he had been "chated" in the claim, and 
was ''afther" getting his money back. His price was twenty-five dollars. 
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We were very pleasantly located at the head of Lake Gulch, and 
generally had plenty of company, there being several encampments 
besides our own, and in the vici11ity was a settle111t:nt of miners, engaged 
in quartz mining, on the hill side around. From our position, we 
could look O\'er into Nevada aJl(l Sprillg Gulches, having a fine view 
of Quartz Hill, and further Lack, several of the Lall peaks of the snowy 
range; and we were withi,1 hearing of the rattle and jar of the mills, 
l\'hich kept up a steady ::;tamping night and day, and the click, click, 
of tlw drills, deep down in the mine~, preparing for the blasts, which 
Hoh· and then re:.ouudcd from every quarter, often filling the air with 
flying fr3g:ue:1ts of rock; and then the shrill screaming of the steam 
whi,,t!es, often awaken the echoes of the mountains, carrying our 
thuughts Lack Lo the far off home. It was a strange souud Lo Le heard 
\\ ithin the wilds of the rnouutains; yet it was a cheerful one-telling 
of euterpri::,e and progress, aud proclairning that here would Le the 
:,eat uf a populous and powerful co111111unily in the future. 

Emigrants were arriving and departing daily, but the departures were 
in the ascendant-the stampe<le back to the States was carried on 
briskly. Now and then a prospecting party was seen coming in, who 
had Leen out looking up "diggings," each with a pack on his back, a 
gun un his shoulder, an<l with a wearied and woe-begone aspect, that 
reflected disappointment in every motion and every feature. Occasion
alh· a miner, who was cl1anging his quarters, might be seen, driving 
a Spanish Jack, loaded with his tool,, and grub, and singing '·A few 
Da)"," keeping time with a baton, which was applie<l to the rump of 
the animal, with ''full measure," at every step. 

Every day or so, we started oul on a prospecting tour, digging into 
the mountain sides, aud delving into the gulches; and we have thus 
turned up any quantity of earth and stone, Lut little gold; and we 
always left our prospect holes with the consoling idea ( which our 
friends uften suggested) that we didn't go deep enough. Wheu re
turning to our camp al night, we would gather together a large pile 
of JJine boughs, a11d build a roaring fire, when our neighbors would 
call arouud, and jokes, stories, and "experience" would cireulatc, illum
inating, what the heavy fire failed to do, uutil bed-time, wlieu each 
would crawl away to his '·kenuel," lo dream of better accommodations. 

Fires among the pine forests of surrounding mountains were quite 
frc:quent, and the l1cavy flame~ 11:i~ht lie seen rolling, leapi11g, and 
l,reaking i11 liugc culu111ns above aud around, and the smoke crnilled 
being so dense and lieavy, as to darken the sun. Many, in passing 
u\er the mountains, have Leen caught, lienuned in with a furious hell 
of tire. :ind there being nu es1:ape, have perished. The charred skele
ton~ of cattle and hor~es arc of:1:11 noticed, that have perished in this 
ma1111er. 
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We frequently saw our old friends with whom we had traversed the 
plains. They were located in Russel Gulch, and were setting up their 
mill, having secured a good site1 .11nd were using all possible expedition 
in getting it ready for operation.· Some of the members of the com
pany were securing "mouutafo stock," in the shape of quartz lodes, 
as fa::;t as possible, expecting a big dividend next year. Russel's Gulch 
has generally paid well; the· claims paying ten and fifteen dollars per 
day to the man. There are several gulches leading out of it-the 
Graham, Leavenworth, etc.-and which are considered rich gulches. 

In our daily preregrinations·· through the various mining districts, 
we often met with many pleasant incidents, and sometimes saw strange 
sights. Passing over the Missouri Flat one day, we noticed a trio of 
Afric's sunny children digging for "golden sand," and they were work
ing with such good cheer and heart, that we felt di,;posed to slop and 
inquire into their business; so we asked how they were doing, and 
the sluice feeder very politely informed us that they were •·making 
grub, sah." They informed u::; that they were direct from Georgia, 
aud had had some " 'sperience" in mining, but ''day did not like de 
country, and 'spected for to go back sum time in <le fall." Hoping 
that they might make a nice thing before "dey Jeff," we passed on; 
aml in our track, we found a party of miners sitting around their 
claim chatting, and occasionally scratching, which latter especially called 
our attention, and we noticed them more closely; one of them particu
larly, was constantly digging most vigorously, and had his efforts 
beeu directed in his claim, the result would have Leen different. At 
every bite he would reach for the invader, and at times was victor, 
bringing out a big louse about the size of a grain of wheat, an<l casting 
it away, while he kept on talking, having doubtless become so accustom
ed, that the matter "passed him by as the idle wind, which he respected 
not," except when the animals started out to feed. The sight was one 
calculated to disturb a healthy stomach, to say nothing of variou;; 
perverted nervous sensations, that are apl to occur al such a spectacle; 
yet it was one extremely common in the mountains, and for the reason 
that men pay so little attention to personal cleanliness, going frum 
week lo week without ablution, or changing their clothes, which they 
co11Linually wear, both day and night, and sometimes until they drup 
from them; and it can but be expected that thi::; horrid species uf 
vermin will take advantage of the neglect and carelessness of 11Jall} : 

aml whe11 they are ouce installed, it is alrnod impossible tu rid the 
person of them, and it can only Le done by burning the gannent,; in 
which they are habited. They multiply fast, and if means are not 
taken to destroy them and their nils, they suou overrun the body, many 
times eating and burrowing under the skin, producing excruci:Jling 
:;ufferiug. 
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LETTER XII 
RAI:-.-Y 5£.ASOX-UOW OLD MINEHS REGARD NEW ONES-1"Al\llLY QUARREL

THE DIH"ERENT MINING REGIONS--STAllT :FOR BOULOEH CITY, AND REACH 

IT-MEET A PIONEER, AND LEARN SOMETHING-PUICES OF PROVISIONS

START FOR AMERICA-TROUT FISHING-ST. VRAIN'S FORT-THE VALE

DICTORY. 

The rainy season commences about the first of July, and continues 
nearly two months, rain falling every day, but not continuously; 
occurring generally every afternoon, in a succession of showers, which 
are invariably accompanied by heavy thunder and lightning, that is 
terrifying; the thunder being almost constant-now and then boom
ing like heavy artillery above us, and rolling from peak to peak in 
ceaseless reverberations, while the swift and burning lightning illumes 
the misty mountain tops, and the sombre gorges, now and then descend
ing with a crash, amid the timber. The rain falls in torrents, coming 
in thick, heavy drops, and is often succeeded by a shower of hail, 
which is very destructive. 

The climate of the mountains is generally mild and agreeable. The 
weather during the summer season, warm and plea!:iaul; hut the tem
perature of the night and early morning arc rather too cool fur comfort, 
especially in the vicinity of the "dividing ridge," where we fiud the 
eternal ,;now covering the summit. But as we approach nearer to 
the plains, the temperature rises, and we do not experie11ce any very 
essential difference between it and the climate of the Atlantic States. 
Bdow, on the plains, the climate approximates to that of Mexico, 
being hot and sultry, and currents of hot air continually circulating, 
parchu1g a11d blasting all vegetation-a drought generally prevailing
and nothing will grow or tlourish, except where irrigation is employed. 
The seasons in the mountains are short, there being but a short time 
intervening between snow and snow, which usually commences to fall 
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about the first of September, and continues until April. The climate 
is very different from that of California; which is so remarkable in its 
periodical changes, and for -its wet· and dry seasons, that divide the 
year into about equal parts; and' ~hich is well adapted for the purposes 
of agriculture, and luxuriant growth of vegetation. 

l frequently saw attempts at _gardening within the mountains; hut 
it was only in the valleys of the _streams that ~t was successfully carried 
forward, and even there, vegetables did not properly mature. In one 
garden, that I saw about the first -of August, the plumules of the vari
ous vegetables were scarcely above ground, alt.hough the seed had 
been sown a month or more previous-everything look dwarfish and 
sickly. The gardens, however, at Golden City, and in the vicinity 
of Boulder, which are well attended and watered, looked more thrifty 
a11d were more profitable, their various products being in good demand, 
bringing large prices. 

In traversing the mountains, one cannot fail to notice the peculiar 
feeling that is evinced by resident miners towards those who are 
making their first debut into the mountains; which arises in part from 
the promptings of an avaricious spirit, and from a natural jealousy 
of disposition. They generally know all the particulars relating to 
the country, its richness, prospects, etc., and consider the majority 
of "freshmen," a set of "damphools," and treat them accordingly. If 
you ask them how they are doing, some will preserve a dignified silence, 
while others will perhaps convey the ambiguous answer, that they 
are "making grub." If you wish to find out whether there are any 
vacant claims in the district, their answer is a decided negative
'·they dou't know of any"-when perhaps there are several, and 
unle:ss you are sharp enough to make them point out their corners, you 
will never find out. They laugh and look wise if you condemn the 
country, and indirectly call you lazy, when you tell of your unsuccess. 
They speak of stampeders as of no good to the country "ennyhow," 
if they did remain, and were glad to get rid of them. If you should 
express yourself pleased with the country, and calculated to remain 
in it, they unbend a little, and are more communicative; and provided 
you locale iu the district, they perhap5 know of some claim that can 
be "jumped," and will offer to stand by you in case of trouble, and 
they eventually become quite sociable; but yet they require that they 
shall be considered "cock of the walk," and because they "come first," 
they are, of course, entitled to respect, and imporLance must be attached 
to their opinions. 

One evening, while we were engaged in cooking our supper, our 
attention was called to notice a family, consisting of man, wife and 
nine children, be::;ides a boarder, who had that afternoon pitched their 
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h::nt within 'a short distance of our own, by hearing a loud and angry 
discussion between the woman and une of her sons, and in which the 
whole family seemed to ht: intt:rested. Our curiosity was excited, 
and as the matter was assuming a tragical character, we postponed 
our culinary operations, and turned from our "fry" to look upon a 
domestic "broil," and we beheld a large, wilful!, overgrown boy, of 
eightt:en y1::ars, hurling stones and swearing at his infirm and aged 
mother. From among the debris of a fierce and angry altercation, we 
gathered these facts: 

The family had just come in from Denver, where they had been 
kt:t:ping a public house, but which didn't pay, and as the sons and 
daughter wanted to get into the mountains, they had started for Greg
ory. After encamping, the young man before mentiu111:d, wanting 
to proceed down into town, and considering that his linen was tou 
dirty to be presentable, asked his mother for a shirt. She told him 
that he could not have one until Sunday, as she could not be contiuual
ly wa::;hing shirts for him to change every few days. This naturally 
pn,voked the boy's spirit, and he commenced to curse and call his 
mother names ( that would not look well if repeated here), and began 
tu flourish his fi:lts in the old lady's face, and she proceeded to correct 
him. Slaps were exchanged on both sides, and finally the boy com· 
menced flinging chips and stones. The mother retreated, calling 
upon the father, whu was standing al the mouth of the tent, a careless 
and apathetic spectator, to chastise him. He told her to get under 
cover, and mind her business, and that if the boy wanted a ::;hirt, 
··why in h-11 didn't she give him one?" 

··Mr. 1\1--," she said, ··will you stand Ly thus indifferently, and 
sc::e a boy abuse his mother in this manner? Shame, on you! Y uu 
don't deserve the name of man, brute that you are. I will not put 
up with it!" and she proceeded towards the boy again, who had armed 
him::;elf with a big stick, and threatened, if she came near him, to 
~nvck her Lrains out. 

An elder ::;on then came forward, taking side with his mother, telling 
hi,, brother tu put down the slick, or he would make him. "Make me'! 
Beller try it on!" and stripping off their coats, they were about to 
c::ugage, when the old man, the boarder, and daughter, rushe<l in tu 
}Jrevent the conflict, and the combatants were separated, but each 
breathing vengeance, and hut with pas::;ion. By this time, the miners 
in the Yicinity had collected around to the uumber of eight or ten, 
and the '"happy family" went in under cover of the tent. But matters 
wc:re not settled, for the jingle of words continued. Soon the girl 
came running out into the road crying, and the mother after her, telling 
her tu cume back. 
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"I won't come back, to be pounded by you. I'll die first!" 
The boarder, who, it seems, was the girl's lover, then interfered, 

and taking the girl aside, began· to talk to her; and the subject of 
the conversation was soon app;rent, for the girl proceeded to get her 
things, and was preparing 111'- go off. This the old lady objected to. 

"What! going away are you, with that shiftless, good-for-nothing 
fellow? who will ruin you!"'. . 

"I will marry her," spoke the boarder. 
"How will yuu support her? hei;e without money and without work." 
'·Shut up!" chimed in the old· man-"you ought to be hung!" 
"Oh yes, you would murder me, as you have tried to many times 

Lefore. You are none too good to do it Mr. M."-and the woman 
burst into tears. "I will go, homeless, helpless and sick as I am-I 
can gu a11J die." She proceeded to put on her bonnet and shawl, 
and Legan to pick up what clothing she had. "I do not want mud1 
-I will leave il for the children. I have toiled and worked hard for 
the past twenty-five yean, to bring up this large family, and then, at my 
age, to be brought from my home, dragged across the plains into this 
wilderness, and, after all, to be abused and threatened in this manner. 
It's too bad! too bad." 

This appeal fell upon stony hearts, excepting those beating wiLhin 
the breasts of the spectators, who were standing partially concealed be
hind a miner's cabin, near by, but it was not thought wise to interfere. 
The mother continued gathering up a parcel of clothes-more or less 
objection being made to her taking certain articles of apparel-and 
again a war of words ensued, the woman :::peaking in a high key, 
determined that we should all hear, while the man's voice was more 
subdued, and was continually admonishing her to he more quiet, and 
not show up her character to everybody. 

"My character is without reproach, sir, and I'm not afraid that 
the whole world should know it. It is you, sir, that's afraid to ha, e 
your's known, which was bad enough at home-running away tu 

cheat your neighbors, as you did. 0, you good-for-nothing coward, 
yuu. You'll whip me, will you?" 

•·y o;/re a liar!" spoke the man. 
'·You can call me a liar, and anything else, knowing that 1 a111 

powerless to resent it, but you dare not come out and tell a man he 
lies, you poor, sneaking coward. I should think you'd be afraid to 
show your face lo honest folks-crawling inio the tent like a puppy." 

Matters thus progressed-the woman alternately crying and scolding; 
and, as darkness settled over the scene, the war became more general. 
The girl was about leaving, beiug aided by the father, persuaded by 
the lover, and encouraged by the dutiful son, who, together with a 
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younger brother, were packing up to accompany the sister. The 
mother's efforts were unavailing, and she came out and appealed to 
the group of miners, requesting their interference. We all proceeded 
into their camp, and commenced an investigation, and learning that 
the boarder had Leen du: prime instigator of all the trouble, judg
rut:ut was passed upon him, for creating mischief in the family, dis
turbing the peace of the community, and plotting the ruin of the girl, 
and the sentence of banishment was pronounced-ten minutes time 
being given him to leave the district, and if found after the expiration 
uf that time, he could choose between twenty lashes, and being hauled 
through the lake near Ly. · The girl, who was only fourteen years of 
age, was then reasoned with on the impropriety of her conduct, and 
tulJ that she must remain with her mother. The father was al,;o 
approached Ly :,everal of the elder mt:11, and talked with concerning 
hi.s conduct in the affair. He tuok the matter kiudly, and urged, in 
excu,,e, that ''his wife had Leen unreasonable," that he considered the 
Luy as old enough to take care of himself, and too old to be Hogged; 
and, as for the girl, if "she loved the fellow, he didn't see why she 
might not go with him-he didn't care; he knew what his feelings 
were when he was young, and he wasn't going to control his children 
after they were old enough to judge for themselves." 

.. But you should exercise some government in your household, if 
your children are too big to be corrected, and especially strive to pre
vent such a sct:ue as has lately been enacted. Many of us have children, 
but we warrant you, when they get so big that they caunot be corrected 
when they deserve it, we or they will have to leave, and the sooner 
the better. Your wife has been most shamefully treated, and by her 
own child, whom she has nursed and cherished and watched over fur 
many long years; and now, when old, care-worn and sick, suffering 
in body and mind, to be so abused, is most shameful, sir! And you, 
her lawful protector, will sit by and see her brutally assaulted, without 
the intervention of a word, and pass the matter by without administer
ing the punishment that the young scoundrel so richly merits. It 
does not speak well for the man, sir!" 

Thus was the father talked with; and he finally admitted that he had 
Leen in the wrong to some extent. The time was nearly up that had 
been given the boarder to make "tracks," and he was again warned, 
and told that his :>entence would be carried out to the letter, if he did 
not leave. He finally began to believe the matter no joke, and calling 
the girl a:,ide, passed a few whispered words, and started off, and that 
i:icious son, who was his firm friend, followed after. The mother 
pleaded with him to return, saying that she forgave him, and telling 
him that he was not strong enough to start out into the mountains and 
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care for himself. His reply was, that he "didn't care a d-n, he was 
going to get out of her sight." 

"You'll write to me and let me·know where you are? won't you, 
James?" ' ' 

"May be!" was echoed back,-and he was lost to sight in the darkness. 
The mother then told us that the boy had always been sickly, possessing 
a hemorrhagic condition of sy~tem, and at .every little scratch, bleed
ing profusely; but we comfortedolier as best we could, telling her that 
the boy would soon reptmt, and w9uld soon tire of roughing it amid 
the mountains. Casting lots among the miners, to see who should 
remain on watch during the night, for many expected that the scound
rels would come back and get the girl after all was quiet, we left the 
late scene of domestic strife, where 

"All tltat the devil woul.d do, if run stark mad, 
Had been let loose-" 

our pulses considerably accelerated with our efforts to restore harmony. 
The night passed in quiet, and in the morning the "amiable family" 
vacated the district; doubtless feeling that their little peculiarities and 
failings had been too freely exhibited to entitle them to respect, or 
make their society agreeable. 

The gold bearing region of the Rocky Mountains, so far as dis
covered, extends from the North Fork of the Platte, on the North, to 
the San Juan Mountains on the South, bearing off to the head waters 
of the Blue and Arkansas Rivers, and extending over to the Rio 
Colorado on the West, including the various diggings known as the 
Cache le Poudre, Boulder, Gregory's, Russel's, Clear Creek, Blue River, 
Arkansas, Buckskin Joe's, etc. A portion of these I have previously 
noticed, and shall now refer briefly to the others. 

Mining operations are carried forward on the borders of Clear 
Creek, from the first range of the snowy axis, to its confluence with the 
Platte River (South Fork), including the various localities known as 
Union District, Grass Valley Bar, Paine's Har, Buckeye Bar, Spanish 
Bar, Chicago Bar, etc., all of which, with the exception of Union 
District, are being profitably worked. The gold found occurs in scales 
and pepitas, and, occasionally, in nuggets. 

The diggings at the head waters of the Blue, in the vicinity of Tarry
all, have not generally met the expectations of the many who located 
there at the Lime of the discovery. Some few claims there were rich 
a11d paid well, but the majority (and this i$ true in all of the mining 
districts) were unprofitable. A friend told me that himself and four 
others took a claim in Hamilton District (No.23), for which they paid 
four hundred dollars, and after working in it for a week, abandoned it, 
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having obtained only thirty-five dollars, which was principally float 
gold, and their neighbors wt:re g1merally as unsuccessful. 

The mines at the head waters of the Arkansas have betm, and still 
are, profitably workt:d. Some few of the claims in California Gulch 
have paid largely, hut tht: mint:s there am worked at considerable 
t:.:\pe11»e, there being a large amount of "slrippiug" to do Lefore reach
ing the pay dirt. 

Buckskin Joe's Jigging,; take their name from Lhe mountainc::er who 
fluurishes with that soubrii1uet, and who has been amid the mountains 
:,,c::veral yc::ars, having Leeu a member of the Fremont rescue party: 
Thc::y were lately discovered, anJ wert: said to be paying well. 

The Boulder District is principally a quartz mining one, and its 
mines are located on and around what is known as Gold Hill, situated 
some twelve or fifteen miles Lack from the City of Boulder, and sorne 
tv.euty ur twt:nty-five miles Nurth of Gregory's. Many lodes have Leeu 
upt:neJ there, and many of thtm consiJi::red rich, but thc::y have 11ot, a::1 
ytt, beeu suilicienLly workt:d Lo lest tht:111, there being no mills thtre 
prtvious to ]w1e, 1860. A certain proportiou of the lodes are doubt
lc:ss rich, but the majority of them have not, as yet, and perhaps 
never will, meet the anticipations of their ownt:rs. The quartz that 
has been crushed gives but a meagre yield of gold-in some cases 
reported at one hundred and forty to one hundred and fifty dollars 
per cord, but I have been credibly informed that this is an over esti
mate. In fact, one mill cleaned up, after crushing three cords of 
quaru, obtaining the very jlaueriug result of about ten cents. 

There has been six thousand quartz lodes opened the past season 
in the mow1tains, but not one-third of them are being worked, for the 
want of capital, and capitalists, in the mountains, are said to be as 
scarce a:, ruo::.quitoe» in wir1tt:r; and it is thi;; need uf mcJIJt;)' tliat delay., 
tht: developmi::nt of the country. The many who went to the mountains, 
and who are still remaining, art: dependent on their daily labor for 
support, and if they obtain claims, as many of them do, they have 
no money to expend in their development. The prices paid day 
laborers in Gregory is two dollars and fifty cents per day, exclusive 
of board, and one dollar and fifty cents and boarded. In Cali
fornia Gulch, thrte dollars and three dollars and fifty cents is paid, 
which is the highe:;t rate. If a man goes to work for another, he i::; 
not at all certain of his pay, fur generally the men who ernploy have 
110 mtans, aside from their claim:;, and the employee::; must take risk 
with tht: employtr. If the claim should prove valuable, they are paid; 
if uot, they must wait and get it when they can. I have known several 
in»tances where poor men have been defrauded. One instance, in 
Lake Gulch, where a man advertised for laborer;; to work his claim, 
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and he obtained several, and he set them to work, (each man furnishing 
his own tools) stripping and t}irowing up the pay dirt, in order to 
have it in readiness when the water was furnished. At the expiration 
of the week, pay was called f~r, but the proprietor was unable to 
meet their demands, and stal'ed, as a reason, that he had betn disap
pointed in receiving what was due him from the Consolidated Ditch 
Company, but he should perhaps have it ju a day or so. Thus days 
passed by, and finally Mr. --· was non est inventus, and as another 
man laid claim to his effects, there was no method of securing their 
pay without dangerous trouble.·. Other, and more aggravating instances 
might be cited. One man employed a large number of hands, and 
kt:pt them at work two weeks, with "promises to pay" at the expiration 
of that time; but before the time had fully expired, he absconded with 
the proceeds of their labor. Search was Lting made for him at the 
time we were there. 

Every mining district has its code of law;;, and they all differ muri: 
ur less, and especially in the matter of holding and working claims. 
A man i!:i generally entitled Lo three pre-emption claims, divided into 
a bar claim, gulch claim, and quartz lode, provided he open the lattt:r 
and work the two former once in ten days. By purchase, he can hold as 
many as he pleases. The discoverer of new diggings is entitled to 
a "discovery claim," in addition to the one pre-empted; but discoverers 
are not generally satisfied with these, and are apt to stake out as 
many of the most desirable as they wish, attaching fictitious names to 
each-not only on the stakes, but when sent in for record-he being, 
of course, the actiug agent for the imaginary owners, and at liberty to 
dispose of them as he pleases. The law::; have of late been remodeltd, 
to some extent, I have learned, and claims, especially quartz lodes, are 
l't','llt,11iicd ~1,; real t~stalt', aud pcrs,111s ca.ii hold them whether they 
ri::maiu there, or return to the State;;. The punishment uf crimes is 
severe in all of the district::;. Murder is punished with immediate 
death; and also theft, when the sum taken exceeds one hundrtd 
dollars; when the sum taken is less, whipping anJ banishment is tl1e 
penally awarded. 

The silver mines, that have lately been discovered, will doubtless open 
up another highway for the acquisition of wealth, if they prove as ex
tensive and rich as has been represented, and provided the means can 
Le obtained for the successful working of them. These mines are 
principally located in the vicinity of the Blue River, the Arkansa», and 
in the vicinity of Gregory's, in a locality situated hack some twelve 
miles, and calleJ Silver Hill. I have seen various specimens of ore 
taken from the mines on the Blue, which were decidedly rich; and it 
is said that the ore obtained from the various other mines is equally 
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so, the as::;ays made from it yielding tt:n and fifteen grains of pure 
silver to the ounce of ore. Rude smelts have already been erected in 
several localities, and are cluing comparatively well. 

After remaining in the Gregory District sufliciently long to satisfy 
ourselves that everything there was "won by tricks," and considering 
that our chances for taking one with the hands we held, looked rather 
dubious, and furthermore, knowing that it took a jlush to play it alone, 
and we hadn't the papers, we deti:rmined to pass over to Boulder, and 
:;ee if we couldn't make a puint; and bidding our friends there fare
well, wi: :,tarted, proceeding via the l\luuat VemoH Road. We ascend- · 
ed the Lig hill with the help of <we extra team of two yoke of cattle, 
and eru.:amped for the night in the valley of lleaver Creek, where we 
::.pc:nt thi: following Jay in sporting. During the murning we started 
out to hunt rabbits, and were quite ::.ucces::;ful, bringing ::;everal into 
camp at noon; and as we had seen trout i11 the stream, we devoted the 
afternoon in fishing for them, and the method adopted was to take 
a bag i after having fixed a hoop at the opened end), and place it in 
the stream, fill up the spaces on either side of it with stone, and then 
proci:eding up the stream a considerable distance, commence thrashing 
the water with long whips, one on each bank, until reaching the 
bag; but we could not perform the business as it should have been done, 
for the reason of the thick growth of bushes on either side, yet we 
c0u,,iJered that we could bag a few under the circum::;tances; but on 
ri:aching the bag and liftillg it from the water, the exclamation of 
··nary one!" told our success; and though disappoiuteJ, yet not dis
couraged, we proceeded to try again, and with a like result. But 
remembering that 

'·Never give up, is the secret of glory," 

we ventured on one more trial, and by way of ensuring better success, 
we proceed further up stream, and instead of following the banks, wad
ed down the creek, and cut and sla::;hed away in a mo::;t of-/i.sh-ious 
manner, and as the bed of the stream wa::; very rocky and slippery, 
wi: got occasionally what we were not looking for-a duck; Lut wi: 
1iually rcacheJ the Lag, and proceeding along cautiou::;Jy, one of tlie 
!Jarty touk up the Lrap, aud while we were waiting for the water tu 
run uut, we ;,peculated 011 the number of trout we had. The water at 
la::;t li:aked out, and with it our luck-the bag was--cmpty, aud we 
started Lack into camp, with a very poor opiniou of Hocky Mountain 
truut, and changing our dripping garments, we prepared our sup1Jer. 
:\.ftt:r ri:0ali11g heartily on rabbit stew, we ::;et fire to a large dry pi111:, 
and thi: flame:, were soon leaping and crackling far abovi: us, shedJing 
a doud ui light through the valley, anJ lightiug UJJ the cruggy moun
tains that i:ucirded u,,. During th1: eveniug, we wi:re ::;turtled Ly tht: 
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rattle of spurs and the sound of approaching hoofs, and looking up, 
p1:rceived a "solitary horseman': just emerging from the line of dark
ni:ss into our brilliantly illumi,n,ated camp. He came near to where 
we were seated, dismounted, ·and throwing a steel shod pin into the 
earth, unfurled a lariat and staked out his horse, with the exclamation, 
"There, Shellbark, go in!" then saluting us, with "How are ye strang• 
ers?" squatted near us, asking ."where ye. from?" Giving him all the 
satisfaction we thought proper;· he anticipated us, in saying that he 
belonged ovt:r to Spring Valley ·fumche, was herding cattle, and seeing 
the "big light, tho't he'd co~e over and see what's up." Further 
enquiry revealed that he had been in the country five years; had been 
in the army a::; "bugler," had fought the Indians under Gen. Harney, 
and had accompanied Col. Johnston to Salt Lake, against the Mormons, 
and was twenty years old. He remained with u::; several hours, relating 
the incidents of his life-said there was only one thing that he loved 
in this world, and that was "gambling and a little whiskey. Used to 
have great times at Salt Lake---won lots o' money-one time had his 
hat full of silver half dollars-couldn't keep 'em-money didn't do 
him no good-spent it fast as he got it." Said he ''wouldn't go back 
to the States Lo live on no account-liked the mountains best, and was 
going to stay in 'em." He was a rude but jolly little fellow, and the 
evening passed very pleasantly, helping to fill up one of those monoton
om; blanks that so frequently attend the life of the traveller, while 
passing through the solitudes of the mountains. But as our fire was 
dying out, and a thick darkness was creeping over us, he pulled in his 
horse, and telling us that '·Shellbark lhi;; horse's name) could see 
his way home in the darkest night," mounted and rode off. 

The next morning we resumed our journey, passing through lovely 
valleys and winding up and around towering mountains, their sides 
sometimes dark with forests of pine, and sometimes with lofty preci
pices. Now and then we caught sight of a solitary windlass, indicat
ing an open "lode," and surrounded with heaps of dirt and cords of 
quartz, which, in some instances, was being hauled to the mills. Oc
casionally we saw a pared of men engaged in making shingle::; anJ 
shake::; for market, culling wood and pro::;pecting, and now and then 
the buzz of the suw was heard, together with the puff, puff of the 
laboring steam as it escuped from work below, marking an era iu the 
history of the mountains which had never before resounded with the 
alarum of such industry, that was cutting and shaving the heavy tim
Ler from their sides into "cradle bands" for the "rising generation," 
and into a commodity that brings sixty dollars per thousand in the 
cities and mining districts. 
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In the afternoon we reached the little village of Mount Vernon, at 
the mouth of the canon, before described. It consists of a dozen or 
more buildings, located on each side of the Pass; one of which I 
noticed as being constructed of dre,,sed stone that had been quarried 
in the vicinity. The mountain scenery in this locality is gr and; the 
range running south is very broken, and presents innumerable peaks, 
many of which are compo::;ed of limestone, and seen at the close of 
day, when the shadows are playing on them aud the azure hues are 
cn:eping over them in the distanct!, with here and there the bright 
sp0Ls of golden light capping .their pinnacles and streaming down their 
sides, they luok magnificent and seem like a fairy creation, so light 
a11d fautastic are they in liguu:. The mountains rising up from ,he 
other side are more lofty, larger and less broken, and one of them 
pre,,ents a peculiar feature--three large pillars of granite pierce its 
summit, and resemble the figures of three women-one standing, tht.: 
other two kneeling-and so perfect wa,; the resemblance that we were 
dduJt.:d into the belief that they were so in reality, until a passer-by, 
::;eeing that our attention was directed to them, told us what they were, 
and added that they might have been some of "Lot's family." The 
limestone in the vicinity is being quarried to a large extent, and 
several kilns have been erected for the burning of it. 

Pa,,sing un we encamped beside the Denver City road, and the fol
luwing day I proceeded lo the city for letters, and reached there at 
meridian, wheu I proceeded to Bradford's Corner, in which building is 
lucated the Po3t Office, P. P. & C. Express Co., Hinckly's Express, &c. 

Demer had improved wonderfully in appearam:e in the short time 
that had iutervened since my last visit. Vacant lots had been filled 
up with good and comfortable buildings, and the streets were more 
regular; but business seemed less active; scarcely a team was to be 
;,een in the streets, and all trade seemed to languish. The mint, which 
had been a late acquisition to the city, was in operation, and had coined 
a large amount of the native gold-enough, it was said, to give to each 
pc::r:,un that had emigrated the sum uf six dollars, if divided among 
them; but 1 raL11er think thest.: figures are exaggerated. Various Ex
...:hangc: otlict:s were: ,;callered throughout the city, the proprietors buying 
up gold du::;t, for which they paid fourteen dollars per ounce for re
torted ur amalgamated gold, and fourteen dollars and seventy-five ceuls 
Lu :sixteeu dollars for S4.:alt.:, and lump gold, which was well worth from 
eightetn to twenty dollars; and in buying, they resort to base trickery 
many times, there being more than one "Shylock" among them. I was 
uLliged to exchange some dust for coin in order Lu pay the postage 
uu my lellers, aud entered an txchange ollice for Liu: purpose. Ap· 
proad1ing the counter I exhibited a sample of my gold, which was 

I • 
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a mixture of amalgamated and scale gold. The broker, after examin
ing it, told me that it was worth fourteen dollars and sixty cents per 
ounce. 

''No more?" said I. 
"No, sir; that is all that it will bring, and all that I can afford to 

pay." And he slated that more. "dust" was being offered him at those 
rates than he could find coin· to pay for.. I had expected at least 
sixteen dollars would have been ofrered for it, as it was passing current 
amuug the miners for seventeen_·dollars and fifty cents and eighteen 
dollars; but perceiving that I could do no better with him, and not 
having time to ''shop" around, I exchanged a sufficient amount to 
meet the demand al the Post Office. 

lu buying gold they are very careful to extract all the dirt and black 
sand before weighing it. To effect this, it is subjected to several 
operations. First, it is placed in a mortar and broken, and after hav
ing been ground sulliciently it is turned into a tin tray and subjected to 
the blowing process ( which process they always prefer to perform 
behind the case, out of sight,) which separates the dirt from it; after 
which the magnet is run through it, taking out the black sand, when 
it is weighed (and here, if you are not sharp, mistakes are often made) ; 
then the ounces, pennyweights and grains are counted and figured 
up, and you receive the value in coin. 

Money was scarce in Denver and the other towns when we were 
there, and I have known twenty and twenty-five per cent to be paid 
per month for its use. Dust is the principal medium of circulation, 
and is taken everywhere, except at the Express Office in payment for 
lellers. 

The P. P. & C. Express Co. had the exclusive control of the mails, 
and charged exorbitant prices for the transportation of letters and 
paper-twenty-five cents being demanded for every letter and paper 
delivered, and the same sum must be pre-paid on every one received. 
The office was continually besieged by the arriving emigrants-long 
strings being seen standing before the delivery windows, awaiting their 
turn, at all hours of the day. Efforts have lately been made to effect 
some change in the postal arrangements, and the mails will, it is said, 
soon be carried through by Government contract, which will revive a 
Letter slate of feeling among the miners-many of whom have often 
rebelled against such extortionate demand, often threateniug to suL
scriLe to a fund for the establishment of an Express to carry tht!ir 
mail matter to the United States Post Ollice at O'Fallon's Bluff. 

Hurse stealing was being carried on extensively, and the day pre· 
vious Lu my arrival one of a gang had been captured, but as he told a 
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plausible sto·ry of having been duped by the gang, who offered him 
thi= loan of one of the animals to ri<le Lack to the States, and which 
he had accepted, having been seeking some conveyance home for a 
long time, the judgment passed upon him was more mild than it other
wi:.e would have bten, which was-punishment with the whip to the 
extent uf thirty lashes. Murderous as:;aults aud affray:; were still com
mon, and the lives of some of the best citizens had bten threateued Ly 
the lawless bravadoes that infested the city; but of late the city and 
surrounding country has been pretty thoroughly purged of them
sume having Leen hung, others banished from the country. 

After remaining in the city for a few hours, I started back for our 
encampment, at the fout of the mountains. The day was excessively 
hut; but overtaking a load of hay that was proceeding into the moun
tain,,, I followed aluug uuder its shadow, and al :;uuset reached my 
de,;tinatiun; Lut so fatigued with my journey of thirty long miles, aud 
having ,,uffered so much for the want of waler, that I felt hardly com
pos corpus, and Lhrowiug myself down within the ltnt remained quit:t 
until morning. During my travel in the morning I turned from the 
ruad many times, traveiiug along the banks and occasioually through 
the channel of a "dry run," where I frequently met with some fine 
:,pecimens of petrifaction; the most remarkable of which was a por
tiun of the cylinder of a tree having a diameter of about ten inches 
and a length of two feet. 

The foliowing day being the Sabbath, we remained in camp, a11d 
spent a portion of the day in looking around a peculiar range of 
buttes running parallel with the mountains, and rising up from twenty 
tu une hundred feet in height, and alung the ridge of which was a 
line of colunmar basalt, looking like so much time-worn masonry, which 
here and there had crumbled away, strewing the slope on either side. 
.-\t the distance of two miles back of us was a large, isolated, oval 
mountain, rising up some twelve or fifteen hundred feet above the 
level of the plain. This we visited, and climbed to its summit, where 
we had one of the finest views that the eye can take iu. Before us, 
and stretching out lo the East, till earth and sky were blended, lay the 
bruad plain, along which we could trace the sinuous windings of the 
Platte a11d its many tributaries, by the timber that skirted their Lanks; 
to the left, lay a smooth, verdure dad-valley, skirted on the North lJy 
the Table i\Iuuntains, with their bruad and level summit surfaces, and 
their rucky precipices, while resting at their feel reposed the quiet 
little town uf Golden City, with its many scattered buildings and snuwy 
tent::,; and further on, and high above it, lay Colden Cate, pcepiug out 
frum the muuth of the canon; while yet further, in the Jim distauce, 
rould Le seen the rocky battlements of the mountains, near Boulder; 
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and back of us were the mighty monuments of ages

"Amidst immensity they tower sublime, 
Winter's eternal pa/q.ce, built by Time"-
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whiie to the right, another stretch of the plain met the eye, bearing 
on its bosom the prodigy of the mountains-the city of Denver. 

Monday morning we resumed our journey, passing through Golden 
City, which was fast improving in appearance. Following along the 
base of the Table mountains,· finally emerging out upon the plain, 
where our road led us across several small streams, and over a high, 
rolling plain. · -

There are three roads to Boulder; one follows along the base of 
the mountains, which is the nearest, and brings us to that town after 
traveling the distance of fifteen miles, but it is very rough and stony, 
and seldom traveled with wagons. The next road takes us twenty
five miles before reaching it, and the other, thirty. We took the 
middle road, and traveled acro:;s some lofty hills and ridges; encamp
ing at noon on the bank of a very pretty stream, where we partook of 
lunch, and then started on again, but had not proceeded far before 
a heavy rain storm overtook us, accompanied by a great deal of wind 
and thunder and lightning; but we had noticed its approach, as it 
came rolling over the mountains' tops, and were prepared for it. It 
soon passed over, but the roads remained muddy and slippery, the 
soil consisting of blue clay, and so plastic and adhesive had it become, 
that the wagon wheels were soon encrusted with it, and our hoots 
would gather pound after pound, rendering our progress slow and 
tiresome, and it was often difficult for the cattle to ascend the steeps, 
that were occasionally met with; in fact, they could make no progress 
in the beaten track, and we found it necessary to turn from the road, 
and traverse over the turf. We had calculated on reaching Boulder 
at night, but darkness overtook us some ten miles this side, and we 
were obliged to encamp near a "dry run," through which the water 
had long forgot to flow. Cold Creek we knew to be in the vicinity, 
but all hope of reaching it was cut off by the increasing darkness, 
made more black by the heavy storm clouds spreading arowid us. We 
were without water, and consequently had to do without supper, but, 
during the evening, caught enough from the clouds for drinking 
purposes. 

At break uf day the following morning, we were again pursuing 
our course, and reached, after an hour's travel, the banks of Cold 
Creek, where we concluded to remain the balance of the day, as 011e of 
our bullocks had, during the night, been "alkalied," from drinking 
bad water, and was "scouring" profusely; and besides, we had left 
uur camp of the night previous, forgetting a keg of powder, which, 

,. 
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as was our custom, had Leen taken from the wagon on the approach 
uf the storm, and hid away at a safe distance from the camp, and one 
of us had to pruceed back after it. During the afternoon, while lazily 
seated under the shaduw of thi: wagon, one of the party descried, near 
the mountains, what he considered to be a buffalo, makii1g for the 
cri:ek at a slow •'lope." Said he knew it was a buffalo by its makt:
its "high shoulders and tapering rump"-and in fuel, the animal did 
appear to be a bison; and although it was distant some three miles, we 
decided to take after it, calculating that the animal would stop under 
the shade of the trees,. on the border of the stream. Two of us, only, 
started out, one following along each border of the stream. We soon 
Jo;;.t sight of uur buffalo Lehind the Limber, but continued on, some
times running aud sometimes walking, for a distance of two miles, 
when my companion, considering that the sun was too hot, and the 
game too w1certain, fur so long a jaunt, fell Lack, while I continued 
on. I had marked the spot where 1 had last seeu the object of my 
pursuit, and on nearing the vicinity proceeded more cautiously, creep
ing along w1der cover of the bushes, soon reaching a point opposite my 
aim, but there was no sign of a buffalo; and thinking that perhaps 
I might have been mistaken in the locality, I proceeded on, and soon 
saw the encampment of some hay-makers, one of whom I questioned 
as to whether he had seen any game about, said he had not-'·hadn't 
seen any since he had been there." I then told him that I had seen 
a buffalo in their vicinity, coming down from the bluffs to drink. 
Says he, "I guess you have been slightly sold. We've got some cattle 
running around loose here, and one of them has been frisking about 
considerably this morning, and I rather think, stranger, if you'll look 
around that divide you'll see your buffalo--but don't shoot him!" and 
sure enough, my tramp of three miles through the broiling sun, haJ 
re.suited in a very provoking sell. Crossing the stream, I strolled 
lei,,urely back, meditating on the uncertainty of such sport, and 
thinkiug-

"-At heart, with courtly Chester/ ield, 
Who, ujter a long chase o'er hills, da/.e, bushes, 
And wfLat not, though he rode beyond all price, 
Ask'd neA:t day 'if men ever hunkd twice?' " 

and I wbdy concluded that I should not attempt the performance of 
any more such feats for the present-running the risk of being made 
the target fur my companiom; to laugh at. But in thi::; particular in
stance, they were about as deep in the mire as myself, and ''couldn't 
:,ay much." 

Procc::ediug Lack on the opposite Lauk from the one 1 had followed 
up, l .soun fow1d mpelf amid a den of snakes, who were laying 
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stretched out at full length, in the various paths to their holes, but 
they scattered about as soo~ as I did, and descended into their slimy 
abodes; while I, giving them a wide berth, started into camp, not 
knowing which party had . s'uffered most fright. Snakes were plenty 
along the banks of the s~l'eam, and we frequently saw both rattle and 
bull snakes during the day, but having a constitutional fear of the whole 
race, we did not disturb. them. 

The following morning we proceed~d to the accomplishment of our 
journey, and on rising the- 1Jext ridge we had a fine view of Long's 
Peak and the valley of Boulder Creek; while far back to the south 
we could see the dim outline of Pike's Peak, which is the only peak 
of the mountains that the generality of people are acquainted with, 
and which furni::ihes a title for the country. Before reaching Boulder 
we met with a large number of emigrants passing from there to the 
mines at Gregory's-some of them fresh from the States, while others 
had been engaged in the Boulder mines. Many of them stated that 
they were going to Mountain City to "look about," and doubtless they 
were going to wait, like Micawber, for "something to turn up," as the 
majority do, imagining that success in the mountains depends on luck, 
and to be sure it does to some extent; but it is that peculiar luck which 
is the sequitur of energy and perseverance, together with a vast amount 
of hard labor. If men go to the mountains with the idea that luck 
is going to point them to a fortune, or if they dream of hidden caves 
of treasure where big nuggets can be bad for the lifting, I can assure 
them that a little travel through the mountains will seldom fail to 
regulate their imaginations, and they will begin to realize the fact that 
fortune is as fickle there as at home; and furthermore, that if they 
would but exercise the same ambition, the same study, and put forth 
the same labor on their farms, or in their business at home, that is 
necessary in the mines, they would have no occasion to look to "Pike's 
Peak" for wealth, or for the means to pay debts, and in the mean time 
could live much better and more happily. 

A large proportion of the emigration last spring consisted of farm
ers, many of whose farms were encumbered with mortgages and 
taxes, and "Pike's Peak" opened up to their imaginations the means 
wherewith to cancel their obligations and free their property. l met 
many who were thus circumstanced, and they were all free to admit 
that had they remained at home, directed their attention to their farms 
and :saved the expense of their outfit, that Lhey should have been much 
better off, for now they were more deeply involved than ever; suffering 
hardship and privations, and barely receiving the wages given to 
laborers 'in the States. 
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We finally reached the broad valley of Boulder Creek, aud encamped 
near the North Fork, at a distance of a mile from the town, for the 
purpose of securing good feed for our cattle. In the afternoon we 
proceeded into the city, following up the bank of the stream to the 
crossing, which consisted of a single pine log with a flat, hewn sur
face, each end resting upon a large block. The stream had a width 
of about thirty feet, and had a strong current. We hesitated some 
moments hdore a sufficient confidence was established between mind 
and matter; hut we had reason to believe that our head was straight 
and our feet firm, and· we mounted to perform, a la Blondin, the feat 
of crossing a small Niagara. The log having no central supports 
Legan tu spring and tremble as we approached the middle, a1111 the 
whirling and rushing water below began to exercise a very Ji:sagn~eable 
inilucnce on my brain; but I kept on, expecting each moment that I 
should be compelled to sit down, for my Lab11ct: Legan to waver, and 
had tl1e end not been near I :should have bt:c11 obliged to have :straddled 
the timLer or have taken a dangerous fall; but I was fortunate jn 
reaching lerra /irma without resorting tu the humiliating position on 
tlie one hand, or suff eriug the dire calamity on the other; and my com
panion was equally fortunate. 

We soon reached the town of Boulder, which comprises some 
thirty log buildings, arranged in a row on each side of the street; 
many of them occupied for stores aud olfices. The town seemed almost 
deserted al the time we entered it, an<l the only life apparent was 
seen at the lower end of towu, where a small group of citizens were 
sealed at the entrance of a saloon, engaged in whittling and talking 
over tlie future of the country. Some few tents were scattered through 
town, occupied by persons whose prone and supine positions indicate 
extreme laziness and an abundant nothing-to-do aspect, which in fact 
was a characteristic of the town, and I could not help contrasting its 
duUness with the life and activity of the othi:r mountain cities. Many 
of the mountains in the vicinity arc masse:s of Lare rock, towering 
hi0h above the plain, and terminating in many irregular aud jagged 
peaks, whose outline:; form many fantastic figure:; . 

.. And all is ruck at ra11dom tltruwn, 
Black waves, bare crags, and banks of stunc"-

and in viewing them one cannot Lut wonder at what the poet culls

·'--the astonisliing magnificence of unintelligible creation, 
which is here displayed. 

\Ve remained in the vicinity of town several days, during which 
time we met with a Mr. A--, who was one of the pioneer miners, 
having reached this point in the spring of 1858, with a party of ten 
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persons. He said, pointing to a copse of bushes near by, iliat there 
he had slept for many a night, rolled in his blanket, when the snow 
was two feet deep. In further conversation with him he gave us some 
account of his early experience in the country, which I give in ne1;,rly 
his own words, so far "as memory serves me: 

"On reaching the mountains, my companions and myself commenced 
operations-prospecting and digging -in various localities. We were 
often visited by parties of Indians. One day ilie head chief of the 
Arrapahoes came to us and said: 

" 'What for you white men come here, dig our land, kill our game? 
Me expect present-my pappoose hungry-want heap present, or me 
go to war;' and said that he would give me three days to consider. 

I a:sked him, for I could speak their language to some extent, having 
Leen with and among various tribes of Indians for several years, why 
he wished to go to war with us? We had never, and did not intend 
to injure their land or property. 

"He said: 'Does white man remember, many, many moons ago, of 
the great light in the west, when the stars fell? The Great Spirit told 
us tl,en that white man would soon be as numerous as the falling stars, 
and would overpower us; and the next day we saw the first white man 
that ever came into our country, and we must drive tliem out or make 
them feed us; and if you refuse to give us meat we must go to war.' 

"He seemed to reason that the meteoric shower of 1833 foretold their 
destiny, and that they should try to avert it. We had been living iu 
a tent, but immediately after the old chief had declart:d his intentiou 
we set to work putting up a log house, and constructed it as firm and 
strong as possible, and had it completed by the second day; but, by
the-by, another party of five men, who had just arrived from the States, 
joined us, and expressed themselves as willing and determined to stand 
by to the last in defence of our rights. We were all well armed, aud 
had plenty of ammunition, and considered that our chances of victory 
were certain. The Indians were encamped some half mile from u~; 
and on the eve of the third day tlie squaws had a ·'pow-wow," and such 
horrid, uuearthly cries and sounds, you never heard. The war-dance 
was al:so celebrated, and far into the night we could hear the ta-too 
of their rude d1:u111s and the fierce yells of the braves, as they circled 
around their fires. 

"We spent the night in preparation-forming plans, and getting 
everything in readiness for the conflil't on the morrow. 

"The morning of the third day at length dawned, and my men all 
stood willing and ready; hut where were our five friends who had 
agreed to stand by us? They were missing; but we little cared to have 
such cowards, as they had proved themselves, in our company; iliey 
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would have done us more harm than good. The sun arose, but the 
Indian camp w~ stiU l)Uiet, which we were all intently watchiug; 
but soon, and much to our i;urprise, the old chief was seen approacl1i11g, 
unattended by any of his lriLe. I directed my men lo conceal them
:.elves; and in order to make it appear that we cared but little for his 
threats, I went and unfastened the door, and theu lay down. The 
chief approached and kuocked at the door. I told him to come in, and 
a.,, he e11tered, got up. He approached me, and folding his arms about 
me, gave me a very atfoctiouate e111Lrace, saying that the Great Spirit 
had told him to lake pity 011 the little band of whites and not massacre 
them; aud said further· that white man good frieuds now-live in 
peace-all of which was vt:ry gratifyiug lo us; aud the next day we 
killed 011e of our bullocks and i11vited the chief and his family lo eat 
with us, while the balance of the ox was distributed among the tribe; 
aud uevcr in my life did I e11joy a foasl etjual lo that with the Arrapahoe 
chid. 

.. We never had any further trouble with them, and but little with the 
othc:r tribes. The Utes a short time after made a descent upon some 
selllers in our vicinity, and badly wounded one woman and drove away 
several mules and several head of cattle; Lut they were so closely 
pursued by us, that we recovered a large portion of it." 

This is the sum and substance of the story told us by the pioneer, 
and which is doubtless true. He also informed us that he was the 
tirst man that look a genuine specimen of gold into Denver, auJ that 
he was the first discoverer of tl1e mines at Cold Hill; aml furthermore, 
that he was now engaged with a company of men in lurniug the 
chanud of the creek just above town, and expected a large reward fur 
their labors. · 

Provisions in the mountains have generally been plenty, and have 
brought good prices. The miners have generally bought their supplies, 
\\·henever opportunity offered, from what they term, "Stampeders," 
and which they could often buy at low prices, as compared with the 
market rates al Deuver. Flour could be bought for fourteen to sixteen 
dollars per huudred, and al Limes for twelve dollars per huudred; corn 
meal fur :.even and Leu dollars; Ll~aus, twelve aud fiftecu cculs per 
puuud; potatoc:s ten cents per pouml ( uow selling for six dollars per 
LushdJ ; butter sold at a price averagiug from forty to sixty cents per 
pound; sugar, twenty-five and thirty cents per pound; coffee, l wenty
tive lo fifty cents {'Cf pound; meat sold al twelve aud fifteen cents per 
pouu<l; milk, Len cents per quart; Lacon sold for twenty aud thirty 
ceuts per pound; and everything else in a like proportion. ln allixing 
the: price to the variuus articles fur sale, ten cents was added per pound 
fur tra11;,{'urtatiun-this being the rate charged by the trauspurlaliu11 
cvmpa111e;:;. 
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We could not fix upon anything substantial on Boulder; and "Gold 
Hill," that obscure basis on which the people of Boulder have built 
their hopes, so fluctuated, that the majority of our company considered 
that it was taking a big risk to have anything whatever to do with it, 
aud as they were safely out of "the mountains thought we had better 
keep out and start for America, where they might tum to some employ
ment, which, if not so promisiQg. to the im~gination, was more sure 
of yielding a livelihood. The motion was considered and the question 
put, and as the ayes were in the asi;:endant, there was no other alter• 
native for the Noes than to prepare for the exodus; and the following 
morning we turned our backs to the mountains, and with the fortune 
of experience that we had gathered, started for home, following down 
the St. Vrain road, along the border of the creek, and encamped early 
in the afternoon for the purpose of fishing, as we knew the stream to 
contain fine trout, having seen several anglers with a string of them, 
pass during the afternoon. We had encamped near the junction of 
the North and South Branches of the stream, and just below a large 
butte, which rose up, isolated and alone, at a distance of seven miles 
from the mountains, and which the settlers had given the name of 
"Hog's Back." The stream was wide, deep and swift, and its propor
tions eminently entitled it to the appellation of river. Our hooks and 
lines were soon in proper trim, and were thrown into the stream, and 
the sport commenced of lifting out some of the largest speckled trout 
that I ever saw, weighing from one to three pounds each. In half an 
hour'::1 time we had hooked up a sufficient number to meet the demand, 
and they were served up in a style that would have gratified more 
capricious tastes than our own; and so exhilarating was the sport, and 
so appetizing were the objects of it, that we remained in the locality 
the following day, devoting our time to fishing and to prospecting along 
the banks of the stream, and such was our success in the latter pastime, 
that we quite earnestly considered the propriety of remaining to make 
further developments; but some of the party had fully made up their 
minds to leave the country, and could not be induced to remain, and 
011 the following morning we were again en route for home. 

Passing on, we saw a large number of hay-makers at work, cutting 
and curing grass for the market in the mountains. The broad valley 
of the creek i::1 very fertile, and was generally well settled by a class of 
men who were turning their attention to agricultural pursuits, and 
the greater proportion of the whole valley, extending from Boulder to 
St. Vrain's had beeu claimed, and pre-emption shanties erected. 

The road that we were traveling was a good level one, and well 
provided with good grass and water, and I should judge it to be the 
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best and most direct road to the mountains, Leing much nearer than 
the one via Denver. 

The following day after leaving our fishing ground, we reached the 
Platte River, which is bridged at this point with a log structure, that 
looked as though it would illy afford a safe transit, but we crossed 
very comfortably, and found, on the opposite bank, a toll house, where 
they wanted six shillings for the damage <lone the bridge-we paid 
it, thanking fortune that it was the last toll operation that we had to 
pass through. Two miles further travel brought us to SL. Vrain's Fort, 
where we stoJJpe<l to rest, fur the day was very sultry and the air 
suffocating. The Fort here has Leen used as a trading post with the 
Indians, but it is now in ruins; there are, however, two frame buildings 
t:rected here, one of which is still occupied by traders, and is quite 
a rendezvous for Indians, but we saw none there at the time we passt:d 
by, for, as we were told, they had gone off into the Cache le Poudrc 
country to hunt. 

Aftcr leaving St. Vrain's, a distance of two miles brought us to the 
junction of the Denver City road, at which place a shoc maker had 
erected his tent, and had displayed on a rough hoard, in one corner, a 
row of black hc,ttles, containing, doubtless, a variety of whisky, from 
proof to water-proof. He was evidently 011 his last pegs, and, with his 
a ( w) 11 had lc,cated there, having been disappointed in his findings al 
the mountains, to raise the wind to get homc, and for the want of hoots 
lu sole, he frequently tapped the Lottles and sold the contents, which 
was decidedly the most profitable busincss. 

\Ve continued back, following along over the road, which no doubt 
the reader is sufficiently familiar with; and after thirty-five days of 
hard travel, over the monotonous prairie, through rain and shine, heat 
and cold, and many times through the entire night, for the purpose 
c,f escaping the torturous fangs of innumerable mosquitoes, and at 
timcs when the night was as dark as Erebus, and we could not sce the 
lcngth of c,ur noses, whcn c,nc of us would start ahead with the lantern, 
in urder that we might kecµ the track, we finally reached our starting 
puiut of thc Spring vrevious-having accomplished an over-Janel travel 
of some fifteen hundred miles in six mouths, behind slow Lullocks, 
tliat had required about as much clfort on our part as on theirs, to kceJJ 
them moving-feeling rich in expericuce, if not in money. 

A large emigraliun is expected ucxt SjJring,. by those remaining in 
the mountains, and doubtless they will not be disappointed, fur the 
country is fast being <level oped aud settled; and as the mists of uncer
tainty tl1al ha\·e lm11g over that cou11try for the past two years, are fast 
Ji::,::,c,lving before tl1e warming rays of a progressive and determined 
~pirit, disclosing that substance of thiugs hoped for-"that more than 
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philosopher's stone"-the public confidence is being restored, and 
thousands will again prepare to try their fortwie and their fate. 

The country is destined ,lo he more than is "dreamt of in their 
philosophy," and its mines will yet open richly, and reward the per
servering industry of the~many who have not "fear'd their fate too 
much," and whose deserts are fully equal to their hopes. 

Quartz mining is to be the permanent feature of the region, and it is 
the only mining that will hold out and pay. The gulches and bars that 
have been discovered and worked, have not generally paid, and they 
never will, unless means can be adopted to facilitate the working of 
them, and to save the gold, much of which is very fine, and wa,;tes in 
the washing. 

IL is not at all probable that all who again start on the expedition, 
will realize a tithe of their expectations, and for reasons that have been 
enumerated in the previous pages, and for reasons that cannot but be 
apparent to every man who possesses common sense. All men are not 
successful in their avocations and experiments at home, and the laws 
that govern their finances and fortunes in the States, will not he 
suspended in the mountains. If they are not suited for the business, 
and if they have not the means to carry it forward successfully, they 
will necessarily fail; and if they have not the courage to face difficulties, 
the ability for hard labor, and the perseverance and patience that is 
necessary, the probability is that they will be disappointed; and if any 
man goes there with the hope of making a fortune in one season, he 
will find hi,11self mistaken, unless he is content with a very small one. 

A large number went last spring without k1wwing exactly what they 
should do on reaching the mountains; and the majority of them left 
without finding out, after standing around through the various mines, 
with the hope of "jumping into somebody's shoes," for which there is 
seldom a chance. Capitalists can do well there, for they c.:rn turn 
their money in half the time that would he possible ebcwhere; but the 
laLoriug man, who has hut little means, or with scarcely sullicicnt tu 
fornish a comfortable outfit, and who will Le entirely depende11t on 
his wits or muscle, had better remain at home, for he cannot get rich 
there any sooner than at home, and he will escape much hardship, toil 
and privation, which is necessarily entailed 011 those who sojuuru 
amid the mountains. But it is not my purpose to either encourage 
or discourage any person. If a man think he can do well, and wants 
to go-let him go-"chacun son goux!'' 

The best route is, I think, the one that I have described; hut perhaps 
the one from Omaha is the most direct and shortest, and it will 
eventually take precedence over all the others, when the railroad is 
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complt:ied to that point. All persom; intending to start for that country 
next spring, should be at their starting point as early as the 20th of 
April, and proceed out as soon as the feed will permit-the grass is 
generally far enough advanced at that time to afford good forage. 

The outfit of companies would be too tediow. to mention. Generally, 
a light wagon-one sufficiently strong to cuuvey two thousand or two 
thowand five hundred pounds-is the be:st vehicle; and, with regard tu 
team, cattle are Lest where you have much load to draw, and they are 
Ly far the mo::.t sure and :safe, and will not occasion one-half the 
at1)..iety and trouble that horses or mules do; but then the latter w iii 
perform the journey iu one-half the time that is required where huliocks 
are used, as they will not travel to exceed an average of fifteen miles 
per Jay. 

The Lest method to pursue in tht: maller of traveling is, to get as 
t:arly a ;;tart i11 the mu111i11g as prn;siJJlt:-:say tour o'clock, aHd proct:ed 
until nine o'clock, and hall until two o'clock P. M.; then resumt:, aud 
travel w1til six o'clock, or until such time as may suit couvt:nience. By 
pursuing this course, you will avoid the heat of the day, your 1eam 
will travel faster and better, and they, as well as yourself, will reach 
the eud of your trip in Letter condition than those who follow the old 
methodic system of reaching certain specitieJ camps each night, where 
the feed is poor, and perhaps all consumed by those who have precedeJ. 

:\.s regards the many other items that constitute a proper outtit, uue 
will Le governed Ly his owu pt:culiarities, or accurdiug Lu their tasle and 
mt:ans. Every one should be well supplied with waterpn,..;f clothing, 
and with a sullicient quantity uf l>lankets aud bedding, if they desire 
tu pa::.s the nights comfortably. The items of flour, meal, Lacon, 
potatoes, molasses, sugar and cotfoe, are the essentials; dried and pre
servt:d fruits, the condiments, and a good article of whisky art: the 
lSO considered) luxuries. 

£very company should make it a point to take a cow, as she will 
more than pay for herself and the trouble during the trip, and call be 
::.old to good advantage after reaching the mountains. 

The items of beans anJ Bologna sausage should Le left uut. The 
tirst can nevt:r be properly cookt:d, especially while traveling, and will 
e,·er occasion more or less sickness, when they are not propt:rly pre
pared; a11d sau::.age, when eaten, create::; great thirst, which cannot 
alway::. be gratified, and even if it can Le, the driuking of large quantiticll 
of water ::.hould be guarded against, as it weakens the sptem. 
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